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Nothing is mysterious, no human relation. Except love.
Susan Sontag1

Quando penso a Pasolini,
a come agiva rispetto alla società,

alle cose, mi stimo molto poco.
Massimo Troisi

1As Consciousness Is Harnessed to Flesh: Journals and Notebooks, 1964-1980.
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Abstract

This research thesis aims to address complex problems in Human Behavior

Understanding from a computational standpoint: to develop novel methods for

enabling machines to capture not only what their sensors are perceiving but

also how and why the situation they are presented with is evolving in a certain

manner.

Touching several fields, from Computer Vision to Social Psychology through

Natural Language Processing and Data Mining, we will move from more to less

constrained scenarios, describing models for automated behavioral analysis

in different contexts: from the individual perspective, e.g. a user interacting

with technology, to the group perspective, e.g. a brainstorming session; from

living labs, e.g. hundreds of people transparently tracked in their everyday life

through smart-phone sensors, to the World Wide Web.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Humans are social by nature, machines are asocial by design. To bridge this
gap, it is desirable to build systems able to correctly interpret social interactions
between humans, and thus exploit forms of Automatic Human Behavior Under-

standing. As computing becomes ubiquitous and the number of available sen-
sors increases, researchers can mine and exploit the huge amount of behavioral
data produced by people in their everyday lives, in order to build behavioral
models and gain valuable insights from collective and individual perspectives.

This thesis elaborates methods for Automatic Human Behavior Understand-

ing in two interaction scenarios: the first, ”classic”, scenario including situations
in which sensor(s) and subject(s) share the same physical space (e.g. a user in-
teracting with a machine, as well as subjects participating in a meeting, having
a coffee break, etc); the second, extending the former by exploiting situations
in which people interact by means of ubiquitous devices: the sensors lie in the
physical dimension of each individual engaging into forms of physical and/or
virtual interaction with other people.

The behavior of human beings is influenced by both subjective and objective
factors. The former, in this thesis referred to as internal determinants of be-
havior, include characteristics such as emotional state and personality: “what I

do depends on how I feel”; conversely, the latter refer to factors external to the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

subject, that is characteristic of the specific situation the subject finds herself in:
“what I do depends on what is happening around me”.

Previous research has extensively shown that such internal determinants of
behavior, or feelings, are often manifested through very short and unconscious
body movements: from facial expressions to back-channeling gestures (e.g. fid-
geting), we all use such social signals to interpret others’ behavior and tune, in
turn, ours. We thus apply computer vision and speech processing techniques to
automatically detect such events on which our behavioral models are built.

Furthermore, drawing from extensive literature in Social Psychology, where
personality is recognized as being a causal determinant of people’s behavior, our
research focuses on building personality based behavioral models. Such models
will ultimately allow design and deployment of proactive systems in heteroge-
neous contexts, including, but not limited to, Surveillance, Health-Care, User
eXperience, Human Resources Selection, Tutoring, Targeted Marketing.

1.1 The Context

Aristotle’s definition of humans as social animals has persisted during the cen-
turies and entered as common knowledge: such companionable animals, as
Dante Alighieri calls them, are characterized by an innate tendency (what Karl
Marx referred to as Gemeinwesen [186]) to form groups, interact with the en-
vironment, collaborate toward reaching common goals and improve their com-
munity’s conditions. Exploiting recent advances in the fields of Computer Vi-
sion, Machine Learning, Natural Language and Speech Processing, Network
and Data Science, along with the increase in computational power of mod-
ern microprocessors, a novel and promiscuous research field has been lately
emerging and gaining interest among researchers: Computational Social Sci-

ence, leveraging the capacity to collect and analyze data with unprecedented

breadth, depth and scale [163].
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1.1. THE CONTEXT

This research thesis aims to address complex problems in Human Behav-

ior Understanding from a computational standpoint: to develop novel methods
for enabling machines to capture not only what their sensors are perceiving but
also how and why the situation they are presented with is evolving in a cer-
tain manner. We endorse a interactionist [171, 90] approach to human behavior
analysis, considering behavior as a function of both the person and his/her en-
vironment; in other terms, we embrace both the situationist theory of “people
responding to an environment that consists of other people responding to their

environment, which consists of people responding to an environment of peo-
ple’s responses” [243], and the classical person-perspective which sees individ-
ual characteristics as principal determinants of behavior.

In this framework, internal determinants of behavior such as personality
traits, psycho-pathological risk factors, and other individual predispositions,
are treated as dynamically evolving attributes under the influence of external
determinants such as situational and structural attributes of the environment a
person is behaving within.

Personality is an individual’s characteristic comprising all attributes (behav-
ioral, temperamental, emotional, and mental) affecting his/her dispositions. In
our everyday lives, we describe people as being more or less sociable, talkative,
or bold: we constantly employ these descriptors to explain and/or predict others’
behavior, attaching them to well-known and new acquaintances. Extroversion,
the personality trait they refer to, is so familiar that we exploit it continuously
in a natural and inconspicuous manner. Similarly, we talk about other people
being more/less prone to frustration and anger (Neuroticism/Emotional Stabil-

ity), responsible or attentive (Conscientiousness), and so on. Being personality

recognized as an individual characteristic representing the subjective tendency
to react emotionally or behaviorally in a certain way, if these traits do manifest
themselves through the perceivable physical behaviors of the subject, then they
can indeed be automatically assessed. In fact, recent works have validated such

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

hypothesis [14, 166, 182, 183, 204, 205, 222].

Recently, a dynamic view of personality traits has been proposed [84], sug-
gesting that traits can be reconstructed through density distributions of person-
ality states. In other words, personality states can be seen as specific behavioral
episodes in which a subject behaves more or less extrovertly, neurotically, and
so on.

Thus, in order to capture, interpret, and/or induce change to, behaviors of
people or groups of, it seems necessary to identify important constituents of be-
havior such as personality states and, at the same time, recognize how change
in the environment and such constituents mutually influence each other.
Depending on scale and context of the environment in which a system of inter-
actions is taking place, different strategies can be adopted; expert humans are, in
fact, trained to exploit such internal determinants by driving people in certain di-
rections and analysing their micro-behaviors: influential recent works [80, 219]
provide evidence of hard-to-fake perceptual cues that can be systematically
treated, hence potentially exploitable by a machine.

Consider, for instance, a standard human resources selection task: the re-
cruiters, after screening the applicants’ curricula and selecting a dozen of them,
set a meeting in their offices. Once the candidates are gathered around a ta-
ble, the recruiters drive them into predefined discussions to analyze their be-
haviors while engaging with others, and to derive information on their psycho-
attitudinal profiles. Finally, the candidates are singularly interviewed. Since the
biggest source of information for the recruiter is the non-verbal behavior of the
subject, we can postulate that a machine equipped with the necessary sensors
(such as webcams and microphones), and trained for the task, might be able to
exploit the very same cues in order to select the best applicant for the position.

Furthermore, the wide deployment of mobile devices and increase in broad-
band connectivity have in the last decade re-shaped the intrinsic working of
society. The network of interactions between people has become more dense,
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1.2. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

by orders of magnitude, maximizing reach and information flow. Such re-
shaping brought dramatic positive effects (e.g. innovation, faster response to
events, etc.) along with side-effects such as information overload, and pervasive
surveillance. Everyone of us, in this very moment, is producing valuable data
through a smart-phone (by all means, a personal tracking device). Providers of
software, connectivity, and some times even hardware are creating value from
personal data, following a business model based on data centralization and sep-
aration on the one hand, and customer profiling and targeted advertising on the
other. The result, nowadays, is that big silos of personal information have been
built and monetized, in a centralized fashion, by those who control the infras-
tructure used to gather, store, and mine such data.

In Chapters 4 and 5 we present a few works that show how informative such
digital breadcrumbs can be, while in Chapter 6 we will elaborate on the world-
changing impact technologies built for cooperation in a decentralized fashion
can have.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 we report the state of the art
and present our contributions in modeling human behavior within the Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) scenario; in Chapter 3 we describe relevant and
related works dealing with human behavior understanding in social contexts,
and detail our work and the advancements obtained; in Chapter 4 we enlarge the
scope of our analyses to the least controlled scenarios, using wearable sensors
and smartphones as primary sensing infrastructure to gather information about
collective and individual behaviors.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we discuss works that analyse and exploit behavioral
manifestations in the World Wide Web, and elaborate future research directions
in Chapter 6.
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More specifically, this thesis develops and is organized under the metaphor
of a magnifying glass: we start at the individual scale, focusing on the analysis
of a single person interacting with technology [257] (Section 2.2) or enjoying
multimedia content [137] (Section 2.1); then, we zooms out, widening the field
of view to include more people physically interacting with each other in sce-
narios with varying constraints: specifically a meeting room first [267, 256]
(Sections 3.1 and 3.2) , a whole building [165, 276] (Sections 4.2 and 4.3),
and communities of people transparently sensed through their own smartphone
devices [255] (Sections 4.1 and 4.4); in the latter stage, further widening our
scope, all connections to the physical world are abandoned from the sensing
point of view and behavioral dynamics appearing in a purely virtual domain
such as internet are analyzed [105] (Sections 5.1 and 5.2).

Thus, at each zoom out step, behavioral modeling is applied to increasingly
large groups of people in settings with decreasing levels of control.

This thesis consists of the following publications:

• Chapter 2:

– H Joho, J Staiano, N Sebe, JM Jose
Looking at the viewer: analysing facial activity to detect personal

highlights of multimedia contents [137]
Multimedia Tools and Applications, 51(2):505-523, 2011;

– J Staiano, M Menéndez, A Battocchi, A De Angeli, N Sebe
UX Mate: From facial expressions to UX evaluation [257]
Proceedings of the Designing Interactive Systems Conference, 741-
750, ACM DIS 2012.

• Chapter 3:

– R Subramanian, J Staiano, K Kalimeri, N Sebe, F Pianesi
Putting the pieces together: multimodal analysis of social attention in
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1.2. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

meetings [267]
Proceedings of the international conference on Multimedia, 659-662,
ACM MM 2010;

– J Staiano, B Lepri, R Subramanian, N Sebe, F Pianesi
Automatic modeling of personality states in small group interactions [256]
Proceedings of the 19th ACM international conference on Multime-
dia, 989-992, ACM MM 2011.

• Chapter 4:

– J Staiano, B Lepri, N Aharony, F Pianesi, N Sebe, A Pentland
Friends don’t lie: inferring personality traits from social network

structure [255]
Proceedings of the 2012 ACM Conference on Ubiquitous Computing,
321-330, ACM UBICOMP 2012;

– B Lepri, J Staiano, G Rigato, K Kalimeri, A Finnerty, F Pianesi, N
Sebe, A Pentland
The sociometric badges corpus: A multilevel behavioral dataset for

social behavior in complex organizations [165]
International Conference on Social Computing, 623-628, IEEE So-
cialCom 2012;

– S Teso, J Staiano, B Lepri, A Passerini, F Pianesi
Ego-centric graphlets for personality and affective states recognition [276]
International Conference on Social Computing, 874-877, IEEE So-
cialCom 2013;

– J Staiano, N Oliver, B Lepri, R de Oliveira, M Caraviello, N Sebe
Money Walks: a Human-Centric Study on the Economics of Personal

Mobile Information [258]
Proceedings of the 2014 ACM Conference on Ubiquitous Computing,
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ACM UBICOMP 20141.

• Chapter 5:

– M Guerini, J Staiano, D Albanese
Exploring Image Virality in Google Plus [105]
International Conference on Social Computing, 874-877, IEEE So-
cialCom 2013;

– J Staiano, M Guerini
Depeche Mood: a Lexicon for Emotion Analysis from Crowd Anno-

tated News [254]
(The 52nd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Lin-
guistics, ACL 2014).

The following papers have been published during the course of the Ph.D. but
are not included in this thesis:

• B Lepri, R Subramanian, K Kalimeri, J Staiano, F Pianesi, N Sebe
Employing social gaze and speaking activity for automatic determination

of the extraversion trait [166]
International Conference on Multimodal Interfaces and the Workshop on
Machine Learning for Multimodal Interaction, ACM ICMI 2010;

• B Lepri, R Subramanian, K Kalimeri, J Staiano, F Pianesi, N Sebe
Connecting Meeting Behavior with Extraversion – A Systematic Study [167]
IEEE Transactions on Affective Computing, 2012;

• G Zen, N Rostamzadeh, J Staiano, E Ricci, N Sebe
Enhanced semantic descriptors for functional scene categorization [317]
21st International Conference on Pattern Recognition, ICPR 2012;

1work performed at Telefonica I+D, Barcellona
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• MK Abadi, J Staiano, A Cappelletti, M Zancanaro, N Sebe
Multimodal Engagement Classification for Affective Cinema [2]
Humaine Association Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent
Interaction, IEEE ACII 2013;

• R Subramanian, Y Yan, J Staiano, O Lanz, N Sebe
On the relationship between head pose, social attention and personality

prediction for unstructured and dynamic group interactions [268]
15th International conference on multimodal interaction, ACM ICMI 2013.
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Chapter 2

Deriving and Exploiting Behavioral
Insights at Individual Level

In this chapter, we report two original deployments of web-cam based sensing
systems and their validation:

• an approach to detecting personal highlights in videos based on an analysis
of facial activities;

• an ecologically valid vision-based system for automatic User eXperience
(UX) evaluation.

First, we present an approach to detecting personal highlights in videos based
on an analysis of facial activities. Our facial activity analysis was based on the
motion vectors tracked on twelve points in human face. The magnitude of the
motion vectors represented a degree of a viewer’s affective reaction to video
contents in our approach. We examined 80 facial activity videos recorded for 10
participants, each watched eight video clips in various genres. The experimental
results suggest that useful motion vectors to detect personal highlights varied
significantly across viewers. However, it was suggested that the activity in the
upper part of face tended to be more indicative of personal highlights than the
activity in the lower part.

11



CHAPTER 2. DERIVING AND EXPLOITING BEHAVIORAL INSIGHTS AT INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

Secondly, we propose and evaluate UX Mate, a non-invasive system for the
automatic assessment of user experience (UX). In addition, we contribute a
novel database of annotated and synchronized videos of interactive behavior
and facial expressions.

UX Mate is a modular system which tracks facial expressions of users, in-
terprets them based on pre-set rules, and generates predictions about the occur-
rence of a target emotional state, which can be linked to interaction events. The
system simplifies UX evaluation providing an indication of event occurrence.
UX Mate has several advantages compared to other state of the art systems:
easy deployment in the user’s natural environment, avoidance of invasive de-
vices, and extreme cost reduction. We report a pilot and a validation study on a
total of 46 users, where UX Mate was used for identifying interaction difficul-
ties.

The studies show encouraging results that open possibilities for automatic
real-time UX evaluation in ecological environments.

2.1 Analysing Facial Activities to Detect Personal Highlights
of Videos

The explosion of multimedia contents and the need for effective access have
resulted in the development of a number of video summarisation techniques.
Video summaries are needed in many situations. For example, such a summary
could be useful for getting a gist of the video content. Summaries can also
support the end-user’s decision-making to view the entire video (e.g., films) or
not. The results of such decision making can then be used for modelling the user
preference. This also suggests that the techniques developed for video summari-
sation can be related to a task of user profiling and/or personal recommendation
of unseen videos.

Money and Agius [195] categorise video summaries based on three dimen-
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sions: content type (feature based, object based, event based, and perception
based), personalisation (personalised, generic), and interactivity (interactive,
static). Techniques such as shot boundary detection and keyframe extraction
are the basis of the feature based summaries which have been extensively in-
vestigated [111]. This type of summaries is not designed to consider semantics
of video contents. The summaries investigated in evaluation forums such as
TRECVID [210] tend to be object based or event based summaries. Such a
summary consists of unique scenes of an object such as “antique car” or an ob-
ject in the context of an event “red hot air balloon ascending”. These types of
summaries are designed to present a gist of contents based on the main objects
and events within a video. However, the feature based and object/event based
approaches tend to suffer from the semantic gap problem in interactive use of
such summaries.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in perception based summaries.
These look at a higher level of abstraction than the other types of summaries by
exploiting viewer’s affective state, perceived excitement, and attention found
within or caused by video contents [196], [136]. Perception based approaches
are designed to overcome the semantic gap problem in summarisation by find-
ing affective scenes in videos. Another prospect of the perception based sum-
marisation is the application of creating the personalised summaries. Since the
affective scenes in videos are subjective, and hence, can vary across viewers,
personalised summaries that are tailored to one’s preference can be generated
from the same video. However, this area has not been fully exploited, and ex-
isting techniques to generate perception based summaries are expensive. For
example, they require manual annotations [277] or several physiological sen-
sors [196, 197] to capture people’s affective state.

In this work, we distinguish the terms facial activity and facial expression.
The facial activity refers to the movement of specific points (i.e., motion vec-
tors) in human face, while the facial expression refers to a category of human
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emotion inferred from a classification of multiple motion vectors. The two con-
cepts will be explained in more detail later.

The rest of this section is structured as follow. We first review the work on
affective video analysis and summarisation. Then we briefly present the facial
expression recognition system. The data collection method and evaluation mea-
surement are then described, followed by the results of analysis and discussion.
We conclude the paper by discussing some directions of future work.

2.1.1 Affective Video Summarisation

Annotation according to affective or emotional categories of video is a relatively
young domain, gaining more and more importance [37, 110, 112, 145, 194,
295, 314]. The main objective is to make the recommendation personalized
and situation sensitive. If the affective content of a video is detected, it will
be very easy to build an intelligent video recommendation system, which can
recommend videos to users based on users’ current emotion and interest. For
example, when the user is sad, the system will automatically recommend happy
movies to him/her; when the user is tired, the system may suggest a relaxing
movie.

All the current affective analysis systems try to solve the following prob-
lems [295]: 1) identification of valid affective features; 2) bridging the gap be-
tween affective features and affective states; 3) establishing an affective model
to take user’s personality into consideration; 4) representing the affective state.

In general, there are three kinds of popular affective analysis methods. Cate-
gorical Affective Content Analysis methods usually define a few basic affective
groups and discrete emotions, for example, “happy”, “sadness” and “fear”. The
videos or parts of them are classified automatically into one of these categories.
Moncrieff et al. [194] analyze changes in sound energy of the non-literal com-
ponents of the audio tracks of films and detect four sound energy events com-
monly used in horror films: “surprise or alarm”, “apprehension or emphasis
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of a significant event”, “surprise followed by a sustained alarm”, and “build-
ing apprehension up to a climax”. They find that these four sound energy events
convey well established meanings through their dynamics to portray and deliver
certain affect or sentiment related to the horror film genre. Kang et al. [145] de-
tect emotional events such as fear, sadness and joy from videos by computing
intra-scene context (shots’ coherences, shot’s interactions, dominant features in
color and motion information) and inter-scene context (scene’s relationship with
other scenes). Xu et al. [314] identify video/audio segments which make audi-
ence laugh in comedy and scary segments in horror films as affective contents.
They use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) based audio classification method
to detect audio emotional events (AEE) such as laughing, horror sounds, etc.
Then, they use the AEE as a clue to locate the corresponding video segment.

The second type of affective analysis method is called Dimensional Affective
Content Analysis method, which commonly employs the Dimensional Affective
Model to compute the affective state. The psychological Arousal-Valence (A-
V) Affective Model is one popular Dimensional Affective Model [71]. Arousal
stands for the intensity of affective experience and Valence characterizes the
level of “pleasure”. Hanjalic and Xu [112] did research on affective state rep-
resentation and modeling by using the A-V Affective Model. According to the
A-V affective model, the affective video content can be represented as a set
of points in the two-dimensional (2-D) emotion space that is characterized by
the dimensions of arousal (intensity of affect) and valence (type of affect). By
using the models that link the arousal and valence dimensions to low-level fea-
tures extracted from video, the affective video content can be mapped onto the
2-D emotion space. Then, an affect curve (arousal and valence time curves)
can be easily detected as a reliable representation of the expected transitions
from one feeling to another along a video. Pleasure-Arousal- Dominance (P-
A-D) model [191] is another popular affective model. Pleasure stands for the
degree of pleasantness of the emotional experience, Arousal stands for the level
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of activation of the emotion, and Dominance describes the level of attention or
rejection of the emotion. Based on P-A-D model, Arifin et al. [16] propose to
use Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) to build up a P-A-D value estimator,
which estimates the P-A-D values of the video shots of the input video. Then,
the video can be segmented based on the estimated P-A-D content. Different
from the Arousal and Valence modeling proposed by Hanjalic and Xu [112],
this work takes the influences of former emotional events and larger emotional
events into consideration.

The third type of affective analysis method is Personalized Affective Con-
tent Analysis method. The representative work is reported in [295], which
introduces more personalization factors into affective analysis and apply this
to Music Video (MV) retrieval. First, they build a user interface and record
the users’ feedback in the user profile database. Each profile records MV’s
ID, user’s descriptions about MV’s Arousal and Valence (two scores describing
their opinions about Arousal and Valence level). When users play MV, they can
also use feedback to change their opinions on MV at any time. Based on the
users’ profile, two Support Vector Regression (SVR) models (Arousal model
and Valence model) are trained to fit the user’s affective descriptions. Finally,
the affective features extracted from MV are fed into the trained models to get
the personalized affective states. The authors also provide a novel Affective Vi-
sualization interface for efficient and user-friendly MV retrieval. Through this
interface, the user can easily log into the system, search MV based on their af-
fective states (for example, anger, happy, sad/blue, or peaceful) and also provide
his/her feedback on each MV.

Directly relevant to our present work, Money and Agius [195] provide a
taxonomy of video summaries and their generation techniques based on an ex-
tensive literature survey. We use their taxonomy to discuss existing work on
video summarisation and relate our work to them.

The first aspect of their framework is the information sources analysed for
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summarisation. Internal summarisation techniques analyse internal informa-
tion from video streams produced during the production stage of video contents.
More specifically, they tend to use low-level image, audio, and text features of
videos. External summarisation techniques analyse external information which
can be obtained from the process of capturing, producing, or viewing videos.
External summarisation techniques are further divided into User-based infor-

mation and Contextual information sources. User-based information typically
includes people’s behaviour during the interaction with video contents. This
also includes people’s preference information. The user-based information can
be obtained in an obtrusive way using explicit feedback or in an unobtrusive

way using various sensors. While unobtrusive methods are generally preferred,
they tend to be noisy and limited in the level of details [195]. An example of
the contextual information is the geographical footprints of videos using a GPS
facility equipped with a video camera.

Both internal or external information have been exploited for affective video
summarisation. The examples of internal information are Hanjalic and Xu [112]
(discussed above) and Chan and Jones [41]. Chan and Jones [41] present a
prototype system for affect-based indexing and retrieval of films, which is based
on audio feature extraction. By analyzing all the audio data (speech, music,
special effects and silence), the authors extracted the continuum of arousal and
valence within the time dimension and used it to develop an affect annotation
scheme.

The external information is often obtained by physiological sensors. For
example, Mooney et al. [197] performed a preliminary study of the role of
viewer’s physiological states in an attempt to improve data indexing for search
and within the search process itself. Participants’ physiological responses to
emotional stimuli were recorded using a range of biometric measurements, such
as galvanic skin response (GSR), skin temperature, and other. The study pro-
vides some initial evidence that supports the use of biometrics as the user-based
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external information. Soleymani, et al. [252] proposed a method for affec-
tive ranking of movie scenes, which takes into account both user emotions as
well as video content. User emotion behaviour was inferred based on evidence
gathered from the measurements of five peripheral physiological signals (gal-
vanic skin response, electromyogram, blood pressure, respiration pattern and
skin temperature), as well as self-assessments. In addition, the movie scenes
were analysed using various video and audio features, which portrayed signifi-
cant events within those scenes.

The approach investigated in this paper belongs to the group of Categori-
cal Affective Analysis and can be seen as an external summarisation technique
using user-based information. More specifically, we exploited viewer’s facial
expression while watching videos to find affective scenes for summarisation.
Our information source (i.e., facial expression) was obtained in an unobtru-

sive way. This has a potential to make our approach simpler, more practical,
and more feasible when compared to other approaches which exploited physi-
ological signals of viewers. For example, in Money and Agius [196], subjects
were wrapped by a sensor belt around their chest, a watch-type device was put
around a wrist, and other signals were captured from several finger tips, and
finally, their arm was rested on a cushion on the table. On the other hand, our
approach required only a conventional web camera with which most recent PCs
and laptops are equipped.

The next subsections describe our system and the method to generate affec-
tive summaries by exploiting viewer’s facial expressions.

2.1.2 Facial Expression Recognition System

Our real time facial expression recognition system is composed of a face track-
ing algorithm which outputs a vector of motion features of certain regions of
the face. The features are fed as inputs to a Bayesian network classifier. The
system has been described in detail in [247] and for completeness we briefly
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Figure 2.1: A snap shot of our realtime facial expression recognition system. On the left side
is a wireframe model overlaid on a face being tracked. On the right side the correct expression,
Angry, is detected.

describe the components of the system in the following sections. A snap shot of
the system, with the face tracking and recognition result is shown in Figure 2.1.

Face and facial feature tracking

The face tracking technique used in our system is an improved version of the
system developed by Tao and Huang [274] called the piecewise Bezier volume
deformation (PBVD) tracker. Our face tracker uses a model-based approach
where an explicit 3D wireframe model of the face is constructed (see Fig. 2.1).
A generic face model is warped to fit the detected facial features. The face
model consists of 16 surface patches embedded in Bezier volumes. The surface
patches defined this way are guaranteed to be continuous and smooth.

Once the model is constructed and fitted, head motion and local deformations
of the facial features such as the eyebrows, eyelids, and mouth can be tracked.
First the 2D image motions are measured using template matching between
frames at different resolutions. Image templates from the previous frame and
from the very first frame are both used for more robust tracking. The measured
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Figure 2.2: The facial motion measurements.

2D image motions are modelled as projections of the true 3D motions onto
the image plane. From the 2D motions of many points on the mesh, the 3D
motion can be estimated by solving an overdetermined system of equations of
the projective motions in the least squared sense.

The recovered motions are represented in terms of magnitudes of some pre-
defined motion of various facial features. Each feature motion corresponds to a
simple deformation on the face, defined in terms of the Bezier volume control
parameters. We refer to these motions vectors as Motion-Units (MUs). Note
that they are similar but not equivalent to Ekman’s AU’s [79] and are numeric
in nature, representing not only the activation of a facial region, but also the
direction and intensity of the motion.

The 12 MUs used in the face tracker are shown in Fig. 2.2. As you can see,
the first six vectors are roughly located in the lower part of human face while
the other six vectors are located in the upper part of the face. We will denote
the 12 MUs as MU1, MU2, . . . , MU12 in this paper. The MUs are used as the
basic features for the classification scheme described next.
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Learning the “structure” of the facial features

The use of Bayesian networks as the classifier for recognising facial expressions
was suggested by Chen et al. [42] and [50], who used Naive Bayes (NB) clas-
sifiers and who recognised the facial expressions from the same MUs. When
modelling the described facial motion features, it is very probable that the con-
ditional independence assumption of the Naive Bayes classifier is incorrect. As
such, learning the dependencies among the facial motion units could potentially
improve classification performance, and could provide insights as to the “struc-
ture” of the face, in terms of strong or weak dependencies between the different
regions of the face, when subjects display facial expressions.

In our approach, instead of trying to estimate the best a-posteriori probability,
we try to find the structure that minimises the probability of classification error
directly. The basic idea of this approach is that, since we are interested in find-
ing a structure that performs well as a classifier, it would be natural to design
an algorithm that uses classification error as the guide for structure learning.
Consequently, we further leveraged on two properties of semi-supervised learn-
ing: (1) the unlabeled data can indicate incorrect structure through degradation
of classification performance, and (2) the classification performance improves
with the correct structure. Thus, a structure with higher classification accuracy
over another structure indicates an improvement towards finding the optimal
classifier. The details of our analysis were presented in [51] and here we only
briefly review the important issues that support understanding the classification
component of our system.

To learn the structure using classification error, we adopted a strategy of
searching through the space of all structures in an efficient manner while avoid-
ing local maxima. As there is no simple closed-form expression that relates
structure with classification error, it is difficult to design a gradient descent al-
gorithm or a similar iterative method. Even if we did that, a gradient search
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algorithm would likely find a local minimum because of the size of the search
space. The solution followed in our system is the stochastic structure search
(SSS) algorithm [51].

First it is necessary to define a measure over the space of structures which
we want to maximise:

Definition The inverse error measure for structure S ′ is

inve(S
′) =

1
pS′(ĉ(X) ̸=C)∑
S

1
pS(ĉ(X) ̸=C)

, (2.1)

where the summation is over the space of possible structures, X represents the
MU’s vector, C is the class space, ĉ(X) represents the estimated class for the
vector X , and pS(ĉ(X) ̸= C) is the probability of error of the best classifier
learned with structure S.

We used Metropolis-Hastings sampling to generate samples from the inverse
error measure, without having to ever compute it for all possible structures. For
constructing the Metropolis-Hastings sampling, we defined a neighbourhood of
a structure as the set of directed acyclic graphs to which we can transit in the
next step. Transition is done using a predefined set of possible changes to the
structure; at each transition a change consists of a single edge addition, removal,
or reversal. We defined the acceptance probability of a candidate structure,
Snew, to replace a previous structure, St as follows:

min

(
1,

(
inve(S

new)

inve(St)

)1/T
q(St|Snew)

q(Snew|St)

)
= min

(
1,

(
pSt

pSnew

)1/T
Nt

Nnew

)
(2.2)

where q(S ′|S) is the transition probability from S to S ′ and Nt and Nnew are
the sizes of the neighbourhoods of St and Snew, respectively; this choice corre-
sponds to equal probability of transition to each member in the neighbourhood
of a structure. This choice of neighbourhood and transition probability creates
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a Markov chain which is aperiodic and irreducible, thus satisfying the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) conditions [180]. T is used as a temperature factor
in the acceptance probability.

Roughly speaking, T close to 1 allows acceptance of more structures with
higher probability of error than previous structures while T close to 0 mostly
allows acceptance of structures that improve probability of error. Additionally,
a fixed T amounts to changing the distribution being sampled by the MCMC,
while a decreasing T is a simulated annealing run, aimed at finding the max-
imum of the inverse error measures. The rate of decrease of the temperature
determines the rate of convergence. Asymptotically in the number of data, a
logarithmic decrease of T guarantees convergence to a global maximum with
probability that tends to one.

The SSS algorithm, with a logarithmic cooling schedule T , finds a structure
that is close to minimum probability of error. We estimate the classification
error of a given structure using the labelled training data. Therefore, to avoid
overfitting, we added a multiplicative penalty term derived from the Vapnik-
Chervonenkis (VC) bound on the empirical classification error. This penalty
term penalises complex classifiers thus keeping the balance between bias and
variance (for more details we refer the reader to [51]).

Please note that we decided to use this particular tracker due to its proven
robustness and its ability to cope with non-frontal faces (up to 30% in head pose
change). There were several other alternatives, mostly based on AAM (see for
example [269] or [43]) but these systems require training and have difficulties
in coping with the situations that were not present in the training set.

2.1.3 Analysis

This section presents the analysis of facial activity for detecting personal high-
lights of video contents.
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Figure 2.3: Recording facial expressions of a viewer (Left) watching a video clip (Right).

Participants and video clips

Ten people, all employees in the same software development company (holding
different positions) agreed to participate in the experiment. Out of the ten, five
were female and five were male. All participants were between the ages of 24
and 43, and were free from any obvious physical or sensory impairment. We
used eight video clips taken from the contents in different genres. The code,
duration, and brief description of the video clips, are given in Table 2.1. All
videos had 25 frames per second.

The recording of facial activity was carried out in a room where a conven-
tional video camera was set on top of a TV set. It should be noted that all video
clips were new to the participants. The content video and the recording of facial
activity were synchronised for subsequent analysis (See Figure 2.3). The facial
activity videos were exported to 360x240 pixels AVI format with 25 frames per
second (same as the content video clips).
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Table 2.1: Description of video clips

Code Length Description
Video.1 01:43.5 Promotion Video of a pop song. Most parts are slow scenes where a

singer is walking downtown while singing. There is a colour effect on
the picture which tones the colours to green and yellow.

Video.2 01:20.0 Documentary of a man with physical impairment demonstrating day-
to-day activities. Calm background music with no speech. Visually
similar across the clip. A short subtitle at the beginning introducing
the contents.

Video.3 01:36.4 Documentary of people with physical impairment. Scenes of dancing
with a wheelchair (First half) and travelling to the river (Last half).
Calm background music with no speech (Similar to Video.2). A short
subtitle at the beginning introducing the contents.

Video.4 00:39.0 Comical TV commercial of a beer. Night scenes and inside scenes with
background noise of insects. Speech from three people and narrator at
the end. No music. Two scenes were interwoven.

Video.5 04:29.2 A car chase scene from an action film. Upbeat background music with
many sound effects of siren, scratching tires, crash, etc. Speech from
four people. Many fast moving short shots.

Video.6 04:48.2 Scenes from a comedy drama film. Two scenes were interwoven: a
talkshow with one presenter, five guests on the stage, and large audi-
ence; and a scene introducing the background of the main character.
Mainly speech with many short shots.

Video.7 04:43.4 An action scene at night from a Sci-Fi film. Two groups of people are
shooting and fighting. Many sound effects (guns, helicopter, breaking
glasses, etc.) but no background music. Some shouts and screams in
fast moving shots.

Video.8 07:03.6 Scenes from a soap drama. Amateur football game scene (60%), many
conversations between people (30%), driving a car (10%), etc. No
background music, but noise from the audience in the football game
scene.
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(h) Video.8

Figure 2.4: Annotation of personal highlights (Video.1 to Video.8)

Highlight annotations

We obtained the manual annotations of highlight scenes from participants to
evaluate the effectiveness of facial motion units. After the end of a video clip,
participants were presented with a simple video annotation tool where they
could select parts of video clips. Participants were allowed to annotate as many
separate scenes as they found it necessary as highlights. The results of the man-
ual annotation can be found in Figure 2.4, where the X-axis represents the frame
number of video clips and Y-axis represented the viewer ID. Note that the frame
length denoted by the X-axis varies across the video clips.

As can be seen, there was a high level of consensus as to where a highlight
is present in Video.2. As summarised in Table 2.1, Video.2 (shown in Figure
2.3) was a documentary of people with physical impairment. In the frames
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(a) Original Data (b) Kaiser Window

Figure 2.5: Effect of Kaiser Window on MU1 feature.

between 1000 and 1500, one of the people skillfully folded a piece of paper
using their feet. Most viewers selected this scene as the highlight of the video
clip. However, such consensus did not appear to be common in most of the rest
of videos. This observation is important since this suggests that people can find
different parts of videos as the highlight, which is the major assumption made
in this paper.

Facial features

We analysed a total of 20 facial features in this study. They included 12 motion
units (denoted as MU1 to MU12), a combination of the 12 vectors (denoted as
MU1-12), and 7 facial expression categories (Scared, Angry, Disgusted, Happy,
Neutral, Sad, and Surprised). For each of the facial activity videos, a vector
value of motion or probability of emotion categories were produced by the
methods described in Section 2.1.2. We then applied a Kaiser Window pro-
cess on the outputs of facial features in a similar fashion to [112]. The effect of
smoothing on the original data can be found in Figure 2.5.

Our hypothesis was that an effective facial feature should produce a large
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motion or high probability of emotion category to detect personal highlights of
videos. Therefore, we see this as a ranking problem where the video frames
are ordered by the vector value or category probability. Consequently, we used
a scoring function called Average Precision [122, 290] to measure the effec-
tiveness of facial features for personal highlight detection. Average Precision,
AvgP , is one of the major performance measures in the field of Information
Retrieval, and it is calculated in the following manner:

AvgP =

∑N
r=1 P (r)

H
(2.3)

P (r) =
h(r)

r
(2.4)

where r is the ranking position of a frame, N is the ranking position of the
lowest ranked highlight frame, h(r) is the total number of highlight frame found
up to the rank r, P (r) is the precision at the rank r, and H is the total number
of highlight frames annotated by individual participants.

2.1.4 Results and Discussion

This section reports the results of the analysis and discusses the implications
of our findings on the design of personal highlights detection technologies for
video contents.

Facial activity

The first analysis carried out was the performance of the 12 motion vectors to
detect personal highlight scenes in video clips. The result is shown in Table
2.2. Motion unit IDs (MU ID) are based on the numbers shown in Figure 2.2.
The values in the table are the mean of average precision of all video clips. The
bottom row of the table shows the performance of a feature which combined
the magnitude of 12 motion vectors. To highlight the effect of facial parts, the
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features are divided into four parts: Mouth, Cheeks, Eyes, and all. We consider
the mouth as the lower part of human face and the cheeks and eyes as the upper
part of the face.

Table 2.2: Mean Average Precision of motion vectors. Those highlighted in bold are the best
performance in individual viewers.

Facial MU Viewer
Part ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Mouth 1 .220 .098 .166 .116 .150 .058 .097 .186 .103 .121
2 .278 .104 .172 .220 .135 .096 .083 .233 .073 .111
3 .325 .113 .171 .098 .171 .059 .138 .162 .135 .122
4 .192 .078 .208 .075 .088 .059 .139 .103 .118 .090
5 .175 .072 .127 .099 .095 .050 .097 .149 .055 .131
6 .187 .134 .225 .108 .097 .068 .103 .122 .130 .109

Cheeks 9 .195 .097 .197 .148 .121 .092 .079 .145 .087 .075
10 .325 .139 .150 .223 .264 .065 .094 .176 .059 .093

Eyes 7 .147 .090 .129 .091 .097 .143 .132 .198 .200 .118
8 .404 .104 .130 .163 .251 .072 .088 .145 .071 .089

11 .316 .101 .155 .077 .337 .094 .104 .169 .172 .078
12 .302 .148 .145 .078 .207 .066 .163 .145 .177 .096

All 1-12 .240 .127 .123 .078 .090 .051 .102 .135 .052 .095

There are several observations from the result. First of all, the most useful
features to detect personal highlights significantly vary across the viewers. This
suggests that people’s facial activity to react to their highlight scenes can be
indeed very different. Second, relatively speaking, the motion units in the upper
part of human face appear to be more indicative of personal highlights than the
lower part. Although the best performing features varied across viewers, seven
out of ten were based on the upper part of human face, which included eyes
(MU7, 8, 11, and 12) and cheeks (MU9 and 10). Of those, the MUs around the
eyes had the largest number of best performing cases. This suggests that the
effectiveness of motion units across the 12 points are not equal, and a greater
level of attention to the upper part of human face might allow us to capture
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individual preferences. Finally, the performance of MU1-12 suggests that a
simple addition of all motion vectors was not sufficient for accurate estimation
of personal highlights.

Table 2.3: Mean Average Precision of emotion categories. Those highlighted in bold are the
best performance in individual viewers.

Emotion Viewer
ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Afraid .228 .094 .137 .077 .145 .046 .078 .211 .062 .086
Angry .225 .149 .187 .071 .174 .051 .119 .144 .049 .089

Disgusted .336 .144 .264 .077 .147 .042 .127 .127 .195 .091
Happy .238 .101 .208 .086 .099 .050 .107 .170 .041 .069

Neutral .256 .224 .233 .104 .234 .183 .086 .152 .143 .307
Sad .296 .134 .210 .100 .122 .044 .107 .161 .077 .182

Surprised .258 .138 .126 .110 .179 .049 .069 .160 .078 .061
Best MV .404 .148 .225 .223 .337 .143 .163 .233 .200 .131
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Comparison to facial expression features

The second analysis compared the performance of motion vectors to that of
emotion categories. The results are shown in Table 2.3. In the bottom row of
the table are the best performing MUs from Table 2.2 for reference.

Unlike the performance of motion vectors, most of the best performing fea-
tures in the emotion categories were based on the Disgusted and Neutral
categories. However, if we compare these performance to the best MU fea-
tures, we can observe that it was the Neutral feature which often outperformed
the motion vector features. We speculate that the performance of Neutral cate-
gory is partly due to the fact that many frames are categorised as Neutral when
no particular facial activity was detected. Therefore, the Neutral category was
more likely to perform better than other categories.

Overall, the comparison to the emotion categories suggests that some users
can be modelled by a single point (motion unit) while others need multiple
points (i.e., emotion category) to model their affective states.

Figure 2.6: A framework for the multimodal approach to multimedia personalisation
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On scalability

We have looked at people’s facial activity to detect the personal highlights in
video clips. This can be seen as a subtask of affective video summarisation
based on human-centred multimodal approach [130]. A limitation of multi-
modal approach which exploits physiological aspects of human beings using
various sensors is the scalability. Unlike the content analysis approach, we can
only collect the data while the users engage with multimedia contents. While
our approach was using only a conventional webcam which is much less obtru-
sive than other approaches, the limitation still applies. In our previous work, this
issue was briefly discussed as follows (Note that FX stands for facial expression
in the following quote):

“we need to explore ways to leverage user based information in a
practical fashion. One way might be the combination with content
based approaches. For example, the highlight scenes are determined
by FX based models in unobtrusive way, but the scenes were repre-
sented by low level feature models. This will allow us to generate
a personalised summary for unseen videos by measure the similarity
between existing FX profile and new video contents.” [136]

This section expands our view of this issue by looking at the multimodal in-
teraction analysis of multimedia contents in a larger context, which is illustrated
as a research framework in Figure 2.6.

The framework assumes two major environmental parts, namely, a private
environment and social environment. The collection and storage of an end-
user’s multimodal information should be carried out in the private environment
given that many of the recordings can contain sensitive data. On the other hand,
the majority of multimedia contents is available online as the social environ-
ment. A key issue is to bridge these two environments in a practical way.
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The framework broadly divided the analysis into two layers. One is the
interaction analysis layer which includes the multimodal interaction analysis
presented in this paper, or others with various sensory devices as described in
Section 2.1.1. The analysis of this layer tends to be carried out in realtime when
the end-user engages with multimedia contents to capture a user’s affection,
preference, intention, and other user profile information. Another is the content
analysis layer which includes the analysis of visual, audio, and textual data ex-
tracted from multimedia contents. This layer’s analysis can be done in offline
to capture the characteristics of multimedia contents at various levels.

Given that the interaction analysis layer can provide a rich representation of
user profile information, one way to scale the multimodal interaction approach
is to map the significant parts (e.g., affective) of multimedia contents onto the
representation of the content-analysis layer. Once this mapping is successfully
carried out, then a measurement such as similarity measure can be done with
all the other contents available in the social environment at the content-analysis
layer. We do not claim that this is the only way to further our research. For
example, a successful mapping of the interaction analysis layer to the content-
analysis layer can be challenging. However, it is clear from the framework that
there is ample room for further investigation to achieve a scalable multimodal
approach to personal highlight detection and affective multimedia summarisa-
tion.

2.1.5 Conclusions and Future Work

Detecting a personal highlight of multimedia contents is a key research issue
for affective multimedia analysis and summarisation. We proposed a facial
activity-based approach to personal highlight detection, which required only
a conventional webcam system unlike other approaches. The preliminary anal-
ysis of our approach suggested that the motion vectors in a upper part of human
face were more likely to be indicative of personal highlights than the lower part
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of the face. We plan to develop a more sophisticated technique to detect per-
sonal highlights based on this finding in the future. We are also interested in the
issue of mapping interaction analysis data to content analysis data to achieve a
scalable multimodal profiling for multimedia contents.

2.2 From Facial Expressions to UX evaluation

In the last decade there has been a widespread move in HCI to consider emo-
tional aspects of User eXperiences (UX) alongside the standard usability re-
quirements [114]. This move has brought forward a need for new instruments
to measure emotional responses to technology. Psychologists have long striven
to overcome the difficulties of operationalising and measuring emotions, yet the
HCI context introduces new complex challenges. Self-report instruments [26,
69, 128] are in need of a serious validation effort, and invasive physiological in-
struments contrast with the requirement of ecological validity of the evaluation
settings. The measurement is further complicated by the low intensity emotional
reactions often elicited in HCI settings [26, 69]. These reactions tend to be of
a mixed nature [69] and are normally not accompanied by visually observable
changes in a person state [68]. As such, they are difficult to be described us-
ing the basic emotion taxonomy [77] implemented in current tools for usability
evaluation [67].

Furthermore, HCI researchers and practitioners are interested in emotions as
a means to understanding dynamic interactions, whereas the bulk of research
in psychology and marketing has considered static stimuli [69]. Finally, most
HCI practitioners are likely to miss the theoretical and methodological back-
ground necessary to interpret self-reports or to operate complex and expensive
physiological instruments.

This paper presents UX Mate (UX Motion Activation Tracking Engine), a
tool for the automatic detection of the dynamic user emotional state during inter-
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action with technology. The system fulfills many requirements of UX research:

1. it does not need invasive devices nor controlled illumination settings;

2. it can be installed in any device featuring a commercial in-built video cam-
era;

3. it tracks minute changes in the facial muscle activity of the user facilitating
discrimination of mixed emotions, such as frustration or confusion;

4. it is cheap and does not assume heavy background knowledge.

We present two independent evaluation studies used to validate the perfor-
mance of UX Mate against that of skilled user researchers. The work focuses
on usability evaluation of different interactive devices through facial cues; the
approach can be extended to cover mixed feelings such as frustration, a feeling
linked to interaction difficulties as in our scenario, flow and fun.

The main contributions of this research are:

• the development and evaluation of UX Mate;

• a corpus provided to the community of synchronized and annotated videos
of interactive behaviour and facial expressions, which can be used to ground
research on the relationship between behaviour and emotion in HCI.

2.2.1 State of the Art

A large corpus of research has explored the computational implications of tech-
nology that relates to, arises from, or deliberately influences emotions [223].
However, less emphasis has been devoted so far to understanding how mea-
sures of emotions can support the evaluation of interactive devices, and to the
validation of new measurement tools.

In this section, we summarise the state of the art of different approaches to
emotion appraisal in UX evaluation.
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Questionnaire Measures Dozens of affective inventories are available in the psy-
chological literature. Questionnaires share the benefit of being ecologically
valid, as they do not need to be administered in controlled settings. However,
they can only provide a summary evaluation of past events and cannot capture
the dynamics of the interaction. Due to the dissipative nature of emotion, this
evaluation is likely to be affected by response bias.

One of the most extensively used questionnaires is PAD [191], which mea-
sures emotions on three independent dimensions (Pleasure, Arousal, Domi-
nance) by means of a semantic differential scale. Although PAD is reliable,
there are a number of difficulties associated with it. Firstly, it requires the re-
spondents to provide 18 different ratings for each stimulus. Secondly, it requires
statistical skills from the evaluators. Finally, the cultural frame of the respon-
dent can bias verbal ratings: even small differences in wording can increase the
level of cognitive noise and alter response patterns.

To alleviate these problems, HCI research has recently focused on shorter,
non-verbal measurement tools. The ones most commonly used in evaluations [30,
47, 271] rely on visual representations of emotions. Examples are the Self-
Assessment Manikin [30] and PrEmo [69]. Some research has also investigated
the communication of emotion through tactile experiences with physical stim-
uli [128].

Yet, questionnaires may still have several issues, as many dimensions of
user experience are not stable, singular judgments, but rather vary over the time
course of the interaction.

Psycho-physiological measures A number of psycho-physiological measures, such
as changes in blood volume pressure, skin conductance, heart beat rate, brain
activity, and muscular activity responsible for changes in facial expressions, eye
movement, or vocal tones, can be measured through various devices (e.g. sen-
sors, electrodes, diodes). Facial expressions are a rich source of information
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through which people convey emotion.

Research in psychology demonstrated that facial expressions show reliable
correlation with self-reported emotions [146] and with physiological measures
of emotion [62]. The most common approach used to measure patterns of fa-
cial movements in HCI relies on the detection of muscle activity through elec-
tromyography (EMG) [32, 116, 181, 234, 303]. Such studies investigate the
electrical activity of several muscles (corrugator, frontalis, orbicularis and zy-

gomatic) in a range of interaction tasks. Results are preliminary and at times
contradictory, but overall they suggest a relationship between the activity of the
corrugator (eyebrow movement) and zygomatic (mouth corner movement) with
interaction events.

Overall, facial EMG was showed to be an effective method for tracking emo-
tional changes over time. Yet EMG is not the expected panacea to the mea-
surement requirements of HCI as it tends to provide exclusively information
on emotional valence and does not provide clear information on the specific
emotions elicited. Furthermore, there are still issues of external validity: facial
expressions and self-reports do not always correlate [181, 316].

While physiological approaches share the benefit of being able to accurately
capture changes in emotional states that cannot be measured using other meth-
ods [242], they all require specific expertise as well as special and expensive
equipment [177]. To overcome these limitations, researchers started investi-
gating how usability can be assessed by means of automatic analysis of facial
expressions collected by video signal processing.

A commercial system is FaceReader, developed by VicarVision and Noldus
Information Technology [67]. This tool, based on Ekman and Friesen’s the-
ory [77] of the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), can recognize six basic
emotions (i.e., happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise, and fear), which
are returned as output of the video analysis. The system was tested in a us-
ability evaluation triangulating data from three sources: questionnaires, human
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judgments, and data from FaceReader [316]. The results showed consistency
between FaceReader’s output and expert-human judgment, while questionnaire
data were not consistent with the other sources of emotional information. This
lack of correlation can be due to the direct use of basic emotions, which are
unlikely to be elicited in the HCI context. Moreover, FaceReader has a number
of constraints related to illumination or background clutter, which can affect the
output [100].

Although the first results obtained using video analysis are encouraging,
further research is needed to face current limitations, with a particular con-
cern about finding ways of exploiting psycho-physiological measurements in
a cheap, non-invasive, and ecological fashion.

2.2.2 UX Mate

UX Mate (UX Motion Activation Tracking Engine), is a software tool devel-
oped for automatic assessment of UX by means of facial motion tracking. UX Mate
brings together the advantages of EMG and approaches based on video analysis
since it does not require invasive devices and can be used in natural settings,
including situations with critical or varying illumination conditions. Moreover,
it exploits fine-grained facial motion tracking instead of relying on a fixed emo-
tion classifier. This feature allows to take advantage of low-intensity, mixed
emotions as the ones elicited in HCI.

UX Mate does not focus on emotion recognition: it rather exploits global
and local facial motion patterns building on a framework based on the anatom-
ical analysis of the human face derived from FACS [77]. Since it was first
proposed in 1978, FACS has been established as the most widely accepted cod-
ing system for facial expressions in a number of different research contexts
and has been widely employed in vision based automatic analysis of human
faces [67, 215, 240, 289]. FACS provides definitions for over 40 Action Units
(AU), that correspond to the contraction or relaxation of one or more muscles
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of the face and are responsible for facial appearance changes.

The subtle motion of facial muscles corresponding to fast transitory motion
of AUs is a powerful indicator of micro-expressions [80], i.e., the involuntary
expressions appearing for periods of time as short as 1/25 of a second. A dis-
tinctive property of such micro-expressions is that they can hardly be faked [80].

Despite this large success, FACS presents some limitations: human observers
require specific training in order to exploit it [80] and it is very time consuming:
coding 1 hour of video data requires 4 hours of work [35]. UX Mate overcomes
this limitation by a tracking system able to run in real-time. As opposed to other
approaches, the system is robust to illumination changes.

Figure 2.7: UX Mate system overview.

A graphical overview of UX Mate is portrayed in Figure 2.7. The video
serves as input to the facial motion tracking module, whose output is then post-
processed by the Activation Indexing module. The data generated by the Acti-
vation Indexing module serves as input to a generic Machine Learning module:
in the calibration phase the activation-indexed features are used, in conjunction
with the knowledge of the calibration task they refer to, to build a model of the
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MU(s) Facial Movement Activated Muscles AU(s)
1 Upper Lip Raise Levator Labii Superioriis 10
2 Lower Lip Raise Depressor Labii Inferioris 16

3,5 Right/Left Mouth Corner Horizon-
tal Deformation

Risorius 20

4,6 Right/Left Mouth Corner Vertical
Deformation

Zygomatic Major, Levator Anguli
Oris

12,13

7,8 Right/Left Eyebrow Deformation Frontalis, Corrugator, Depressor
Glabellae, Depressor Supercilii

1,2,4

9,10 Right/Left Cheek Deformation Orbicularis Oculi (Pars Orbitalis) 6
11,12 Right/Left Lid Deformation Levator Palebrae Superio Glabel-

laeris, Orbicularis Oculi (Pars
Palpebralis)

5,7

Table 2.4: Description of Motion Units

user’s reactions. Such model is then used, in the prediction phase, to automati-
cally assess UX in the tasks under evaluation. Manually labeled data is used in
this paper to evaluate UX Mate’s performance.

Facial Motion Tracking System

The facial motion tracking system endorses a framework inspired by FACS:
12 Motion Units (MU) are defined in correspondence to one or more Action
Units. The tracking information refers to the movement of these 12 MUs, cor-
responding to a subset of AUs defined in Table 2.4. This subset has proven to
be sufficient for automatic facial expression recognition [49].

The key difference between AUs and MUs is that the latter not only represent
activation of the unit(s), but also magnitude and direction of motion, making
the measurement more informative. The tracking implementation we employ in
UX Mate is an adapted version of the algorithm proposed in [274]. This algo-
rithm makes use of a Piecewise Bezier Volume Deformation (PVBD) model in
a fixed camera environment; video data is captured by webcam. In the initial-
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ization stage, a near-frontal and neutral face is captured and a 3D facial mesh
model is fitted on the face. Such a model consists of sixteen surface patches
(which are guaranteed to be continuous and smooth) embedded in Bezier vol-
umes. The control points of the surface patches are the facial points of interest
represented by the MUs.

On the chosen initialization frame, the motion vectors are set to zero; on
subsequent frames, a template matching method is used to estimate the two-
dimensional motion of the mesh nodes of interest. The mesh is then updated by
projecting the two-dimensional motion information onto the three-dimensional
face model. For each processed video frame, the facial motion tracking module
outputs a 12-dimensional vector. The values in the output vector correspond
to the direction and magnitude of motion for the corresponding MUs. We will
refer to such values with the term features from now on.

For the sake of the current studies, we computed two variables based on the
combination of different MUs, namely, confusion and frustration. The algo-
rithm was based on FACS based research [77] showing a correlation between
AU12 (lip corner puller) and frustration, and between the combination of AU4,
AU7 and AU12 and confusion. Frustration features were computed for both
mouth corners by calculating the length of the vector resulting from the addi-
tion of the respective horizontal (MU3/MU5) and vertical vectors (MU4/MU6).
Confusion was computed by the quadratic mean of the individual MUs (eye-
brows, eyelids, and mouth corners). Additionally, a measure of the overall facial
activity was computed by adding all motion units values.

New variables can be added to cover a larger set of feelings linked to in-
teraction events of interest. The described tracking algorithm has been previ-
ously used in several application scenarios, e.g. for affective video summariza-
tion [137].
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Activation Indexing

The purpose of the Activation Indexing module is to detect MUs’ activation at
each frame, and subsequently score each task in terms of activation levels. The
module computes the mean and standard deviation for each motion unit. The
Activation Index for a MU is given by the count of frames (1/25 of a second)
where its absolute value goes above one standard deviation over the mean. Such
a computational approach is based on the procedure suggested in [116]. The cri-
terion of one standard deviation is justified by standard in psychological testing,
where these values are considered to be out of the normal range.

Machine Learning Module

The activation-indexed features are used as input data for a generic machine-
learning module written in the Java programming language and based on the
WEKA [107] data mining tool.

The modular approach adopted in designing UX Mate makes it possible to
connect data output to any machine learning toolkit with a Java interface. This
module returns a prediction on the level of occurrence of a given event. A high
level of flexibility is achieved through the use of calibration tasks, i.e. short
sessions carefully designed in order to elicit specific reactions according to the
goal of the evaluation to carry out. In the example described in this paper, the
participants were tested with two short tasks designed to elicit a variable level
of difficulty, but the tasks can easily be updated to fit different requirements.

2.2.3 Pilot Study

A pilot of UX Mate was run during the evaluation of four Media-Players. The
videos of participants faces served as input for UX Mate, which returned fea-
ture values representing the level of activation of the motion units and the com-
pound variables tracked. These values were used as predictors of performance
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(interaction time and errors). Furthermore, a measure of external validity was
collected asking three human observers to judge the difficulty of the tasks based
on the videos of the users’ faces.

Method

Participants Fifteen Masters students (14 M; mean age = 26.4 years) of a local
University were involved, on a voluntary basis, as participants in the study. All
of them reported at least three years of experience with different media players,
but none had ever used the ones tested in the evaluation.

Procedure The study was conducted in several places, including rooms in the
hall of residence or university offices using the participants’ own computers.
Four Media-Players were tested: iTunes, MusicBee, Songbird, and MediaMon-
key. They each had a different look-and-feel, and level of usability and func-
tionality. The media-players were installed on the participants’ laptops along-
side a program for synchronized video and audio recording of faces and screen
actions.

Before the study, the participants signed a consent form stating that their
face would be videotaped but with no reference to why. Then they performed
three tasks on each media player: importing a folder to the library; finding a
song and playing it; adjusting the equalization of a song. Media player order
was counterbalanced across participants, while task order was kept constant.
After task completion, participants filled in the UX questionnaire referring to
the media player they had just used. At the end of the study, they chose one
media player and committed to use it instead of their usual program for the
following month.

During the experiment, the evaluator remained in the room with the partici-
pant in order to intervene in case of technical problems, but the amount of the
interaction with the participant was kept to a minimum.
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Measures The study collected three classes of measures: performance data,
self-reports on user experience, and facial cues extracted by UX Mate. Per-
formance data (errors and time) were obtained from the expert analysis of the
interaction videos.

Users’ interaction path for each task was compared to an ideal task analysis
describing optimal performance (i.e., the procedure allowing reaching the goal
with the least number of actions). Several analyses were performed for each task
and media players to account for different possibilities to achieve the same goal
(e.g., direct manipulation vs. menu selection). All user actions not matching
optimal performance were counted as errors.

The questionnaire was composed of three parts addressing UX evaluation,
information about participants previous usage of Media-Players, and demo-
graphic data. Media players were evaluated for individual dimensions of UX
and summary judgement. A definition of each dimensions and item wording
is reported in Table 2. Dependent variables were computed averaging items of
individual scales (all α > .80).

Based on literature analysis, we selected 4 MUs (MU4/6 describing the
movement of the zygomatic major and MU7/8 describing the movement of the
corrugator) which could better describe the facial expressions of people fac-
ing difficulties. Furthermore, we analysed the compounded indexes describing
frustration and confusion.

Results

Performance data A sample of 168 tasks was collected and used for perfor-
mance evaluation. The average number of error per task was 3.98 (SD= 7.14),
ranging from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 39. The distribution shape
of the variable error and time was improved by computing the square root of
each data-point. The normalized variables were analyzed by two ANOVAs with
media-player (4) and task (3) as between-subjects factor. Post-hoc comparisons
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were based on the Least-Significance Difference method. Partial eta-squared
(p2) was used as an estimate of effect size.

The ANOVA on error returned a significant effect of media-player (F(3,156)

= 6.73, p < .001, η2p = .12) and task (F(2,156) = 7.83, p < .01, η2p = .09). The
ANOVA on time returned a significant effect of media-player (F(3,156) = 5.85,
p < .001, η2p = .10) and task (F(2,156) = 7.70, p < .001, η2p = .09). In both
analyses, post-hoc tests indicated that MusicBee was significantly worse than
all other systems (with no significant differences between them), and that task
2 was significantly easier than the other tasks.

Questionnaire data The scores of the 6 UX dimensions tested in the study were
entered as dependent variables in 6 repeated-measures analysis of variances,
with media-player (4) as within-subjects factor. The analyses returned a signif-
icant main effect of media-player for all variables. The F values ranged from
7.55 (p = .001, p2 = .35) for the functionality score to 12.75 (p < .001, η2p = .48)
for classical aesthetic.

iTunes and Media-monkey were preferred in all UX dimensions, with no sig-
nificant differences between them. Songbird and MusicBee scored negatively,
with significant differences favoring SongBird on usability, functionality, plea-
sure and summary judgement. This trend of results is consistent with partici-
pants final choice of the media-player to use for the next month. Ten people
decided to use iTunes, nobody selected MusicBee.

Performance/Questionnaire correlation A correlation analysis was performed on
total number of error and UX dimension scores. The correlation matrix reported
only 2 small but significant negative correlations for functionality and classical
aesthetics (p < .05). The analysis was repeated for each individual task, show-
ing that the number of errors committed in task 1 and task 2 were not correlated
with any UX dimension. The number of errors in task 3 showed 4 significant
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correlations, for usability, classical aesthetics, functionality and pleasure.

Facial cues Three separate ANOVAs were performed to analyse the conjoint
effect of the MUs measuring activity in the right or left hand-side of the face. In
particular, we analysed MU4 and MU6 (eyebrow deformation), MU7 and MU8
(mouth corner movement), and the two frustration index as a function of media-
layer (4) and task (2). The analysis on the MUs related to the zygomatic muscle
(MU4 and MU6) returned a main effect of media-player (F(6,254) = 2.22, p ¡ .05,
η2p = .05). Post-hoc analysis indicated significantly more activation of both MUs
during the interaction with MusicBee. The analysis on the MUs related to the
corrugator (MU7 and MU8) returned no significant effects.

The analysis on frustration returned a multivariate main effect of media-
player (F(6,258) = 3.04, p < .01, η2p = .07). The difference was due to Mu-
sicBee, who elicited more frustration than all other systems. Identical results
emerged from the Anova on confusion. The effect of media-player was signif-
icant (F(6,258) = 5.26, p < .01, η2p = .11) and MusicBee was identified as the
worse system. Correlations between the facial features and the number of er-
rors are reported in Table 3. There was a strong correlation between eyebrows
movements (corresponding to the corrugator muscle activity) and the number
of errors. The correlation between the mouth and the errors was lower, but still
significant.

A regression analysis was run to investigate the influence of the 4 motion
units in predicting the number of errors. Using the enter method a significant
model emerged (F(4,140) = 63.2p < .0010). The model explained 65% of the
variance. Table 4 gives information for the predictor variables entered in the
model. MU8 was the strongest contributor to the model, MU4 and MU6 were
also significant but contributed substantially less in the prediction.
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Human Validation Three independent observers (2 M, 1 F; mean age: 27 years)
were involved in an external validation of UX Mate. The objective was to un-
derstand the level of agreement between UX Mate and the human capability to
detect task difficulty by observing the faces of users performing the tasks. The
videos collected during the experiment were divided into six blocks of 24 clips
each. The order of clips was randomized in a way that each block contained
clips recorded by all the participants.

The three observers watched and rated all the six blocks of videos; the order
of presentation of the blocks was randomized. For each video clip, the observers
were asked to rate how difficult is the task the person shown in the video is
dealing with; judgement were expressed using a 5-point Likert scale.

Only one judge performed well against the ground truth (i.e., actual numbers
of errors in the interaction). Her scoring was highly correlated with the num-
ber of errors (r = .48, p < .001) and with the facial features as extracted by
UX Mate (r ranging from .19 to .33). This person was the only one who has
had specific training on FACS. The other evaluators’ scorings did not have any
significant correlation with errors and with the output of UX Mate.

Discussion

This pilot reports a preliminary evaluation of UX Mate on the evaluation of 4
media players triangulating different measurement techniques. Overall, all mea-
sures (performance data, questionnaire scores and facial motion features) could
consistently identify the worst system (i.e., MusicBee), although task variability
was detected only by performance data and not by facial motion features.

We found evidence of correlations between facial expressions as detected
by UX Mate and the number of errors. In particular, the regression analysis
suggested that movements of the eyebrows were a powerful predictor of error
occurrence, whereas mouth expressions were weaker and could not discriminate
the worst system if used in isolation. This effect may be due to the tendency of
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participants of touching the lower part of their face, particularly in the moment
of tension leading to video occlusion and hampering automatic detection of their
emotional state.

The human-validation study suggested that UX Mate can perform a task
which is difficult and extremely expensive for human evaluators. The inference
of behavioral cues based on facial cues requires a high level of specialization,
as highlighted by the differential performance between trained and untrained
observers. Overall, untrained observers appeared to express random evaluation
with no correlation with each other, actual behaviour, or facial movements as
highlighted by UX Mate.

Overall, facial expressions showed a strong inter-individual variability within
the sample. Some users had a very expressive and clear facial vocabulary, while
other users had almost no apparent variations. This individual difference sug-
gested the need of training UX Mate to recognize the user facial expressivity
before the evaluation task via a set of calibration tasks. Such tasks need to be
designed carefully to identify the behaviour of interest, and need to be extremely
short not to disturb the evaluation process.

In the validation study, we introduced two 10 second calibration tasks to gain
knowledge about a participant’s facial behavior in situations of different com-
plexity. The study also highlighted the limitations of post-test questionnaires
in assessing the dynamic of experience evolution over the time course of the
interaction.

Indeed, the total number of errors and the subjective evaluations at the UX
dimensions were only loosely correlated. On the contrary, we found evidence
of a peak-end experience effect [142]: participants’ evaluation tended to reflect
their performance in the last task which was significantly more complex than the
previous one. This result is consistent with a growing body of research, showing
that when people construct summary judgements they are not only influenced
by the average or the sum of their experiences, but that the final episodes and
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their valence have a major influence on summary judgement [15].

2.2.4 Validation Study

A validation experiment was conducted on a set of videos collected during the
evaluation of three social network services directed at people who study or work
in universities or research institutions.

The objective of the study was to understand how well UX Mate predicts
task difficulty through automated analysis of video recordings of the face of
the users. The performance of UX Mate was calculated by comparing the sys-
tem’s prediction of error occurrence against expert-based annotation of the er-
rors performed by participants while completing the tasks they were assigned.
Participants’ faces were recorded by the webcam of their laptops and the ac-
tions performed on the interface were captured. Webcam recordings served as
input for UX Mate and for training the system to predict usability issues on
the basis of facial emotional cues. Screen captures were used for manual an-
notation of errors. Moreover, participant evaluation of tasks and websites was
collected during the experiment by means of questionnaires and compared to
system predictions and expert-based evaluation.

The experiment followed a similar procedure as the pilot study thus, only
variations are reported.

Method

Participants Thirty-one students (26 M, mean age = 28.5 years) of a local Uni-
versity were involved on a voluntary basis as participants in the study. Almost
all the participants declared to have experience in using social network sites
except two (1M, 1F). None of them ever used the sites tested before the study.
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Procedure The first step of the study consisted in the completion of a ques-
tionnaire assessing the participant’s previous experience with academic social
networks.

Then, UX Mate was calibrated by means of a task in which participants were
asked to retrieve information in two conditions: easy, the target information was
presented within a well-formatted table; and difficult, the target information was
hidden among irrelevant information and visual clutter [282]. In the easy condi-
tion, which was taken as baseline, minimum modifications of facial expression
were expected, whereas in the difficult condition the nature of the task was ex-
pected to elicit changes in facial expression connected to task difficulty.

After calibration was completed, participants were provided with the links
to the homepages of the three academic social networks (academia.edu,
researchgate.net and iamresearcher.com) and asked to perform
the following tasks on each of them: 1) create an account; 2) edit profile by
uploading a photo; 3) search for a publication; and 4) delete the account. The
websites were presented in a random order, while the order of tasks was the
same for the three websites. After each task, the participants were asked to rate
its difficulty on a 7-point Likert scale. After interaction with each website, users
filled in the UX questionnaire.

Video analysis A detailed analysis was performed on the interaction video of
each participant, annotating starting and ending point of every error. Following
the operational definition adopted in the pilot study, all variations from optimal
performance were scored as errors.

Double coding was performed on the entire sample and discrepancies were
solved by discussion. A performance index was finally computed by dividing
the number of video-frames spent in error and the number of total video-frames
per task.
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Results

Calibration task A set of t-test was run to compare the activation level of the
4 MUs correlated to task difficulty and of the compound variables between the
two calibration conditions. Bonferroni corrections were applied.

All features analysed evinced a significant higher activation in the complex
condition than in the easy one (Table 5).

Performance data A sample of 358 evaluation tasks was collected and analysed.
The average number of errors per task was 0.86, ranging from a minimum of
0 to a maximum of 7. Some 49% of the tasks contained no error, 39% of
them contained 1 or 2 errors, 8% contained 3 or 4 errors, and the remaining
3% contained 5 or more errors. On the average, participants spent 13% of the
interaction time performing wrong actions.

The performance index was analyzed by an ANOVA with website (3) and
tasks (4) as the within-subjects factors. The effect of task was significant (F(3,75) =

10.54, p < .001, η2p = .3). Post-hoc analysis showed that during task 1, partici-
pants spent less time performing wrong actions than during the other tasks. No
other significant effects were returned.

Performance/questionnaire correlation All UX dimensions tested in the study re-
ported high reliability values at the Cronbach test (α > .82). Average scores
were computed and used in the following analyses. The correlations between
UX dimensions and perceived task difficulty indicated significant negative cor-
relation only for one of the four tasks performed in the study (Table 6). For the
other tasks, no associations were found.

The correlation matrix between perceived task difficulty and the performance
index is reported in Table 7. The significant coefficients show a positive corre-
lation between perceived difficulty and performance index only for half of the
tasks analysed. The correlation between the percentage of task spent in error
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(total and for the 4 tasks separately), and the 5 UX dimensions highlights the
same peak-end experience effect as in the pilot study. Significant correlations
appeared only with respect to the performance to the last task.

Automatic UX assessment

In order to assess the performance of UX Mate, a bayesian model was trained
using the Activation-Indexed data resulting from the calibration tasks and evalu-
ated using the Activation-Indexed data resulting from the evaluation tasks. The
model returned a set of predictions indicating if a task was simple or difficult.
These results were compared against the expert-based annotations of the evalu-
ation tasks. Tasks were marked as simple if they contained no errors, otherwise
they were marked as difficult.

The confusion matrix, reported in Table 8, visualizes UX Mate’s perfor-
mance in predicting simple or difficult tasks based on the presence of usability
errors (annotated during the video analysis). The highest the values along the
diagonal, the better the system’s performance. It is evident that UX Mate per-
formed reasonably well: it correctly predicted the class of more than two thirds
of the tasks.

In particular, it was able to correctly classify 101 tasks as simple, out of
the 136 tasks marked as simple in the dataset (column 1). Conversely, it was
capable to identify 151 tasks as difficult out of the 222 marked as difficult in the
data set (column 2). Table 9 summarises the experimental results considering
three standard performance indexes used in machine learning. Precision is the
number of tasks identified correctly out of the total number of tasks. Recall is
the number of correct results returned by the model, divided by the number of
results that should have been returned.

The F1-Measure is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall,
therefore its values provides an estimate of both variables. Overall, UX Mate
obtained a slightly higher precision in classifying simple tasks than in classify-
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ing difficult ones. On the other hand, a much larger difference emerged with
recall: 81% of the tasks marked as difficult in the dataset were correctly identi-
fied as such.

Discussion

The study provided encouraging evidence on the validity of UX Mate as a tool
to predict the occurrence of usability errors. Overall, the system was capable to
discriminate between tasks containing and tasks non-containing errors in over
two thirds of the cases. The study also confirmed the complexities of UX eval-
uation as assessed by questionnaire data.

Not only the summary judgment was strongly biased towards the perfor-
mance of the final tasks, as previously highlighted in the pilot study, but also
the pattern of association between different types of subjective data collected at
different stages of the evaluation was complex. Significant correlations between
perceived difficulty and UX dimensions were systematically found only for one
specific task.

Finally, we found weak evidence of correlations between participants self-
reports on task difficulty and occurrence of usability errors, showing that these
two concepts may not always be related. We believe that the performance of
UX Mate can be improved by collecting a larger database of appropriate cali-
bration tasks on which to train the model used by the machine learning module
(Figure 2.7). It is fundamental that these calibration tasks are unambiguously
linked to the interaction events extracted during the prediction phase. This as-
pect was a limitation of our study. Indeed, the calibration task we used, despite
having the advantage of being extremely short and already tested in the liter-
ature [282], had only an indirect link with the event of interest implied by the
equation: usability problems = increased difficulty. The mismatch was evident
in the questionnaire results.

Further improvement to the performance of UX Mate can be achieved by
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setting more discriminative thresholds between the classes predicted by the ma-
chine learning module. The validation study reported in this paper addressed
professionally designed websites, with less than 1 error per average task. As a
consequence, we had to use two broad prediction classes, just considering pres-
ence versus absence of errors. Despite this sampling limitation, UX Mate was
still able to recognize the occurrence of interaction errors as tagged by expert
evaluators even when the task was not perceived as difficult by the users.

2.2.5 Conclusions

This study presented UX Mate, a modular system which tracks facial expres-
sions of the users, interprets them based on pre-set rules, and generates predic-
tions about the occurrence of target behaviour during HCI. Prediction is based
on facial expression examples collected in the calibration phase. In this pa-
per, we concentrated on prediction of errors occurrence from facial expressions
linked to frustration and confusion.

In future research, we aim to extend this paradigm to other interaction feel-
ings, such as enjoyment or boredom, in order to study what interaction features
may be responsible for their occurrence. UX Mate is designed in a modular
way, allowing the evaluator to choose the machine learning algorithms, and the
set of examples to train the system that best fit their particular needs. We have
now collected a new large database of facial and interaction videos in an enter-
tainment setting focused on feelings like flow, engagement and fun.

UX Mate represents a preliminary yet important step towards the automatic
assessment of User eXperience. We believe that the automatic assessment of
facial expressions can be a powerful tool to support UX studies following a re-
search paradigm based on the triangulation of different techniques, including
human-based observation, self-reports, and facial expression tracking. In par-
ticular, UX Mate can provide a cheap method to monitor the dynamic evolution
of emotions in time, and counteract the tendency of questionnaires to anchor on
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specific moments of the performance. An automatic tool can be an important
help to untrained evaluators when they need to understand emotional reaction.

UX Mate can perform a task which is difficult and extremely expensive for
human evaluators. Indeed the pilot study demonstrated that inferring perfor-
mance behaviour based on visual cues from the participant face is time con-
suming and requires a high level of specialization. Contrary to [316], we claim
that UX research requires methods that can be applied beyond the laboratory
settings of a usability laboratory. In this respect UX Mate represents a unique
and promising tool.
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Chapter 3

Human Interaction in Small Groups:
What and How Influence Whom

In [267] we presented a multimodal framework employing eye-gaze, head-pose
and speech cues to explain observed social attention patterns in meeting sce-
narios. We first investigate a few hypotheses concerning social attention and
characterize meetings and individuals based on ground-truth data. This is fol-
lowed by replication of ground-truth results through automated estimation of
eye-gaze, head-pose and speech activity for each participant. Experimental re-
sults show that combining eye-gaze and head-pose estimates decreases error in
social attention estimation by over 26%.

Furthermore, in [256], we target the automatic recognition of personality
states in a meeting scenario employing visual and acoustic features. The social
psychology literature has coined the name personality state to refer to a specific
behavioral episode wherein a person behaves as more or less introvert/extrovert,
neurotic or open to experience, etc. Personality traits can then be reconstructed
as density distributions over personality states. The personality states we are
addressing are those corresponding to the Big Five traits. Different machine
learning approaches were used to test the effectiveness of the selected features
in modeling the dynamics of personality states.

This work is the very first computational approach to personality states recog-
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nition.

3.1 Putting the Pieces Together: Multimodal Analysis of So-
cial Attention in Meetings

Determining the direction of another person’s attention is an important abil-
ity for humans. It not only provides salient information about the location of
objects (food, predators), but also plays a fundamental role in many complex
forms of social cognition such as visual perspective-taking, deception, empathy
and the theory of mind [306], expression of intimacy and exercising of social
control [151].

Gaze direction is an important cue for social attention and humans have
evolved specialized neural mechanisms devoted to gaze processing [159]. How-
ever, it has been convincingly shown that there is more than just eye-gaze to
visual attention; head and body orientation also significantly contribute towards
deciphering another person’s direction of attention [159]. While Perret et al.

[220] developed an attentional model that integrates eye gaze, head and body
directions in a hierarchical fashion, recent work [158] suggests these orienta-
tion cues are processed independently and combined so that one modulates the
decision process concerning the others.

In this work, we investigate computational models of social attention by con-
sidering gaze direction, head orientation and speaking activity. We consider a
number of hypotheses concerning social attention in meetings by analyzing re-
sults from ground-truth as well as automated analysis of four meeting videos
from the ‘Mission Survival II’ corpus [185]. The following hypotheses are
based on observations and presumptions stated in previous literature, but which
have never been analyzed in great detail:

• H1: Attention is mostly given to the person sitting right in front of the
observer. This hypothesis derives from an observation made in [261].
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• H2: There exists a direct relationship between the verbal behavior of a
person and the amount of attention he receives. This hypothesis derives
from [216].

• H3: Use of eye-gaze in conjunction with head-pose improves accuracy
of automated social attention estimation. This hypothesis directly derives
from the above discussion.

We also attempt to characterize meetings and individuals based on the anal-
ysis of ground truth data. Finally, we describe automated methods to compute
eye-gaze-cum-head-pose-based social attention, and replicate ground truth re-
sults by combining computed social attention estimates with speech data. To
summarize, this is one of the first works to

1. Comprehensively analyze meeting videos by combining eye-gaze, head-
pose and speech information. Past works have essentially focused on per-
fecting automated methods for computing visual social attention.

2. Automatically employ eye-gaze as a modality for estimating social atten-
tion using [285]. Previous works assume head-pose as the main indicator
of social attention, mostly due to the difficulty in reliably computing eye-
gaze. Experimental results show a significant increase in attention estima-
tion accuracy when gaze cues are employed in conjunction with head-pose
cues.

3.1.1 Related Work

Social attention has been extensively investigated under the rubric of focus of
attention (FOA) in meetings [91]. Pioneering work is described in [260], where
subjects’ FOA is computed by combining head-pose information with a-priori

knowledge about the number of participants and their relative positions. Assum-
ing the head-pose to be the main indicator of a person’s direction of attention,
the algorithm employs a Hidden Markov model (HMM) to map FOA estimates
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to real-world targets. This framework is extended to employ acoustic as well as
visual cues in [261].

Prediction of focus of visual attention in dynamic meeting scenes is dis-
cussed in [294]. Shifts of FOA in spontaneous situations are studied for 10
videos with 35 possible attention targets. The most probable target is identified
by mapping head-pose to its most likely gaze angle counterpart, to achieve 57%
correct recognition of the visual target. Another approach to recognizing social
attention in meetings from head-pose modeled using a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) as well as HMM, is discussed in [18]. FOA targets are not restricted
to participants alone, but to environmental targets (e.g., projector) as well, and
results of saccadic eye motion modeling are exploited to model head-pose given
the upper-body pose and effective gaze target.

An attempt to integrate contextual cues with head-pose information to com-
pute FOA is presented in [19]. Instead of defining head-pose using pan and tilt
angles with respect to the reference, the posterior probability density function
of the different head poses is utilized to better fit the pose information to a given
FOA target. For a corpus of 4 meetings of 15-27 minutes duration, each com-
prising 4 subjects, this algorithm improves performance by 5.4% over previous
approaches.

Recent research has focused on automatic analysis of social aspects such as
meeting roles, with specific emphasis on dominance, which characterizes a per-
son’s status within a group and the power he/she has within it. A study on the
usefulness of non-verbal audio-visual cues when employed individually or in
combination, for automated dominance estimation is described in [123]. An-
other work that discusses dominance estimation from meetings is [124], where
the visual dominance ratio (VDR) measure is employed for automated domi-
nance computation.

Brief analysis of related literature shows that (1) While past works have in-
vestigated and considerably improved on the usage of features such as head-
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pose, an explicit analysis of social attention and multimodal cues to define
meeting characteristics is missing. (2) Most works consider head pose as the
main indicator of social attention, neglecting eye gaze primarily because of the
difficulty in computing it. The next section describes the meeting videos used
for analysis and the derivation of meeting characteristics upon analysis of the
ground truth data.

3.1.2 ’Mission Survival’ Meeting Videos

We used data from the ‘Mission Survival’ corpus [185], a multimodal annotated
collection of video and audio recordings in a lab setting. Each meeting consists
of four participants seated around a table and engaged in the ‘Mission survival’
task, which is used in experimental and social psychology to elicit decision-
making processes in small groups. The objective of the ‘Mission Survival’ task
is to reach a consensus on how to survive a disaster scenario, e.g., a plane crash
in an uninhabited island. The group has to rank a number of (up to 15) items
critical for survival, according to the participants. The consensus meeting sce-
nario was chosen for the purpose of meeting dynamics analysis, which involves
intensive engagement of the participants in order to reach an agreement, thus of-
fering the possibility to observe a large set of social attitudes. All meetings are
of 20-30 minutes duration, and recorded with four web cameras installed on the
meeting table, while speech activity is recorded using close-talk microphones.
Fig.3.1 shows an exemplar meeting scenario from the ‘Mission Survival’ data.
Assuming that each participant directs his/her social attention targets included
only the remaining three subjects, annotations were performed for the head-
pose, eye-gaze and speech data to obtain the ground truth. Since the nature of
the task involved choosing from a list of items, a ‘self-attention’ label, which
denotes the state where a participant looks at the list provided to him/her, was
also included in the annotation.
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Figure 3.1: An exemplar meeting scene from the ‘Mission Survival’ dataset [185]. Color codes
denoting subject locations are red (North), blue (West), violet (South) and green (East). The
central pie-chart represents the distribution of speaking time, while pie-charts beside each
participant denote the distribution of attention given by that subject to peers, including self-
attention. Arrows denote direction of maximum attention given (excluding self-attention).

3.1.3 Inferences from Ground-Truth

Since eye-gaze is the most reliable social attention cue, we analyze eye-gaze and
speech ground-truth data to derive inferences in this section. Fig.3.1 presents
the distribution of social attention and speech activity for a meeting. Let Aj

i

denote the attention given by subject i to j. Conversely, Ai
j denotes attention

received by subject i from j. Aj
i and Ai

j may be expressed in minutes or as
percentages. Henceforth, i, j ∈ L,O,R, where L, O and R denote the person
located at the left, opposite and right respectively, with respect to the reference.
Also, let Ai =

∑
∀j,j ̸=iA

i
j. denote the overall attention received by subject i.

Likewise, Ai =
∑

∀j,j ̸=iA
j
i denotes overall attention given by subject i to his

peers.

Using only the eye-gaze social attention data, the first hypothesis we would
like to validate is H1: The person opposite to the reference subject receives
significantly more attention by her. Indeed, in [261], experimental results sug-
gest that there exists a considerable attention bias towards the person seated
directly opposite, irrespective of who the speaker is. However, this aspect of
social attention has not been studied in subsequent research works.
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Next, we investigate the relationship between attention received and speak-

ing time. If STi denotes the speaking time (expressed as percentages over the
meeting duration) for the ith participant, our second hypothesis is H2: The
overall attention received by a participant is influenced by the amount of her
speech activity or Ai α STi, for a given subject. This hypothesis is based on the
intuition that the persons who contribute most to the meeting should, in general,
receive the more attention. The overall attention received, Ai, can therefore be
divided into two components: Ai

(s), which denotes the attention received when
the subject is speaking and Ai

(l), representing the attention received while lis-

tening.

Finally, we attempt to characterize and categorize meetings and persons
based on the meeting statistics, namely, the mean and variance for the speaking

time and attention received. Our assumption is that analyzing these measures
we can characterize the type of meeting and how each person participates in the
discussions.

Validation of H1

The distribution of Aj
i and Ai

j to subjects seated to the left, right and directly
opposite is not biased as observed in [261], where the authors note that the
person in front gets almost twice as much attention as the persons on either
side. Across all four meetings, we find that the proportions of AL

i , AR
i and

AO
i are 17.6%, 16.3% and 21.9% respectively, implying that the likelihood of

a subject giving/receiving attention to/from each of the other group members is
roughly equal. Therefore, on the basis of the observations made from ground-
truth data, we reject hypothesis H1, i.e., the person located directly opposite
(to the reference subject) does not receive/give significantly more attention.
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Table 3.1: Social attention from ground-truth.

Meeting # Subject # STi (%) Ai (%) Ai
(l) (%) Ai (%) AQi

1

1 15.2 29.5 24.1 49.3 0.6
2 44.5 54.6 44.3 57.4 0.95
3 15.4 42.6 37 71.9 0.59
4 21.2 36.3 27.6 50.2 0.72

2

1 28.7 57.7 48.2 31.5 1.83
2 31.1 42 33.6 65.2 0.64
3 33 42.7 32.9 75.3 0.57
4 28.2 38.2 29.9 78.9 0.48

3

1 35.4 36.1 25.4 55 0.66
2 31.2 45.4 39.4 4.3 10.7
3 15.9 24.3 19.2 45.5 0.53
4 12.5 25.3 19 58 0.44

4

1 22.7 51 45.9 71.8 0.71
2 10.4 24.7 20.1 65.8 0.38
3 16.7 28.1 19.6 56.6 0.5
4 23 65.3 60.4 57.5 1.14

Validating H2

As can be seen in in Table 3.1 the attention received, in general, increases with
speaking time, and the speaking activity of a subject influences the amount of

attention received by a subject, even when the subject is not speaking.

Statistically, the correlation between speaking time and attention received is
0.584, which is significant with p < 0.01. This corresponds to a coefficient of
determination R2 of 0.341, meaning that speaking time explains 34.1% of the
variance in attention received. To conclude, based on the observations made
from empirical evidence, we validate hypothesis H2, i.e., the overall attention
received is influenced by the amount of speech activity.
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Table 3.2: Characterization of meetings based on the variance in speaking time (STi) and overall
attention received (Ai)

High STi, High Ai High STi, Low Ai

Meetings 1,3
Low STi, High Ai

Meeting 4
Low STi, Low Ai

Meeting 2 (ideal)

Characterizing meetings and persons

Considering the speaking time and the overall attention received as two dimen-
sions for analysis (Table 3.2), Meeting 2 presents an interesting case where
both STi and Ai have low variation, showing that all the participants contribute
equally while receive roughly equal attention – this corresponds to the ideal

meeting scenario. Meetings 1 and 3 are cases where the variance along Ai is
low and the variance along STi is high. Meeting 4 is the opposite: the variance
in Ai is high while the speech activity for the various subjects is not very dif-
ferent; i.e. someone receives more attention than others, but the speech activity
is almost identical across the group. We hypothesize that this corresponds to a
group with an established leadership, while the leadership remains undecided
in Meetings 1 and 3.

Finally, we define the Attention Quotient for a subject, denoted by AQi, as
the ratio of the overall attention received to the overall attention given by the
individual, i.e., AQi = Ai

Ai
(Table 1(a)). It has been convincingly shown that

meeting behavior can be strongly correlated with one’s personality [164]. The
‘Mission Survival’ data also contains annotated ground-truths for the Extraver-

sion and the Locus of Control personality traits. Extroversion is associated with
assertive and highly outgoing personalities while the Locus of control (LOC)
refers to an individual’s nature to be self-determined and undeterred by external
factors. In accordance with social psychology literature, we observe a positive
correlation between AQ and the Extraversion and LOC traits.
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Table 3.3: Mean STi, Ai and their variance values for the four meetings.

Meeting # STi (%) Ai (%) var(STi) var(Ai)
1 24.1 40.8 13.90 10.67
2 30.3 45.2 2.23 8.50
3 23.8 32.8 11.25 9.97
4 18.2 42.3 5.95 19.29

The mean STi (STi) and Ai (Ai) values presented in Table 3.3 also agree with
the above observations. Meeting 2, which had the lowest variance in speaking

time and attention received, also corresponds to maximum speaking activity and
attentional duration, and therefore, corresponds to the ideal meeting scenario.
Meetings 1 and 3 correspond to moderate attentional times and speaking activ-
ity, while meeting 4 has the minimum speaking activity among all meetings.

3.1.4 Automated Social Attention Estimation

In order to validate the ground truth analysis presented before, we also per-
formed automated analysis of the social attention. The long-term spectral di-
vergence algorithm [231] is used to discriminate between speaking/non speak-
ing regions, while the head-pose-cum-eye center estimation algorithm [285], is
employed to estimate the point-of-gaze.The gaze estimation involves integra-
tion of a cylindrical head model-based pose estimation and an isophote-based
eye-center locator to overcome shortcomings in both systems.

Speaking Activity

In Mission Survival II, speaking activity cues were extracted from close-talk mi-
crophone speech signals. The long-term spectral divergence algorithm proposed
by [231] was used to discriminate between speaking/non speaking regions. Ac-
cording to this algorithm, in order to detect the vocal activity we assumed that
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the most significant information is contained in the time-varying spectral mag-
nitude of the signal.

After segmenting the initial signal, the long-term spectral envelope (LTSE)
as well as the long term spectral divergence(LTSD) were estimated, in order to
formulate the decision rule for the voice activity detection.

Let x(n) be the initial signal, segmented into overlapping frames and X(k,l)

it’s amplitude spectrum for the k-th band at frame l. The N-order LTSE is
defined as:

LTSEN(k, l) = max{X(k, l + j)}j=+N
j=−N

The N-order long-term spectral divergence between the speech and the
noise is defined as the deviation of LTSE with respect to the average
noise spectrum magnitude N(k) for the k band, with k = 0,1,...,NFFT-1 ,
where NFFT is the length of the Fast Fourier Transform. LTSDN(l) =

10log10

(
1

NFFT

∑NFFT−1
k=0

LTSE2(k,l)
N2(k)

)
The decision rule for the voice activity detection is based on the LTDS be-

tween the speech and the noise while the threshold distinguishing speech from
non speech regions was adjusted to optimize accuracy as inferred from the
ground truth.

The speaking time (ST) for the ith subject is then calculated as:

STi =
Speaking Framesi

Total Number Frames
∗ 100%

All the meetings have been previously annotated according to the same bi-
nary schema, where speaking frames were flagged as ”1” while non speaking
frames as ”0”.

The audio cues extracted for all the subjects were fused along with visual
cues extracted from head pose and eye gaze, in order to characterize the social
behavior of the subjects.
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Visual Gaze

To be able to correctly estimate the visual gaze of a user, joint head pose and
eye location information should be taken into account. The needed information
are retrieved by using the system proposed in [285], which is able to accurately
extract head pose and eye center location information from a monocular video
sequence.

The method combines a robust cylindrical head model (CHM) pose tracker [312]
and an isophote based eye center locator [313], in order to obviate drawbacks of
both systems when taken independently. The system integrates the eye locator
with the cylindrical head model by using the transformation matrices obtained
by both systems in an interleaved way. In this way, the eye center locations are
detected given the pose, and the pose is adjusted given the eye center locations.

The 2D eye center locations detected in the first frame are used as reference
points. These reference points are projected onto the cylindrical head model
and are then used to estimate the following eye center locations. Instead of
projecting the found eye center location back to the image plane to obtain a more
accurate eye center estimation, the detected eye center locations are projected
to a normalized model view. Thus, the displacement between the reference eye
point and the current eye center location is independent of the head pose.

The visual gaze of a person indicates the point of interest (i.e. the foveated
point) and corresponds to the middle of the visual field of view. Therefore,
the displacement of the eyes from their resting position plays an important role
in the properties of the visual field of view. Instead of focusing on modeling
the shape of the eyes, and how eye movements alter the visual gaze vector in
relation to the head position, we assume that extreme eye positions are rare (e.g.
the visual gaze vector does not fall outside the visual field of view defined by the
head pose only). This assumption allows us to approximate the eye movement
as horizontal and vertical shifts on the head surface, which is in turn modeled
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as a cylinder. As stated above, the current eye locations and the reference eye
locations are used to compute the eye displacement vectors in a normalized (i.e.
pose-free) model view. The displacement vectors of the two eyes are averaged
and used to modify the basic head-only visual gaze estimate.

Results

Results from automated analysis are presented in Table 3.4, based on which
we validate H3: The use of eye-gaze in conjunction with head-pose improves
accuracy of automated social attention estimation.

Table 3.4: Social attention from automated analysis with head-pose only (HP ) and eye-gaze +
head-pose (HP + EG) information.

Meeting # Subject # STi(%) Ai(HP ) Ai (HP+EG) Ai (HP ) Ai(HP+EG)

1

1 15.7 33.6 33.4 49.3 49.9
2 43 46.6 54.4 56.8 57.5
3 18.2 29.8 33.5 71.1 71.9
4 20.5 37 40.4 49.9 50.2

2

1 29.3 43.9 46.1 57 55.2
2 32.5 35.9 39.3 69.7 63.7
3 33.2 43.9 45.6 90.8 82.3
4 28 24.4 30.4 63.6 83.9

1

1 32.8 38.6 40.8 47.5 56.8
2 30.6 39.4 42.8 8.4 7.1
3 14.7 21.3 21.8 38.4 45.9
4 13.6 27.6 28 66.8 64.2

1

1 21.3 43.6 45.6 71.9 72.4
2 13.8 31.9 28 66.1 66.5
3 18.1 26 25.5 56.7 57.1
4 22.2 55.8 58 58.4 58.8

We use Ai and Ai estimates to evaluate the accuracy of automated analysis
against the ground truth. For Ai, the mean euclidian error between the estimates
obtained when using the head pose only (HP ) and eye-gaze with head-pose
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(HP + EG) are 7.62 and 5.33 respectively. This corresponds to an error re-
duction of 30%. For Ai, the corresponding errors are 6.28 and 4.59, yielding
an improvement of 26.9%. Therefore, based on the automated social atten-
tion estimation results, we corroborate H3, i.e, employing eye-gaze along with
head-pose cues improves accuracy of automated social attention estimation.

3.1.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a multimodal framework to analyze social attention in meet-
ing scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first attempts
at: (i) simultaneously characterizing both meetings as well as participants by
means of multimodal cues, and (ii) explicitly employing eye-gaze as a modality
to estimate social attention.

While social attention does not appear to be biased towards the person sitting
in front, experimental results indicate a positive correlation between the atten-
tion received and the speech activity of a given subject. Importantly, explicitly
computing the eye-gaze orientation along with the headpose contributes to a
significant reduction in social attention estimation error.

We believe that our results will pave the way for future research connecting
social attention with meeting roles and personality traits. To this end, more
research is needed to determine the exact relationship between the attention
received and given by a person, speech and postural activity, and personality.

3.2 Automatic Modeling of Personality States in Small Group
Interactions

It is customary for us to describe people as being more or less talkative, bold
or sociable. We employ these descriptors in our daily life to explain and/or
predict others’ behavior, attaching them to well-known and new acquaintances.
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Extraversion, the trait dimension they refer to, is so familiar that we continu-
ously exploit it inconspicuously. Similarly, we talk about other people being
more/less prone to anger and frustration (Neuroticism), responsible or attentive
(Conscientiousness), and so on. These descriptors relate to traits comprising the
well-known Big Five model of personality [54].

The importance of personality for technology and human-computer interac-
tion has also been acknowledged. Studies have shown that personality traits
determine people’s attitudes toward machines [248] and towards conversational
agents [235]. It has been argued that social networking websites could increase
the chances of a successful relationship by analyzing text messages and match-
ing personalities [73], and that tutoring systems would be more effective if they
adapt to the learner’s personality [154].

Moreover, given its relevance in social settings, information on people’s per-
sonality can be useful for providing personalized support to group dynamics.
Several works have explored automated personality analysis [184, 222], often
targeting the Big Five model of personality [54] of which Extraversion is a
major dimension. The general approach is to isolate promising behavioral cor-
relates of the targeted traits for classification or regression, adopting a thin-slice
perspective. In particular, some works have focused on the well-known cor-
relation between Extraversion and prosodic features [222] - higher pitch and
higher variation of the fundamental frequency, higher voice quality and inten-
sity - while others such as [184], have also considered verbal cues, including
many relating to syntax, content, utterance type, etc. More recently, Lepri
lepri2012connectingmedium-grained behaviors enacted in group meetings and
related to the social attention (social gaze) in order to automatically predict the
Extraversion personality trait.

All these approaches to the automatic recognition of personality have more
or less implicitly adopted the so-called person-perspective on personality: for
a given behavioral sample, classify whether the sample belongs to an extro-
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vert or introvert (or equivalently, to a neurotic or an emotionally stable, and so
on). The problem with this approach is that it assumes a direct and stable rela-
tionship between, e.g., being extravert and acting extravertedly (e.g., speaking
loudly, being talkative, etc.). Extraverts, on the contrary, can often be silent and
reflexive and not talkative at all, while introverts can at time exhibit extraverted
behaviors. Similarly, people prone to neuroticism need not always exhibit anx-
ious behavior, while agreeable people can sometimes be aggressive. While the
person-perspective has often dismissed these fluctuations of actual behavior as
statistical noise, it has been recently suggested by Fleeson [84] that they are
meaningful. The social psychology literature has coined the term personal-
ity states to refer to concrete behaviors (including ways of acting, feeling and
thinking) that can be described as having a similar content to the corresponding
personality traits. In other words, a personality state describes a specific be-
havioral episode wherein a person behaves more or less introvertly/extravertly,
more or less neurotically, etc. Personality can then be reconstructed through
density distributions over personality states, with parameters such as means,
standard deviations, etc., summarizing what is specific to the given individual.

In this work we address the automatic classification of personality states cor-
responding to the Big Five traits [54], in multi-party meetings. Hence, we will
be concerned with classifying whether people behaved: extravertedly/introvertedly;
neurotically or in an emotionally stable manner; in a conscientiousness or care-
less way; agreeably/disagreeably or creatively/uncreatively.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work targeting such a qualitative
characterization of human behavior in a computational setting, opening new
perspectives for the automatic recognition of personality and its relationships to
actual behaviors.
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3.2.1 Data and Experimental Setup

Our experiments were conducted on 4 meeting videos extracted from the Mis-
sion Survival corpus (with a total run-time of 120 minutes). The video stream
corresponding to each meeting participant was split into 5-minute long slices,
making for a total of 108 clips. Personality state annotation was performed by
30 volunteers (researchers and graduate students) using the Ten Item Personal-
ity Inventory [4], a 10-item questionnaire developed to obtain a brief measure
of the Big Five dimensions. Annotators were required to assess a participant’s
personality based on the 5-minute slices containing a close-up view of the sub-
ject with the synchronized audio. Contextual information (the behavior of the
other meeting participants) was available only through the audio channel. Each
video was annotated by three different annotators, and each annotator saw a
given subject no more than once. The wordings of the 10 items were modified
in order to reflect the different goal of our exercise; hence, rather than asking to
assess how much the item “Extraverted, enthusiastic” applied to the subject, it
asked about how much it applied to the behavior he/she exhibited in the given
audio-video slice. In Table 3.5, we report the global means and standard devi-
ations computed from the annotated personality states. For 16 participants, an
average score (5.07 in a range from 1 to 7) for Neuroticism is quite high, while
the mean score for Openness (creativity, complexity) is relatively low (3.95).

Table 3.5: Means and standard deviations for personality states.

State Mean St. Dev.
Extraversion 4.18 1.66

Agreeableness 4.55 1.05
Conscientiousness 4.99 1.12

Neuroticism 5.07 1.04
Openness 3.96 1.25

In order to perform the classification experiments, scores were quantized
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(Low/High) for each personality state by taking the median score as a threshold.
Table 3.6 reports the transition probabilities for each personality state. As can
be seen, our subjects showed a good degree of consistency in their behaviors:
if a person was behaving extrovertedly/introvertedly at time t he/she was more
likely to continue behave the same way at t+1. The only exceptions in this
regard are (a) the transition from a disagreeable to an agreeable behavior; it
appears that participants tend to persist in disagreeable behaviors. (b) Also, a
transition from an emotionally stable behavior to a neurotic behavior is as likely
as continuing with an emotionally stable behavior.

Table 3.6: Transition probabilities for each personality state.

Extraversion L H
L .688 .312
H .296 .704

Agreeableness
L .471 .529
H .259 .741

Conscientiousness
L .604 .396
H .386 .614

Neuroticism
L .5 .5
H .386 .614

Openness
L .681 .319
H .311 .689

3.2.2 Feature Extraction

A total of 37 features, including both low-level features and high-level features,
were automatically extracted from the meeting corpus.
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Low-level Features

We focused on two classes of features: Activity and Emphasis [219], measuring
vocal signals in social interactions. Activity, implying conversational activity
level, usually indicates interest and excitement. It is measured by the z-scored
percentage of speaking time (mean and standard deviation of energy per frame,
average length in seconds of voiced segments and of speaking segments, frac-
tion of spoken time and voicing rate). For this purpose, the speech stream of
each participant is first segmented into voiced and non-voiced segments, and
then split into speaking and non-speaking segments.

Emphasis is often considered a signal indicating the strength of the speaker’s
motivation. Moreover, the consistency of emphasis (lower the variations, higher
the consistency) could be a signal of mental focus, while variability may signal
an openness to influence from other people. Emphasis is measured by the vari-
ation in prosody, i.e. pitch and amplitude. For each voiced segment, the mean
energy, frequency of the fundamental formant and the spectral entropy are ex-
tracted (mean of formant frequency, confidence in formant frequency, spectral
entropy, the value of the largest autocorrelation peak, location of the largest cor-
relation peak, the number of the largest autocorrelation peak, the time derivative
of energy in frame). The mean-scaled standard deviation of these extracted val-
ues is then estimated by averaging over longer time-periods (standard deviation
of formant frequency, confidence in formant frequency, spectral entropy, the
value of the largest autocorrelation peaks, the location of the largest autocorre-
lation peaks, number of the largest autocorrelation peaks, and time derivative of
energy in frame).

High-level Features

Social attention features were extracted by jointly processing the audio-video
channels using the hierarchical approach developed in [166]: the output of a
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Cylindrical Head Model [286] head-pose tracker was used as a proxy for the
subject’s gaze and finely tuned with the output of a sub-pixel accurate visual-
gaze estimation system [287]. Social attention features were defined as the out-
come of such joint processing of head-pose and visual-gaze: for each subject, in
every frame, Attention Given (to at least one of the other participants) and At-
tention Received (by at least one of the other participants) were thus available.

The audio channel was processed through use of a Voice Activity Detection
system based on the long-term spectral divergence algorithm detailed in [232].
Speaking time was calculated as the percentage of frames in which voice activ-
ity was detected over the duration of the processed slice.

For every participant p, the audio-visual features were then fused in order
to obtain Attention Given While Speaking (the percentage of p’s speaking time
during which he/she devotes visual attention to the other members of the group),
Attention Given While Not Speaking (the percentage of p’s non-speaking time
during which he/she devotes visual attention to the other members of the group),
Attention Received While Speaking (the percentage of p’s speaking time dur-
ing which he/she receives visual attention from all the other members of the
group), and Attention Received While Not Speaking (the percentage of p’s non-
speaking time during which he/she receives visual attention from all the other
members of the group).

3.2.3 Feature Selection

Correlation-based feature selection is a subset selection technique whose objec-
tive is to determine the optimal subset of features [108]. This method evaluates
the merit of a subset of features computing the individual predictive ability of
each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. The preferred
and selected features using this approach are the features highly correlated with
the target value and with low inter-correlation values. This method is used in
conjunction with a search strategy, typically the Best First search that makes
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a search in the space of features subsets, using a greedy hill-climbing with a
backtracking facility. The search may start with an empty set of features and
search forward (forward search) or with the full set of features and search back-
ward (backward search), or at any point search in both directions, forward and
backward. We used the forward search feature selection technique.

The selection has been based on 10-fold cross validation; features selected in
at least 8 folds were chosen to train and test the models. The features selected
for each personality trait as follows:

1. Extroversion – mean of {attention given, attention received, attention re-
ceived while not speaking, formant frequency, spectral entropy, energy in
frame};

2. Neuroticism – mean of time derivative of energy in frame;

3. Agreeableness – mean of {formant frequency, confidence in formant fre-
quency}, standard deviation of {spectral entropy, number of autocorrela-
tion peaks};

4. Openness – mean of {attention received, formant frequency, spectral en-
tropy};

5. Conscientiousness – mean of {attention received, attention received while
speaking, attention received while not speaking, formant frequency, value
of largest autocorrelation peak}.

3.2.4 Automatic Recognition of Personality States

A set of machine learning algorithms, both generative (Nave Bayes, Hidden
Markov Models) and discriminative (Support Vector Machines) were used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the selected features in modeling the dynamics of
personality states. Each algorithm was evaluated in 5 binary classification tasks,
one per personality trait.
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The leave-one-meeting-out strategy was employed, thus 4 models for each
personality state trait were trained on a 3-meetings subset, evaluating them
against the remaining one, and finally averaging the results.

The first classifier we applied is Nave Bayes, a simple probabilistic classi-
fier that applies the Bayes theorem and assumes that the presence/absence of a
particular feature of a given class (e.g. a personality state) is unrelated to the
presence/absence of other features. The main advantage of using Nave Bayes is
that it only requires a small amount of training data to estimate the parameters
(means and variances) necessary for classification.

As discussed in connection with Table 3.6, there are certain regularities in
personality state change that a sequential model might be able to capture. Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) were exploited to this end; HMMs consider the
temporal correlation between the samples and define the prior probability of the
classes in the current sample as depending upon the posterior probabilities of
the classes in the last sample.

More precisely, a left-to-right HMM model for each personality state (one
for extrovert/introvert; one for neurotic/emotionally stable; and so on) was rep-
resented as follows: t, time; y(t), the feature vector; x(t), the personality state;
p(x), the priors for the personality states; p(x(t)|x(t− 1), the personality states
transitions probabilities; p(y(t)|x(t)), the conditional distribution of the ob-
served feature vector given the current personality state at time t. We assumed
speaker independence and the feature sequences (one per subject) from all the
four meetings were used to train a single HMM. The training was done using
the standard Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. For prediction, each
person is represented by an independent instantiation of the same Markov pro-
cess. Thus, four independent HMMs represent the four people in a meeting.
For classification, we used the standard Viterbi algorithm to compute the most
likely sequence of roles.

Finally, we also tested the performance of a powerful discriminative ap-
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proach, such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The bound-constrained
SVM classification algorithms with a linear and with a RBF kernel were used.
The cost parameter C and the RBF kernel parameter γ were estimated through
the grid technique by means of 10-fold cross validation. Furthermore, the cost
parameter C was weighted for each class with a factor inversely proportional to
the class size.

3.2.5 Results and Discussion

Table 3.7 below reports accuracy results. Bold figures identify values that are
significantly better (p < .05) than the relevant criteria, represented by the clas-
sifiers that use the priors (binomial tests with Bonferroni correction).

Table 3.7: Personality States Classification Results.

State NB HMM Linear SVM SVM rbf
Extraversion .694 .731 .648 .676
Neuroticism .639 .574 .63 .62

Agreeableness .583 .481 .574 .583
Openness .5 .5 .546 .583

Conscientiousness .583 .547 .575 .555

Extraversion is the best-recognized behavioral quality: extravert/introvert
behaviors are easier (using the considered features) to distinguish than, e.g.,
Openness. Neuroticism is the second best recognized quality, an interesting
result considering that it is obtained by using just one feature, the (mean of
the) speech energy derivative. The results for the other states are either non-
significant or barely significant (as for Conscientiousness with Nave Bayes).

HMMs yield interesting results only with Extraversion and in this case they
perform statistically better than SVM-lin and SVM-rbf. Since, in the ground
truth, personality states such as Openness and Conscientiousness show tem-
poral properties similar to those of Extraversion, the ineffectiveness of HMM
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to isolate them is probably due to the limited predictive power of the selected
features. Finally, SVM classifiers with linear and RBF kernels have similar
performance scores.

In general, it seems that the considered non-verbal features have a good
power in discriminating between introvert and extrovert behaviors, a result that
emphasizes the important role of vocal (e.g. pitch) and social attention features
not only for recognizing the Extroversion trait (as widely documented by stud-
ies in social psychology and in the automatic analysis of behavior), but also for
the recognition of behaviors expected from the trait.

The encouraging results obtained for the Neurotic dimension, employing a
single feature is also notable. Putting them together with the results concerning
Extraversion, and noting that the two corresponding traits are also referred to as
Positive and Negative Affect respectively, it can be concluded that the quality
of affect, as it surfaces in actual behaviors, is a most readily detectable charac-
teristic among those constituting the Big Five taxonomy.

We have just begun work concerning a highly complex phenomenon – auto-
matic characterization of the quality of behaviors in terms of personality states.
Still, preliminary results appear to have proven its feasibility, opening the way
to a new and exciting research area.
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Chapter 4

Into the Wild: Implicit Behavioral
Patterns Emerging in a
Technology-Mediated and
Inter-Connected Society

In Section 4.1, we investigate the relationships between social network structure
and personality [255]; we assess the performances of different subsets of struc-
tural network features, and in particular those concerned with ego-networks, in
predicting the Big-5 personality traits. In addition to traditional survey-based
data, this work focuses on social networks derived from real-life data gath-
ered through smartphones. Besides showing that the latter are superior to the
former for the task at hand, our results provide a fine-grained analysis of the
contribution the various feature sets are able to provide to personality classifi-
cation, along with an assessment of the relative merits of the various networks
exploited.

In Section 4.2, we present the SocioMetric Badges Corpus, a new corpus
for social interaction studies collected during a 6 weeks contiguous period in
a research institution, monitoring the activity of 53 people. The design of the
corpus was inspired by the need to provide researchers and practitioners with:
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a) raw digital trace data that could be used to directly address the task of investi-
gating, reconstructing and predicting people’s actual social behavior in complex
organizations; b) information about participants’ individual characteristics (e.g.,
personality traits), along with c) data concerning the general social context (e.g.,
participants’ social networks) and the specific situations they find themselves in.

Using this dataset, in Section 4.3 we turn to tackling research questions as
such as Do we tend to perceive ourselves more creative when surrounded by

creative people? Or rather the opposite holds?

Such information is very valuable to understand how to optimize work pro-
cesses and boost people’s productivity along with their happiness and satisfac-
tion. Exploiting real-life data, collected over a period of six weeks in a research
institution by means of wearable sensors, in this work we provide insights on
human behavior dynamics in the workplace. We explore the use of graphlets,
i.e. small induced subgraphs of a network, to encode the local structure of the
interaction network of a subject, enriched with affective and personality states
of his/her interaction partners. Our analysis shows that graphlets of increasing
complexity, encoding non-trivial interaction patterns, are beneficial to affec-
tive and personality states recognition performance. We also find that different
sensory channels, measuring proximity/co-location or face-to-face interactions,
have different predictive power for distinct states.

Finally, in Section 4.4, we investigate a user-centric monetary valuation of
mobile PII, in the context of a myriad of mobile apps which collect personal
identifiable information (PII) and a prospective market place of personal data.
During a 6-week long user study in a living lab deployment with 60 participants,
we collected their daily valuations of 4 categories of mobile PII (communica-
tion, e.g. phonecalls made/received, applications, e.g. time spent on different
apps, location and media, e.g. photos taken) at three levels of complexity (in-
dividual data points, aggregated statistics and processed, i.e. meaningful inter-
pretations of the data).
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In order to obtain honest valuations, we employ a reverse second price auc-
tion mechanism. Our findings show that the most sensitive and valued category
of personal information is location. We report statistically significant associa-
tions between actual mobile usage, personal dispositions, and bidding behavior.
Finally, we outline key implications for the design of mobile services and future
markets of personal data.

4.1 Inferring Personality Traits from Social Network Struc-
ture

The rapid global growth of mobile phone usage has reinforced the need to study
the psychological and social implications of this technology. Moreover, recent
developments in mobile technologies and the advent of smartphones have sen-
sibly broadened the scope of social sciences’ studies: researchers can now ex-
ploit data collected by means of such devices, corroborating or even replacing
survey-based samplings. Smartphones allow for unobtrusive and cost-effective
access to previously inaccessible sources of data related to daily social behav-
ior [230, 157].

Nowadays, these devices are able to sense a wealth of behavioral data: i) lo-
cation, ii) other devices in physical proximity through Bluetooth (BT) scanning,
iii) communication data, including both metadata (logs of who, when, and du-
ration) of phone calls and text messages (SMS) as well as their actual contents,
iv) scheduled events, v) operational status, vi) movement patterns, vii) usage
information, etc.

Recent works have started using smartphone data to automatically infer users’
personality traits on the basis of continuously collected data [45, 46, 208]. Chit-
tarajan et al. [45, 46] showed that smartphone usage features (which we will re-
fer to as “actor-based” features from now on, in contrast with “network-based”
features) such as the number of calls made or received, their average duration,
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the total duration of out/in-going calls, the number of missed calls, the number
of unique BT IDs seen, Internet usage, and so on, could be predictive of per-
sonality traits. Oliveira et al. [208] investigated also the role played by a limited
set of nine structural characteristics of the social networks derived from the rich
contextual information available in mobile phone data (call logs). On the other
hand, by exploiting survey data, works in the tradition of social psychology and
network studies (e.g., Kalish and Robins [143]) have proven the existence of
important relationships between individual characteristics and the properties of
the networks they are part of and, notably, of the so-called ego-networks.

One important individual characteristic that is expected to influence network
size and composition is personality. In Social Psychology it is assumed that
people’s behavior can be explained to some extent in terms of underlying per-
sonality traits, which are seen as enduring dispositions that are relatively stable
over time [54]. Talks about personality often refer to several dimensions: we are
used to talk about an individual as being (non-)open-minded, (dis-)organized,
too much/little focused on him/herself, etc. Several existing theories have for-
malized these informal ways of approaching personalities by means of mul-
tifactorial models, whereby an individual’s personality is described through a
number of fundamental dimensions known as traits, derived through factorial
studies. A well known example of a multifactorial model is the Big Five [135]
which owes its name to the five traits it takes as constitutive of people’s person-
ality: Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Open-
ness.

Kalish and Robins [143] experimentally examined the effect of individual
personality differences on their immediate network environment focusing on
ego networks, which consist of a focal node (“ego”) and the nodes to whom ego
is directly connected to (the so-called “alters”) plus the ties, if any, among the
alters. Their findings showed that psychological predispositions can explain sig-
nificant portions of the variance of egocentric network characteristics. In line
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with [143], we investigate the hypothesis that individuals’ psychological pre-
dispositions tend to shape their immediate network environment. In our work,
however, we do not exclusively rely on self-reported data, but prominently ex-
ploit real behavioral data, collected by means of smartphones, this way taking
full advantage of the power of such technology.

Targeting the automatic recognition of Big Five personality traits, our work
extends and merges the lines of research followed by Oliveira et al. [208] and
Kalish and Robins [143] by: i) exploiting both survey and mobile data and com-
paring the results obtained thereof; ii) focusing on several classes of structural
network properties (centrality measures, small world and efficiency measures,
triadic structures and transitivity measures) and their relationship to personality
traits; and iii) comparing the results to those obtained from individual activity
(actor-based) data.
Our results show that i) personality classification from structural network prop-
erties compares in a very favorable manner with (and is often superior to) clas-
sification by means of individual activity data; ii) mobile phones-based behav-
ioral data can be superior to survey ones for the purposes of personality clas-
sification; and iii) particular feature set/network type combinations promise to
perform better with given personality traits.

4.1.1 Related Works

In this section we review key works closely related to ours, from two distinct
fields: i) social psychology and ii) social and ubiquitous computing.

Previous Works in Social Psychology

Traditionally, network theorists devote much of their attention to network struc-
ture and how the behavior of individuals depends on their location in the net-
work; for instance, individuals occupying central positions and having denser
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or wider reaching networks may gain faster access to information and assis-
tance [29]. Recently, a special interest in the interaction between personality
traits and network positions has emerged: personality traits that predispose peo-
ple to socialize, such as Extraversion or Openness to experience, might foster
and accelerate tie formation in social networks while others like Neuroticism
might restraint individuals from creating ties. Mehra et al. [190], for example,
found that high self-monitors, i.e. people who are concerned about how they are
perceived by others, occupied more central positions in the friendship network
of a high-tech company.

While these authors applied very specific personality traits, others [143, 150,
238, 270] have addressed more comprehensive instruments such as the five fac-
tor model [94]. For example, previous studies demonstrated a positive corre-
lation between Extraversion and ego-network size (e.g., [270]). However, Ex-
traversion tends to decline with age [55] and, after controlling for age, Roberts
et al. [238] found no effect of Extraversion on the size of an individual’s social
network. Klein et al. [150], instead, found that people who were low in Neu-
roticism tended to have high degree centrality scores in the advice and friend-
ship networks. Unfortunately, their analysis reports only in-degree centrality
and hence it does not allow a complete investigation of relationships between
the local network structures and the personality traits of the ego. In order to
overcome the limitations of this work, Kalish and Robins [143] presented a new
method of examining personal networks of strong and weak ties trough a census
of nine triads of different types (e.g., WWW, SNS, SSS, where W means “weak
tie”, S means “strong tie”, and N means “no tie”). Their results suggest that
people who see themselves vulnerable to external forces tend to inhabit closed
networks of weak connections. Conversely, people who seek to maintain their
strong tie partners apart tend to be individualists, to believe that they control
the events in their lives, and to have higher levels of Neuroticism. Finally, peo-
ple with strong network closure and “weak” structural holes (where “structural
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holes” refers to the absence of ties between parts of the network [36]), tend to
be more extraverted and less individualistic.

Previous Works in Social and Ubiquitous Computing

A common characteristic of the works reviewed in the previous section is their
being based on information collected by means of surveys (e.g., self-reported
social relations). Recently, however, researchers in social and ubiquitous com-
puting have started exploring the wealth of behavioral data made available by
smartphones, wearable sensors (e.g., sociometric badges [206]), Facebook [229]
and Twitter [93, 228].

Exploiting sociometric badges, Olguin et al. [206] found that Extraversion
and Neuroticism were positively correlated with degree, closeness, between-

ness, and eigenvector centrality measures. Moreover, they found a negative
correlation between Conscientiousness and betweenness centrality. Gloor et
al. [92] found a positive correlation between Openness and Agreeableness on
the one hand, and degree and betweenness centrality on the other. Using Face-
book data, Golbeck et al. [93] found a positive correlation between the number
of friends (taken as a measure of degree centrality) and Extraversion, and a neg-
ative correlation between ego-network density and Openness and Extraversion.
More recently, Quercia et al. [229] argued that Extraversion is a predictor (albeit
weak) for the number of social contacts.

Based on a large dataset consisting of recordings of real-life smartphone us-
age and personality surveys, Chittaranjan et al. [45, 46] exploited actor-based
features (e.g. number and duration of calls, BT hits, etc.) in order to auto-
matically classify personality traits. Their results showed that these features
could be predictive of the Big Five personality traits. Moreover, the analysis
of these features revealed some interesting trends: extroverts were more likely
to receive calls and to spend more time on them, while features pertaining to
outgoing calls were found to be not predictive of the Big Five traits. Oliveira
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et al. [208] extracted 474 variables from Call Data Records (CDRs), at differ-
ent time scales, and derived from them the users’ social networks; from the
latter, they extracted nine structural network features (e.g. degree, efficiency,
etc.). For three personality traits (Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Openness),
they obtained significant improvements in classification performance when us-
ing some of these structural network characteristics. Inspired by Oliveira et
al. [208], our work extends the number and types of global and local social
network structural properties to include centrality, small world and efficiency
measures, triadic structures and transitivity measures.

4.1.2 Dataset

For our work we exploited a dataset capturing eight complete weeks in the lives
of 53 subjects living in a married graduate student residency of a major US uni-
versity, collected between March and May 2010. Each participant was equipped
with an Android-based cell phone incorporating a sensing software explicitly
designed for collecting mobile data. Such software runs in a passive manner,
and does not interfere with the normal usage of the phone [6].

The data collected consisted of: i) call logs, from which we built a Call
network whereby participants act as nodes and the numbers of calls between
two nodes as edge weights, according to the method used in Eagle et al. [75];
ii) proximity data, obtained by scanning near-by phones and other Bluetooth
(BT) devices every five minutes, which allowed us to build a BT proximity
network with, again, participants as nodes and the counts of social interactions
derived from BT data as edge weights; iii) data from a survey administered to
participants, which provided self-reported information about personality (Big
Five) and relationships among subjects. Concerning the latter, the participants
were required to assess their closeness to each other on a “0 (no close at all) to
10 (very close)” scale. This information was used to build the Survey network
using the obtained scores as edge weights.
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More specifically, social interactions were derived from Bluetooth proximity
detection data in a manner similar to those in previous reality mining studies
[76, 179]. The Funf phone sensing platform1 was used to detect Bluetooth
devices in the user’s proximity. The Bluetooth scan was performed periodically,
every five minutes, in order to keep from draining the battery while achieving a
high enough resolution for social interaction. With this approach, the BT log of
a given smartphone would contain the list of devices in its proximity, sampled
every 5 minutes. Knowing the BT identifiers of each smartphone in the study,
we could thus infer when 2 participants’ phones were in proximity.

The number of subjects varies from one network to another, due to several
factors. For instance, some subjects were isolates in the Call network: this could
derive from the fact that they had only called people not participating in the data
collection (but our data did not include such external calls); or, the call logging
might have suffered malfunctions. Thus, these subjects were discarded from
the Call network, under the assumption that their empty ego-network structure
would introduce undesired noise for the purpose of personality classification.
Beside the two basic behavioral networks (Call and BT) and the one based on
survey data, we formed a complex behavioral network by combining Call and
BT networks in such a way that its node set was the intersection of BT and Call
networks’ node sets and its edge weights were a linear combination (the sum of
the normalized edge weights) of BT and Call networks’ weights. All our four
networks are undirected; they are quantitatively summarized in Table 4.1.

Number of nodes Number of edges
Call net 44 77

BT net 50 823

Call∩BT net 42 609

Survey net 53 590

Table 4.1: Quantitative summary of the four networks under analysis.

1http://funf.org
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Big Five personality traits were measured by asking subjects to use 1-5 point
scales to answer the online version of the 44 questions Big Five questionnaire
developed by John et al. [135].

Trait Description

Agreeableness sociable, assertive, playful

Conscientiousness self-disciplined, organized

Extraversion friendly, cooperative

Neuroticism calm, unemotional

Openness creative, intellectual, insightful

Table 4.2: Big 5 personality traits explained.

The Big Five questionnaire owes its name to the five traits, explained in Ta-
ble 4.2, that it takes as constitutive of people’s personality.
The scores of the five traits were computed by summing the (inverted when
needed) raw scores of the items (i.e. questions) pertaining to each trait. The re-
sults (average, standard deviation, median, minimum and maximum values) are
reproduced in Table 4.3. We performed a Lilliefors’ goodness-of-fit test of com-

Mean St.Dev. Median Min Max

Agre. 34.25 5.03 34 21 45

Cons. 32.49 5.5 34 20 42

Extr. 26.15 6.78 25 12 39

Neur. 22.32 5.85 23 9 34

Open. 33 6.87 34 11 45

Table 4.3: Statistics for the Big 5 personality traits.

posite normality on each trait’s distribution. All traits are normally distributed
(p < 0.05).
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4.1.3 Extraction of Network Characteristics

Drawing on previous works, we derived a set of network characteristics describ-
ing our networks.

Centrality measures
Degree/Closeness/Betweeness Centrality [89]

Eigenvector/Information Centrality [28, 162]

Efficiency measures
Nodal/Local Efficiency [161]

Mean Nodal/Local Efficiency*

Transitivity and
triadic measures

Global/Local Transitivity* [299]

Mean Local Transitivity*

Triads {1, 3, 11, 16}* [63]

Triads {WWW, SSS, WNW, WSW, SNS, SNW, SWS, SWW, SSW}* [143]

Table 4.4: Extracted network features (* indicates computation performed on the ego-net).

The features reported in Table 4.4 have been extracted from both weighted
and unweighted networks when applicable.
In the following subsections we describe in detail and justify the features ex-
tracted. Previous findings on the relationship between personality traits and
structural network properties are reported in Table 4.5.

Degree Closeness Betweenness Eigenvector Transitivity WWW triads SSS triads SWS triads

+ - + - + - + + + - + - -

Agre. [63, 92, 150] [63, 92] [189]

Cons. [144] [302] [302] [206, 302] [189]

Extr. [93, 144, 302] [302] [302] [302] [143] [143]

Neur. [302] [144, 150] [302] [302] [302] [143] [143] [143]

Open. [92] [144, 150] [92]

Table 4.5: Previously found relations between network measures and personality (+/- indicate
positive/negative correlations).
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Centrality Measures

In the literature there is ample, though not always converging, evidence of a
relationship between centrality measures and Big Five traits. For instance, ac-
cording to Kanfer and Tanaka [144] all the Big Five personality traits, with the
exception of Agreeableness, correlate closely with degree, and more precisely
with in-degree; moreover, agreeable persons tend to occupy central positions
and report more interacting with others while outgoing (extraverted) and secure
(low Neuroticism) subjects had more people reporting interacting with them.
Klein et al. [150] found negative correlation between in-degree centrality from
Neuroticism and Openness, and a positive effect of Agreeableness in friendship
networks of work group members. Surprisingly, Extraversion had no effect on
friendship centrality.

According to [302], Conscientiousness negatively correlates with closeness,
betweenness and degree centrality; Extraversion and Neuroticism (the latter in
a less evident manner) positively correlate with degree, closeness, betweenness

and eigenvector centrality. Olguin et al. [206] obtained evidence for the nega-
tive correlation of Conscientiousness and betweenness centrality. In a more re-
cent study conducted by Gloor et al. [92], the authors found significant positive
correlations between Openness and Agreeableness and degree and betweenness

centrality.

Inspired by these previous works, we extracted the three standard measures
of centrality proposed by Freeman: degree, betweenness, and closeness central-
ity [89].
These centrality measures can be divided in two classes: those based on the idea
that the centrality of a node in a network is related to how close the node is to
the other nodes (e.g. degree and closeness centrality), and those based on the
idea that central nodes stand between others playing the role of intermediary
(e.g. betweenness centrality).
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A different interpretation of centrality is given, for instance, by delta cen-
trality measures, which take into account the contribution of a node to network
cohesiveness, inferred from the observed network variation when the node is
deleted. We computed a delta centrality measure recently proposed by Latora
and Marchiori [162]: information centrality, based on the concept of efficient
propagation of information over the network [160, 161].

Another centrality measure we extracted, eigenvector centrality [28], accords
to each node a centrality score depending both on the number and the quality
of its connections: having a large number of connections is still valuable, but a
vertex with a smaller number of high-quality contacts may outrank one with a
larger number of mediocre contacts.

Small World and Efficiency Measures

Latora and Marchiori’s concept [160, 161] of efficiency can be used to charac-
terize how close to a small world a given ego-network is.

Small world networks are a particular kind of networks that are highly clus-
tered, like regular lattices, and have short characteristic path lengths, like ran-
dom graphs [301]. The efficiency E of a graph G containing N nodes is defined
as:

E(G) =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
i ̸=j∈G

1

dij
(4.1)

where dij is the shortest path length between two nodes i and j in graph G. The
use of efficiency measures for the performance evaluation of structural network
features is justified by the hypothesis [178] that the rate at which information
flows within an ego-network is influenced to some degree by the personality of
the ego.

For each node i ∈ G, local efficiency is defined as [161]:

Eloc =
1

N

∑
i∈G

E(Gi)

E(Gideal
i )

(4.2)
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Here, the normalization factor E(Gideal
i ) represents the efficiency of the ideal

case Gideal
i in which i’s ego-network Gi has all the ki(ki − 1)/2 possible edges,

where ki is the number of edges incident with i. Eloc is an average of the local

efficiency and plays a role similar to transitivity, which will be treated in the
next section. Since i ∈ Gi, the local efficiency Eloc tells how efficient the
communication is between i’s neighbours when i is removed; in other words,
local efficiency gives a measure of the response, in terms of efficiency, of i’s
ego-network when i is removed.

Conversely, nodal efficiency is defined as the inverse of the harmonic mean
of path length, hence for a given node i ∈ G it is calculated as:

Enodal
i =

1

N − 1

∑
j∈G

1

Lij
(4.3)

We computed nodal and local efficiency for each node in the networks, along
with the mean nodal and mean local efficiency of each ego-network. All were
extracted both on the weighted and unweighted networks, accounting for a total
on eight efficiency measures computed.

Transitivity Measures

In [302], extraversion was found to negatively correlate with local transitivity;
McCarty and Green [189] found that agreeable and conscientious persons tend
to have well-connected networks. To account for a possible contribution of this
notion to personality prediction, we computed the following three transitivity
features: i) global transitivity of the ego-networks, ii) local transitivity, and iii)

mean local transitivity.

Global transitivity gives an indication of clustering properties at the level of
the entire ego-network. It is based on triples’ counts, where a triple is a set of
three nodes connected by either two (open triple) or three (closed triple) ties.
The global transitivity of a given graph G is then defined as the ratio between
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the number of closed triples in G and the total number of triples. For each ego-
network, we computed this measure, which gives an indication of the clustering
in a network, and is often referred to as clustering coefficient.

The local transitivity of a node, in turn, measures how close its neighbors
are to forming a clique (i.e. a complete graph) and the graph to a small-world
network [301]. For a node i, local transitivity is defined as the proportion of ties
between the nodes in i’s neighborhood (i’s ego-net) to the number of ties that
could possibly exist between them.

Finally, we computed i’s mean local transitivity as the mean of the local
transitivity values of i’s adjacent nodes.

Triadic Measures

In [63] each triad is described by a string of four elements: the number of mu-
tual (complete) dyads within the triad; the number of asymmetric dyads within
the triad; the number of null (empty) dyads within the triad; and, finally, a con-
figuration code for the triads which are not uniquely distinguishable by the first
three elements. In the case of directed graphs, every triad may thus occupy one
of the 16 possible distinct states. Conversely, in the case of undirected networks,
as in our experiments, the triadic census reduces to the following four states: i)

Triad 1, the empty triad; ii) Triad 3, the ratio of triads where two nodes are con-
nected; iii) Triad 11, the ratio of triads where a given vertex i is connected to the
node j and the node z and there is no edge between the latter two; iv) Triad 16,
the ratio of triads representing the complete graph, namely i is connected with
j and z, and j and z are also connected.

Recently, Kalish and Robins [143] argued that triad proportions can pro-
vide more accurate and informative depictions of the egocentric networks than
global measures. They also argued that those ego-network properties are sig-
nificantly associated with the ego’s personality traits. In details, when ego is
connected to two alters, alter1 and alter2, the triad that depicts the relation-
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ship between these three actors is denoted by a three letter combination. The
first letter indicates the strength of tie between ego and alter1 (S or W, for
Strong or Weak tie), the second letter the strength of the tie between alters (S,
W, or N, for Strong, Weak, or No tie) and the third letter the strength of the
tie between alter2 and ego (S or W). Given the symmetry of triads, alter1 and
alter2 are interchangeable and SNW and WNS are thus same triad; hence, a
total of nine possible triads can occur in egocentric networks: SSS, SWS, SNS,
WWW, WSW, WNW, SSW, SWW, SNW. As for [63], the census is not just a
count of the different triad types but rather the proportions of each type against
the total number of possible triads given the number of alters in the network: in
this way, egocentric networks of different sizes can be compared.

Among the nine triads defined by Kalish and Robins, SSS and WWW repre-
sent strong and weak tie network closure, respectively, while WNW, SNS, and
SNW represent three different types of structural holes. In particular, WNW
represents weak structural holes as implied by Granovetter [99]; SNS repre-
sents strong structural holes as permitted by Burt [36]; and SNW represents a
mixed structural hole between a strong and weak tie. This third structural hole
is permitted by Burt [36] but is also implied by Granovetter [99].

Exploiting this typology of triads, Kalish and Robins suggested that Neuroti-
cism is positively associated with the proportion of WWW triads and negatively
associated with the proportion of SSS and SWS triads. Conversely, they found
Extraversion to be negatively associated with the proportion of WWW triads
and positively associated with the proportion of SSS triads.

In our case, the definition of Strong and Weak ties was established as follows:
following [143], from the weighted adjacency matrix, we used as a threshold the
59th percentile of the edge weights array cumulative distribution; then, edges
with a weight higher or equal than that threshold were considered as S (Strong)
while edges weighting less than the threshold were marked as W (Weak).
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4.1.4 Automatic Prediction of Personality Traits

We turn now to investigating the predictive power of the different features sets
discussed above by comparing the results obtained on a personality classifica-
tion task. To this end, personality traits scores were quantized into two classes
(Low/High), using the median values reported in Table 4.3. Classification was
performed by means of Random Forests ensemble classifiers [33]. We chose
Random Forests because they satisfy the max-margin property, they do not re-
quire parameter tuning, and, importantly, they are feature-space agnostic, i.e.

they do not require the specification of a feature-space, as in Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) do through the kernels. Moreover, Random Forests are one
of the most accurate learning algorithms available [40]. We ran the same exper-
iments described below also by using SVMs with linear and RBF kernels and
obtained less stable and accurate results.

The five sets of features introduced above were exploited and compared: i)

centrality measures, ii) efficiency measures, iii) Davis & Leinhardt’s triad cen-
sus [63], iv) Kalish & Robins’ triad census [143], and v) transitivity measures.
To them, we added three more sets of features, consisting of: vi centrality and
efficiency features together – i.e. the union of i) and ii); vii) all the triadic mea-
sures – i.e the union of iii) and iv); and viii) all the features assessing local
connectivity – i.e. the union of v) and vi). The resulting 8 sets of features were
computed on the Survey, Call, BT and on the compound Call∩BT networks
described above.

Classification results were validated by embedding bootstrap [153] in a Leave-
One-Out strategy as follows: first, a new dataset D was generated by leaving
subject i out of the original dataset; then, for 100 iterations, a new training set
was created by randomly sampling D (with replacement) and used to train a
classifier, the latter being tested on the left out instance i. As a baseline, we
chose the classifier that always outcomes the majority class (e.g. in case of
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perfect balance, the baseline’s accuracy is 50%). The obtained mean accuracy
values are reported in Tables 4.6-4.10; each table addresses one of the Big Five
trait, with columns distinguishing the results according to network type and
marginals indicated in italics. As can be seen, in all cases the performances are
well above those of the baseline.

Survey BT Call Call∩BT

baseline 50.94 58 56.8 52.3

Centrality measures 65.12 73.59 68.82 62.21 67.57

Efficiency measures 67.14 67.14 72.99 61.88 67.34

Centrality + Efficiency measures 64.09 71.59 69.87 63.75 67.34

Transitivity measures 59.86 73 58.18 66.23 64.36

Kalish & Robins’ triads [143] 65.56 70.2 70.34 72.16 69.37

Davis & Leinhardt’s triads [63] 60.24 70.24 61.15 67.49 64.71

All triads 64.45 71.62 69.97 69.28 68.71

All triads + Transitivity measures 64.56 71.19 68.98 67.9 68.08

63.88 71.07 67.54 66.36

Table 4.6: Accuracies on Agreeableness, and marginals.

Accuracy figures were converted into global ranks and an all-encompassing
analysis of variance on ranks was ran with design Trait(5)*Network-Type(4)*Feature-
Set(8). All the various main and interaction effects turned out to be significant
(p<.05). Pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple com-
parison and overall α=0.05) on marginal means for Network Type reveals the
following ordering of accuracy values: BT (68.56) > Call∩BT (66.88) > Sur-
vey (65.54) > Call (62.86). Concerning the feature sets, the same procedure
revealed that both Centrality (67.40) and Centrality+Efficiency (66.97) outper-
form Davis & Leinhardt’s triads (64.74) and Transitivity (65.20). Finally, the
marginal accuracy values for the Big Five traits could be ordered as follows:
Openness (68.23) = Agreeableness (67.21)> Extraversion (65.77) = Conscien-
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Survey BT Call Call∩BT

baseline 54.7 52 56.8 59.5

Centrality measures 67.07 72.25 63.83 76.97 69.88

Efficiency measures 65.26 67.02 58.82 66.62 64.53

Centrality + Efficiency measures 67.41 69.87 63.41 74.43 67.93

Transitivity measures 67.02 62.08 62.42 65.66 64.34

Kalish & Robins’ triads [143] 65.84 65.85 58.88 64.12 63.37

Davis & Leinhardt’s triads [63] 67.12 66.05 56.84 69.14 64.89

All triads 65.94 67.12 57.35 64.81 64

All triads + Transitivity measures 65.52 67.03 56.59 64.98 63.72

66.06 67.16 59.52 68.34

Table 4.7: Accuracies on Conscientiousness, and marginals.

Survey BT Call Call∩BT

baseline 54.7 60 54.5 54.8

Centrality measures 66.67 73.08 59.45 68.2 67.02

Efficiency measures 62.53 70.96 58.92 69.62 65.5

Centrality + Efficiency measures 66.27 71.86 61.82 67.7 67.03

Transitivity measures 61.76 79.74 51.55 66.95 65.3

Kalish & Robins’ triads [143] 64.7 70.3 59.85 69.01 66.01

Davis & Leinhardt’s triads [63] 58.45 77.61 51.63 64.87 63.36

All triads 63.47 73.78 59.42 68.53 66.38

All triads + Transitivity measures 64.56 74.89 58.7 67.98 66.69

63.55 74.03 57.67 67.86

Table 4.8: Accuracies on Extraversion, and marginals.

tiousness (65.27) > Neuroticism (63.24). In summary, at the global level BT is
the most, and Call the least, efficient Network for classification purposes; Cen-
trality features (be they alone or in conjunction with Efficiency one) outperform
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Survey BT Call Call∩BT

baseline 52.8 60 59.1 54.8

Centrality measures 62.87 60.54 73.74 63.82 64.99

Efficiency measures 64.99 60.6 66.82 63.21 63.86

Centrality + Efficiency measures 62.91 58.53 72.99 63.39 64.21

Transitivity measures 59.25 64.8 57.03 64.02 61.26

Kalish & Robins’ triads [143] 66.67 61.63 59.62 69.75 64.38

Davis & Leinhardt’s triads [63] 59.37 60.19 62.3 61.59 60.76

All triads 64.84 59.59 60.91 66.58 62.92

All triads + Transitivity measures 64.17 59.96 61.51 65.35 62.7

63.13 60.73 64.37 64.71

Table 4.9: Accuracies on Neuroticism, and marginals.

Survey BT Call Call∩BT

baseline 50.9 54 56.8 52.4

Centrality measures 70.71 65.56 68.39 65.13 67.57

Efficiency measures 71.2 69.44 66.84 66.31 68.63

Centrality + Efficiency measures 70 69.79 68.31 64.02 68.22

Transitivity measures 73.52 70.44 63.37 77.05 71.13

Kalish & Robins’ triads [143] 69.66 68.47 63.21 61.26 65.98

Davis & Leinhardt’s triads [63] 70.82 70.32 63.82 75.52 70.1

All triads 70.69 70.32 64.03 62.85 67.3

All triads + Transitivity measures 72.01 71.71 63.53 64.97 68.39

71.07 69.51 65.19 67.14

Table 4.10: Accuracies on Openness, and marginals.

Davis & Leinhardt’s triads and Transitivity while Agreeableness and Openness
are the traits that are best recognized. This global picture misses many inter-
esting details, to which we now turn by discussing the results of analyses of
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variance, one per trait, that were run with Feature-Set and Network-Type as
factors, in a 8*4 design. The results are summarized in Table 4.11. Accord-

Agre. Cons. Extr. Neur. Open.

Network-Type 11.422*** 17.113*** 44.254*** 4.082** 7.199***

Feature-Set 3.633** 2.124*

Network-Type

* 1.699* 1.412! 2.269** 1.529*

Feature-Set

Table 4.11: ANOVA results. F values and their significance values – !: p < .1; *: p < .05; **:
p < .01; ***: p < .001.

ing to Table 4.11, the network type has a significant influence on classification
results for all traits. A detailed analysis of the sources of these effects (same
procedure as above for pairwise comparisons) yields the following patterns:

• Agreeableness – BT > Call = Call∩BT > Survey (see Table 4.6);

• Conscientiousness – BT = Call∩BT = Survey > Call (see Table 4.7);

• Extraversion – BT > Call∩BT > Survey > Call (see Table 4.8);

• Neuroticism – no clear ordering, though BT is significantly worse than Call and Call∩BT;

• Openness – no clear ordering, though Call is worse than BT and Survey.

In summary, the neat ordering among network type that we detected at the
global level is substantially confirmed at the level of the single trait: in all but
one case (Neuroticism), BT is the best performing network and Call is the worst
one.

Turning to the Feature-Set effects of Table 4.11, they are significant only
with Conscientiousness and Openness. With the former, the effect is due to
the better accuracies of Centrality features with respect the other feature sets;
with Openness, the joint analysis of the Feature Set main effect and of the Net-
work Type*Feature Set interaction reveals that the (otherwise quite low) perfor-
mances of Call∩BT significantly increase when Davis & Leinhardt’s triads or
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Transitivity are used. The remaining two interaction effects concern Agreeable-
ness and Neuroticism: the former can, at least in part, be attributed to a perfor-
mance drop of Call with Davis & Leinhardt’s triads and Transitivity, see Table
4.6; the second interaction effect can be traced back to the accuracy increase ob-
tained when Centrality and Centrality+Efficiency are computed from Call. We
also discuss the interaction effect for Extraversion: though only marginally sig-
nificant (p<.1), it is worth commenting because it highlights opposing patterns
between BT and Call networks, with the former sensibly increasing its perfor-
mance with Davis & Leinhardt’s triads and Transitivity and the latter decreasing
when the same feature sets are exploited.

We see, therefore, that the pattern highlighted above when discussing the ef-
fects of Feature Set at the global level, stems from specific interactions among
Network Type, Trait, and Feature Set. Moving from coarser to finer grained
considerations, the survey network never outperforms the other network types
(though it provides very good results with Openness), suggesting that, despite
the many problems that might affect them (e.g., sparseness and incompleteness
in the case of the Call network), behavioral data are in a better position than
survey data for automatic personality prediction purposes. The second point
concerns the relationships between network types and feature sets: in general,
Call’s performances tend to decrease with the various types of transitivity and
triadic features; BT performance, in turn, are more stable (and higher) across
features sets and personality traits. The results from the trait-specific ANOVAs
allow refining these general associations: Centrality computed on Call yields
high performances with Neuroticism; Davis & Leinhardt’s triads and Transitiv-
ity computed on BT improve the classification accuracy with Extraversion, and
they do the same for Openness when computed on Call∩BT. The improved re-
sults for Extraversion with Davis & Leinhardt’s triads can be further analyzed in
the lights of the correlations between the relevant features and the Extraversion
trait in the BT network (henceforth, we discuss only correlation with signif-
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Figure 4.1: Feature sets’ performance on Extraversion.

icance level p<.01). In particular, we found a positive association (.281) for
Triad 16, the (ratio of) triads representing a complete graph, and negative as-
sociations (-.345, -.283 and -.237, respectively) for Triad 1, the empty triad,
Triad 3, the triads with two connected nodes, and Triad 11, the triads with two
edges. In other words, in our BT network, extraverts tend to have more com-
plete triads and less incomplete or empty ones, than introverts. As one may
put it, extraverts seems likely to keep their close partners together, perhaps by
actively seeking to introduce them to one another at the social gatherings cap-
tured by the BT network. Kalish and Robins’ triads, which consider the strength
of the ties, seem to be slightly less informative for Extraversion classification,
according to our results; and, correspondingly, we find only a couple of signifi-
cant correlations in this case: with WNW (-.228) and with SNW (-.235) triads.
In these respects, our BT network does not replicate Kalish and Robins [143]’
findings that extraverts have proportionally more SSS and SWS triads and fewer
WWW triads, a difference that can reasonably be due to the different types of
networks these data are drawn from (survey data in [143], BT in the present dis-
cussion). Finally, all features in our transitivity set significantly correlate with
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Extraversion: local transitivity (.301), mean local transitivity (.282) and global
ego-network transitivity (.285); in correspondence, classification performance
on the BT network gets up to 80%. It should be noticed that our correlation
figures contrast with those obtained by Wherli [302] where Extraversion was
found to negatively correlate with local transitivity. However, our results seem
supported by those of Hallinan and Kubitschek [109] who, examining the rela-
tionship between tolerance for intransitivity and friendliness, found that friendly
students have a lower tolerance for intransitive triads and tend to remove them
over time. Finally, no significant correlations could be found in the Call network
between the Extraversion trait and any of the features composing the Davis &
Leinhardt’s triads and the Transitivity sets, possibly explaining the drop in ac-
curacy discussed above.

Turning to Neuroticism, the association with centrality measures in the call
network that our classification results reveal can be traced back to the level of
correlations to degree centrality (.257), a datum that is in line with findings in
[302]. By indicating a more substantial (though not necessarily linear) relation-
ship between centrality features and Neuroticism, our classification results call
for further investigation of the underlying phenomena.

Our conclusions concerning Agreeableness are similar to those for Neuroti-
cism. In the literature, this trait has not been investigated much by means of
network-level measures. On our side, we could only find a significant posi-
tive association in the Call network between Agreeableness and local efficiency
(.246), which measures the mean efficiency internal to an ego-network, an index
related to small world formation. Correspondingly, the Call network accuracy
gets up to 73% with the Efficiency feature set. As it seems, therefore, more
agreeable people have some tendency towards forming small worlds than less
agreeable ones; again, this is a datum that, together with its import to the ex-
planation of our classification results, needs further investigation. The literature
does not offer much to discuss, and compare with, concerning the elusive trait
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of Openness. Given this lack of information, the level and type of recognition
accuracy that we obtained is even more remarkable: at the global level, Open-
ness is one of two best recognized trait, with average accuracy 68.23; it seems
capable of taking specific advantage of features, such as Davis & Leinhardt’s
triads and Transitivity, which measure the level of connectedness of the egonet;
it is also the trait were information from the surveys performs better. Definitely,
more work is needed.

4.1.5 Discussion and Comparison with Previous Works

A number of recent works have used mobile phones data in order to automat-
ically infer and predict personality traits ([45, 46, 208]). In particular, [45]
exploited actor-based features (e.g., the number of calls made or received, their
average duration, the total duration of out/in-going calls, the number of missed
calls, the number of contacts associated with missed called, the number of
unique BT IDs seen, Internet usage, and so on). In this work, we have focused
on the usage of network-level features, arguing that they are more informative
for the task at hand than actor-based ones. In order to contribute to the assess-
ment of the relative merits of these two approaches, we computed actor-based
features from our networks and compared the results obtained through them to
those discussed above. Because of the different nature of our data, we could
not fully replicate Chittaranjan et al.’s study as we only had available the fol-
lowing activity level features: number of outgoing calls, number of incoming
calls, number of calls from a unique subject, number of calls directed to a given
subject, number of unique subjects in proximity (through BT), max time a sub-
ject was seen in proximity, total time seen in proximity. The obtained average
accuracies are reported in Table 4.12.

While consistently performing above the baseline, actor-based features seem
to perform worse than network-based ones with any traits, with the possible ex-
ception of Conscientiousness, as a comparison between Table 4.12 and Tables
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4.6-4.10 above shows. An approach more similar to ours is reported in [208].

Agre. Cons. Extr. Neur. Open.

Call features only 71.2 65.4 72.9 66.1 69.2

BT features only 67.1 67.7 62.9 63.2 67.1

All (Call + BT) features 69.1 65.7 68.8 65.2 69.8

baseline 50.9 54.7 54.7 52.8 50.9

Table 4.12: Accuracies obtained using actor-based features.

In this work, the authors used 9 network-based features including the number
and the weight (measured by the number of reciprocal phone calls) of contacts
(degree of the nodes), the number and social distance between relevant con-
tacts, etc. The authors reported significant improvements (p<.05) in the clas-
sification performance for 3 traits, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Openness,
when the network-level features were included among predictors. Although at
a first sight in line with the general trends we obtained concerning those three
traits, more direct comparisons are made difficult by the limited amount of in-
formation about the way the network-level features were computed and used
in [208].

More generally, with respect to the quoted studies, the present work has ad-
dressed a larger number of aspects relevant to the usage of behavioral data from
mobile phones for the task of automatically predicting personality traits. In the
first place, we emphasized the importance of egonets’ structural characteristics,
as those that more clearly associate with personality traits variations. In the sec-
ond place, we systematically investigated the predictive power of those struc-
tural properties with networks arising from different behaviors (call logs and BT
proximity), and compared the obtained results to those with survey data, which
still are the most common source of data in the social sciences. The results we
obtained provide encouraging evidence that behavioral data are indeed better
suited to our task. Moreover, the detailed analyses conducted on the relation-
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ships among the feature set exploited, the different networks and the Big Five
traits have allowed us to reveal their relative merits for the task of personality
prediction. Among the relevant findings, we list the superiority of triadic and
transitivity features for Extraversion prediction on BT data; the importance of
centrality and efficiency features from Call data for Neuroticism and Agreeable-
ness; the overall greater richness of the information provided by BT data with
respect to Call data.

4.1.6 Practical Implications and Limitations

The automatic determination of personality from mobile phone data can pro-
vide a new and interesting framework for mobile and, more in general, perva-
sive computing. As observed in [46], the ability of inferring and predicting
personality and other psychological variables through contextual data collected
by mobile phones could be used in various ways in the context of mobile appli-
cations.

In the first place, previous works have shown that personality is linked to user
interface preferences [34]. The personality of a user might also determine the
kind of functions he/she is disposed to use on the phone, as in the case of rec-
ommendation systems that attempt to match the preferences and personalities
of their users [98].

Another important practical implication of our research program is the use
of the automatic understanding of personality from mobile phone data for the
design of more effective strategies of mobile persuasion. Given their pervasive-
ness, mobile phones are becoming the most powerful channel for persuasion,
more influential than TV, radio, print, or the Internet [87]. At the same time,
some studies (e.g., [106]) have convincingly shown that psychological variables
affect if and how people are amenable to persuasion as well as the choice of the
best means to bring it about; as a consequence, automatically inferred person-
ality traits can be used to build more effective change-inducing systems.
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Turning to the limitations of the present study, we list the following ones:
the relatively small size of the sample; the fact that it comes from a population
living in the same environment (our subjects were all married graduate students
living in a campus facility of a major US university); the non-availability of
behavioral data concerning the interaction with people not participating in the
data collection, a fact that is common to many other studies of this type and that
has been also pointed out by [229]. The first two problems are at least partially
attenuated by the large variability of the sample in terms of provenance and
cultural background, which can be expected to correspond to a wide palette of
interaction behaviors that efficaciously counterbalance the effects of sample’s
small size and of living-place homogeneity.

4.1.7 Conclusions

This paper aimed to contribute to advance the state of the art in the automatic
analysis of people personality by deepening and extending previous works along
several dimensions: a) the usage of network-level features (and in particular
those addressing the properties of egonets) and the comparison of the results
obtained with those attained through actor-based features; b) the comparison
of the results from two different types of mobile phone data with those based
on more traditional surveys; c) the systematic analysis of the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the exploited feature sets across network types and the Big
Five traits. Despite the limitations of this study discussed above, we believe
that our results have provided compelling evidence that mobile phones-based
behavioral data can be superior to survey ones for the purposes of personal-
ity classification and that egonet-based features can improve performance over
actor-based ones. Moreover, we have provided many new insights concerning
the feature set/network type combinations that promise to perform better with
given personality traits.
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4.2 A Multilevel Behavioral Dataset for Social Behavior in
Complex Organizations

Studying organizational behavior over extensive periods of time has long been
a challenge in social science [12]. Human observers have been employed in the
past, but their observations are subjective and it is difficult for them to remain
unobtrusive in an organizational environment. In addition, employing a large
number of these observers for more than a short period of time is prohibitive in
terms of costs. Surveys have been used extensively, but these too suffer from
subjectivity and memory effects [149].

To mitigate some of these problems, e-mail, blogs, wikis, and more gener-
ally electronic communication have recently been employed to examine rela-
tionship structures (i.e. social network structure) [12]. However, while digital
communication is important in the modern workplace, face-to-face interaction
still represents a large and important share of organizational communication,
information exchange, socialization and informal coordination [307].

Until recently, the prevalence of data from electronic communication (or any
other systems exploited by people) was justified by the difficulties encountered
in the collection of data concerning face-to-face communication at the same
level of granularity as electronic communication. The increasing diffusion of
devices with the capability of pervasive and ubiquitous sensing promises to rad-
ically change the picture and to allow for addressing face to face communica-
tion as efficiently, and with the same granularity, as obtained through electronic
communication data.

Social sciences are currently being transformed by these possibilities and
Computational Social Science is emerging as a new way to study and predict
social behavior [163]. For this new trend to consolidate, common practices,
approaches and tools are needed that permit easy capitalization on the results
achieved, to quickly circulate new techniques and approaches across the com-
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munity and to facilitate comparisons and benchmarking. As in many similar
cases, sharable data sets are an essential ingredient of the picture. Data sets and
corpora play the indispensable role of permitting extensive comparisons across
approaches and techniques and of stimulating and enabling the tackling of new
phenomena. This paper contributes to these goals by presenting the SocioMet-
ric Badges Corpus, a new corpus for social interaction studies collected during
a 6 weeks continuous period in a research institution and monitoring the activity
of 53 people.

The design of the corpus was inspired by the need to provide researchers
and practitioners with: a) raw digital trace data that could be used to directly
address the task of investigating, reconstructing and predicting people’s actual
social behavior in complex organizations; b) information about participants’
individual characteristics (e.g., personality traits), along with c) data concerning
the general social context (e.g., participants’ social networks) and the specific
situations they find themselves in. Depending on perspective and intent of the
researcher, data of type (b) and (c) can help in explaining, predicting and/or
discovering relevant behaviors abstracted away from data of type (a), or they
can play the role of the investigation target and provide the ground truth for
automatic reconstruction of individual traits and states from digital trace data.

In addressing the choice of the wearable device to use, we were guided by
the requirement of achieving a multi-scale view of social interactions, from co-
presence in a place (squares, buildings, rooms, etc.) to face-to-face proximity
of individuals. At present, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi networks allow the collection
of data on specific structural and temporal aspects of social interaction [75], of-
fering ways to approximate social interaction as spatial proximity (e.g., through
GPS) or as the co-location of wearable devices, e.g., by means of Bluetooth
hits [179, 72]. These means, however, do not always yield good proxies to
the social interactions occurring between the individuals carrying the devices.
Mobile phone traces suffer the same problem: they can be used to model hu-
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man mobility [95] with the great advantage of easily scaling up to millions of
individuals; they too, however, offer only rough approximations to social inter-
action in terms of spatial co-location.
For our data collection we resorted to the SocioMetric Badges, wearable sen-
sors able to provide information about: (i) human movement, (ii) prosodic
speech features (rather than raw audio), (iii) indoor localization, (iv) proxim-
ity to other individuals, and (v) face-to-face interactions [207]. The continuous
(accelerometer, audio) and semi-continuous (e.g. infrared, Bluetooth) record-
ing capabilities of the multiple sensors embedded in the SocioMetric Badges2

make it possible to collect multiplex datasets, spanning over multiple dimen-
sions, and provide a good match for many of the requirements discussed above.
Up to now, SocioMetric Badges have been used in several studies to capture
face-to-face communication patterns, investigate the relationship among indi-
viduals, collective behavior and performance outcomes, such as productivity
and job satisfaction [207, 311].

Turning to the personal and contextual information collected, we targeted
both stable and transient aspects: (i) Stable and enduring individual traits (per-

sonality, dispositional affectivity and dispositional loneliness). These dimen-
sions are expected to be among the (causal) antecedents of people’s actual be-
haviors and therefore to have a good predictive value for them. They were col-
lected by means of standard questionnaires; (ii) The enduring social ties each

individual is involved in and the social networks he/she is part of. This infor-
mation was also collected by means of questionnaires; (iii) The transient states

concerning personality, affectivity, creativity and productivity the person goes

through in his/her daily life at work. This information was collected by means
of an experience sampling methodology; (iv) Descriptions of the situations the

person was in. Provided by the person him/herself by means, again, of experi-
ence sampling.

2www.sociometricsolutions.com
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The resulting data set comprises different types of data (digital traces as
well as participant-provided assessments of personal traits, states and contex-
tual aspects; data concerning social exchanges through electronic means and
data about face-to-face interaction) allowing for a multilayer view of social in-
teraction. It can be used to address many different phenomena ranging from
the dynamics of personality and affective states, satisfaction and productivity
at work, up to the formation and evolution of social networks, as well as to fa-
cilitate the integration of the perspective and tools of social and computational
sciences.

4.2.1 Collection Methodology

Recruitment

A total number of fifty-three employees of a research center located in northern
Italy were recruited on a voluntary basis to participate in the 6-weeks long study.
During introductory meetings, they were provided with detailed information
about: the purpose of the study; the data treatment and privacy enforcement
strategies adopted; the devices they would be using and the measurements they
provide. All participants signed an informed consent form approved by the
Ethical Committee of Ca’ Foscari University of Venice.

Forty-six out of the fifty-three participants were researchers in computer sci-
ence belonging to four distinct research groups; the remaining seven partici-
pants were part of the full-time IT support staff. Eighty-nine per cent of the
participants were male, with a mean age of 36.83 (SD=8.61) years and an aver-
age tenure in their current job of 7.48 (SD=6.75) years.
Each participant was assigned a unique ID and all related data were anonymized
using these IDs.
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Study Design

The experiment was divided into three stages.

Stage 1 Before starting wearing the SocioMetric Badges, participants were
given one week to complete an extended initial survey consisting of four sec-
tions addressing: (i) personality traits, (ii) dispositional affectivity, (iii) disposi-
tional loneliness, (iv) network-ties at workplace.

Stage 2 During this six week period participants wore the SocioMetric Badges;
putting it on at the time they entered the institution’s premises and taking it off
only when leaving. Issues concerning device maintenance - e.g., battery charg-
ing, data downloading, etc. - were taken care of by the study’s staff. During this
stage, an Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM) was employed to collect
information about transient psychological states (personality, affectivity, per-
ceived productivity) and situational aspects. A similar procedure of experience
sampling strategy was adopted by [139] and [126] in social psychology studies.
Participants completed a short Internet-based survey three times a day. Links to
the surveys were automatically administered via email at fixed times and users
were granted a temporal window of 2.5 hours to fill the survey before its expira-
tion. Participants were asked to confirm their presence in the institute during the
30 minutes before starting the questionnaire; only if confirmed, their responses
would be included in the database.

The experience sampling questionnaire included (i) BIG5 personality scale;
(ii) fifteen items concerning affective states, loneliness and two basic emotions
(anger and frustration); (iii) a single-item measure of self-perceived creativity
and a single-item measure of self-perceived productivity; (iv) five situational
items describing the social context. The questions in the experience sampling
surveys referred to emotions, behaviors, states, etc., experienced over the 30
minutes prior to the survey.

Stage 3 Participants were asked to complete an extended questionnaire sim-
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ilar to the initial one, containing one additional item designed to derive self-
perception of face-to-face interactions among participants during the course of
the study.

4.2.2 Data Collected: Personal and Situational Data

The measures related to personal and situational factors, as well as to self-
perceived social interactions collected through surveys during the three stages
of the study are detailed below.

Initial and Final Surveys

The surveys administered during Stage 1 and Stage 3 contained items relating to
personality, dispositional affectivity and self-perceived relations with the other
participants.

Personality. The Big Five Marker Scale (BFMS) [221] was used to assess
personality traits. The BFMS scale is an adjective list composed by 50 items
specifically designed to optimize the simplicity of the big-five factor solution in
the light of results of psycho-lexical studies on the Italian language [70]. Our
sample was composed of 90.56% Italian native speakers; the subjects who were
not Italian native speakers received a validated translation of the BFMS.

Dispositional Affectivity. In order to measure dispositional affectivity, a
subset of Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) [275] was used
with items rated on a 5 point scale from 1= ”strongly disagree” to 5= ”strongly
agree”. This sub-scale contained 14 items for Dispositional High Positive Af-
fect such as ’everyday I do some things that are fun’ and ’for me life is a great
adventure’ and 17 items for Dispositional High Negative Affect such as ’my
feelings are hurt rather easily’ and ’I often lose sleep over my worries’.

Network Ties. To reconstruct self-perceived ties among participants, they
were asked to rate to what extent they agreed with the following statements
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about each of the other participants: 1) friendship; 2) task related advice; 3)
competence; 4) warmth; 5) quality of interaction. A scale from 0 to 7 (0=“Not
Applicable”; 1=“Strongly Disagree” to 7=“Strongly Agree”) was used.

Experience Sampling

As explained above, a set of short questionnaires were administered three times
a day (excluding week-ends) during Stage 2 of the study.

Personality. The ten-item personality inventory TIPI [97] was used to as-
sess personality states. A 7-point scale ranging from 1=“Strongly Disagree” to
7=“Strongly Agree” was used for responses.

Affect and Loneliness. Respondents were asked to report on a scale from 1
to 5 (1=“Very Slightly Or Not At All” and 5=“Extremely”) to what extent they
experienced High Positive Affect (HPA) and/or High Negative Affect (HNA) in
the 30 minutes before starting to fill the survey. HPA and HNA were assessed
by means of a 6-items shortened version of the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) [300], consisting of 3 items for HPA (α = .78) – “enthusi-
astic”, “interested” and “active” – and 3 items for HNA (α = .83) – nervous,
distressed, and upset. Three items were used to measure LPA (α = .70) – “sad”,
“bored”, and “sluggish” – and two items for LNA (α = .77) – “calm” and “re-
laxed”. Finally, two items – “lonely” and “isolated” – were used to measure
states of loneliness (α = .87).

Self Perceived Creativity and Productivity. Participants were asked to re-
port their self-perceived productivity (“how productive were you during the last

30 minutes?”) and creativity (“How creative were you during the last 30 min-

utes?”)in the previous 30 minutes on a scale from 1=“Very Slightly Or Not At
All” to 5=“Extremely”.

Situational Items. Following Fleeson [85], five items were included that
described the interactional context of the previous 30 minutes. These items
were: 1) “During the last 30 minutes, how many other people were present
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around you?” to be answered with one of (“0, 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10 or more”); 2)
“I was continuously interacting with the other people around me”, 3) “What

I was doing was freely chosen by me”, 4) “The deadline for what I was doing

was very near”, 5) “What I was doing was extremely interesting to me”. The
last 4 questions requested answers on a scale from 1=“Strongly Disagree” to
5=“Strongly Agree”.

4.2.3 Data Collected: Digital Data

A large amount of data referring to participants behaviors was collected through
the SocioMetric Badges during Stage 2 of the study.

Email and Phone Logs

For each email sent/received to/from another participant in the study, we col-
lected information regarding who sent/received it. Moreover, we recorded the
length of the message body, the time, and the list of recipients’ IDs. To avoid
privacy issues, no information about the content was stored. Phone logs were
also collected for each landline telephone of the participants, by recording the
phone ID, the timestamp, and the duration of each call. The phone ID was asso-
ciated to the one or more participants (since in several cases more participants
share the same phone). Again, to avoid any privacy issues no information about
the content of the phone calls was stored.

SocioMetric Badges Data

SocioMetric Badges are equipped with a microphone, an accelerometer, a Blue-
tooth sensor and an infrared sensor.

Accelerometer Data. Accelerometer data were sampled with sampling fre-
quency fs = 50 Hz, in a three dimensional space. The accelerometer signal
vector magnitude | a | provides a measurement of the degree of body move-
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ment activity by averaging the acceleration’s signal power over the three axes.
Consistency of body movement is obtained by calculating the standard devia-
tion of the accelerometer signal magnitude for all samples for every 60-seconds
interval and subtracting this value from a constant (k = 1) that represents the
zero-variation or 100% consistency.

Speech Data. The speech signal was sampled with sampling frequency fs =

8 kHz. A number of basic speech measurements like the signal’s amplitude, its
standard deviation, minimum and maximum values, mean and variance, were
recorded over intervals of 50ms, along with the fundamental frequency and the
first 16 mfcc coefficients.
Infrared Data. Infrared (IR) transmissions were used to detect of face-to-face
interactions between people. In order for a badge to be detected through IR,
two of them must have a direct line of sight and the receiving badge’s IR must
be within the transmitting badge’s IR signal cone of height h ≤ 1 meter and a
radius of r ≤ htanθ, where θ = ±15o degrees; the infrared transmission rate
(TRir) was set to 1Hz.

Bluetooth Data. Bluetooth detection was used as a coarse indicator of prox-
imity between devices. Radio signal strength indicator (RSSI) is a measure of
the signal strength between transmitting and receiving devices. The range of
RSSI values for the radio transceiver in the badge is (-128, 127). We also used
17 badges as base stations placing them at fixed locations of common interest
like the hosting organization’s restaurant, the cafeteria and meeting rooms; by
detecting participants in close proximity this set up allowed enriching the track-
ing capability of our study. All SocioMetric Badges, including base stations,
broadcast their ID every five seconds using a 2.4 GHz transceiver (TRradio = 12
transmissions per minute).
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4.2.4 A Few Statistics

In this section we report quantitative figures and descriptive statistics for the
collected data.

Personal and Situational Data

We start by discussing the response rate to the surveys of Stage 1 and 3 and to
the experience sampling of Stage 2.

Response Rates Initial and Final Survey. All 53 participants took the initial
survey (response rate = 100%) while 51 responses were collected in the final
survey. This is due to the fact that one participant withdrew from the study
during the first week of Stage 2 and another one left the hosting organization
during the fourth week. The following discussion considers only the 51 partici-
pants sample.

Experience Sampling. We observed that the majority of participants used
to leave the organization before 5PM on Fridays afternoon, hence we decided
not to consider those surveys in the analysis. To summarize, the 51 participants
included in the final sample could complete 14 surveys per week (3 surveys
from Mondays to Thursdays plus 2 surveys on Fridays) for a period of 6 weeks,
thus 84 surveys in total per participant. Out of the 4284 possible responses (=51
participants * 84 surveys), participants reported not to be at work 536 times
(because of meetings outside the institute, participation in conferences, illness,
etc.), reducing to 3748 the total number of eligible responses. Out of them, we
collected 3147 responses, which is equal to a participation rate of 83,9%. On
average, we collected 37,5 responses per signal (SD = 4.2) and 61.7 responses
per participant (SD=10.57), over the entire 6-weeks period.
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Descriptive Statistics Initial and Final Survey. Personality data are normally
distributed with kurtosis values falling between -2 and +2, except for Agree-
ableness in the initial survey. The mood data are not normally distributed as
there is a natural skewed pattern to the data: if someone is high positive then
it is normal for them to be low negative, as is known to occur with the PANAS
scale [57]. Expectedly, the personality and the mood data are very highly corre-
lated between the initial and the final questionnaire with values at least .6 for all
measures. This shows that there is consistency in the measures of personality
and mood traits of the participants and is confirm by the absence of statistical
differences between the the initial and final measure measure for each consid-
ered dimension (as tested through ANOVA, p < .05).

Experience Sampling. For the transient states concerning personality and
affectivity we computed the between-person variance and the within-person
variance. More precisely, we define the between-person variance as the variance
between each subject’s mean and the sample mean, while the within-person
variance is based on the difference between each of the subject’s score and the
subject’s mean. With personality states, the within-person variance tends to be
higher than the between-person one, a trend that is stronger with Extraversion.
These values are in line with findings in the literature on personality states [85]
and emphasize the importance of shifting the attention to within-subject varia-
tions and their dependence on situational factors when addressing the interplay
between personality and actual behavioral manifestations.

SocioMetric Badges Data

We now turn to a few descriptive statistics of the data collected trough Socio-
Metric Badges. Some problems related to sensor malfunctioning were detected
and addressed. In particular, the badges clocks were found to accidentally lose
synchronization, probably because of minor accidental shocks they were sub-
ject to. This problem was addressed through a data post-processing procedure in
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Table 4.13: Statistics for user-to-user infrared face-to-face detection.

τ =10s τ =30s τ =60s

mean 218.09 120.55 84.93

std 562.15 298.87 203.95

which each out-of-sync data slice was re-synced by cross-correlating its clock-
time with the one of the most reliable alter detected by means of IR or BT
sensors. More specifically, since we adopted a very strict data download pro-
cedure (intervals between two subsequent downloads of the same badge were
always no longer than 3), we could assign a specific time-window (derived from
the recorded download schedule) to all out-of-sync badges. Was a out-of-sync
badge found during the data post-processing stage, the records of its IR and BT
detected alters were scanned to estimate the faulty badge’s clock.

The other problem encountered was related to faulty sensors that would not
either work or record data. We could not address this last problem, and we
estimate 10% of the data to be missing due to occasional sensor malfunctioning.

Accelerometer and Audio Data. In total we registered 15725.35 hours of
bodily activity and 15894.63 of audio data. The difference is explained by the
occasional faulty behavior of some sensor leading to missing data.

Infrared Data. Hits from the infrared (IR) sensors were considered as a
good proxy for face-to-face interactions; such dyadic interactions were weighted
according to their duration. More precisely, the weight w of the face-to-face in-
teraction between subjects X and Y was initialized at 1 at the first hit between
their infrared sensors, and incremented of 1 at any subsequent detection hap-
pening after at least τ time units from the most recent one. Table 4.13 reports
statistics for τ = 10, 30, 60 seconds over the 6 weeks of study.

Bluetooth Data. Bluetooth (BT) hits were used as a proximity measure
for a) co-location with other participants, and b) co-location with base stations
positioned in strategic places within the premises; BT detections of other ma-
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Table 4.14: Statistics for user-to-user and user-to-station bluetooth detection.

user to user τ =10s τ =30s τ =60s

mean 1076.24 653.515 464.93

std 3202.4 1860.78 1284.83

user to base station τ =10s τ =30s τ =60s

mean 321.53 205.18 148.56

std 1377.7 832.75 575.08

chinery (e.g. personal laptops and smartphones) were discarded due to privacy
concerns. We assigned a weight w to a tie between two participants or between
a participant and a base station; such weight w was then processed following
the same strategy detailed above for IR hits. Other approaches are possible,
given the raw data in our availability, such as using the RSSI values in order
to retain only detections above a threshold. Table 4.14 reports statistics for
τ = 10, 30, 60 seconds over the 6 weeks of study.

4.2.5 Discussion and Future Works

In this paper, we have introduced and discussed the design, the methodology
and some statistics concerning the SocioMetric Badges Corpus, a new corpus
for social interaction studies collected during a 6 weeks contiguous period in a
research institution, monitoring the activity of 53 people.

The design of the corpus was inspired by the need to provide researchers
and practitioners with: a) raw digital trace data that could be used to directly
address the task of investigating, reconstructing and predicting people’s actual
social behavior in complex organizations; b) information about participants’
individual characteristics (e.g., personality traits), along with c) data concerning
the general social context (e.g., participants’ social networks) and the specific
situations they find themselves in.
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The resulting data set comprises a rich amount of different types of data: data
concerning social exchanges through electronic means and data about face-to-
face interaction as well as participant-provided assessments of personal traits,
states and contextual aspects. The insights produced by the data remain to be
demonstrated by future works. However, the multi-layer nature of the dataset
shows the potential for addressing many different research issues.

First of all, the joint collection of stable and enduring individual traits (through
the questionnaires administered at Stage 1 and Stage 3), of transient states con-
cerning subjects’ personality (by means of the experience sampling of Stage
2) and of the raw data, provides the means to shift the focus from the pre-
diction of personality traits right away from actual behavioral manifestations
as in [166, 25, 256] to their reconstruction on the basis of the distribution of
transients personality states [84]. In socio-psychological literature, a person-
ality state is a specific behavioral episode wherein a person behaves as more
or less introvert/extravert, neurotic or open to experience, etc. This approach
could be beneficial not only for the automatic computation of personality, but
also for the long-term goal of predicting/explaining individual behavior from
individual characteristics. Recently, some research efforts [255] have also tack-
led the explanation of the mutual influence between individual characteristics
and network structure. Our dataset gives also the chance to trace the origin
of network structure to its elemental relational and affective components: the
ongoing micro-interactions between people in organizations, and the specific
emotions they experience during those interactions. With existing research hav-
ing demonstrated the importance of affect in network formation and individual
performance, our data can be used to uncover the finer micro-structure of affect
in organizations.

Which interactions elicit different discrete emotions? How do these emo-
tions shape subsequent interactions over time? And how do these ongoing
micro-interactions result in aggregate network structure? Moreover, our dataset
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gives also the opportunity of testing how the spreading of emotions inside an
organizations can influence performance, creativity and job satisfactions of the
employees.

Finally, the multi-layer longitudinal nature of the corpus described in this
paper makes it highly valuable for network-based studies on organizational be-
havior.

4.3 Ego-Centric Graphlets for Personality and Affective States
Recognition

Affect and personality permeate people’s daily and working life and also the in-
terdependent relationships they usually hold with bosses, colleagues, and subor-
dinates. Several studies showed the relationships between personality and e.g.
job performance [22] and job satisfaction [138].

At the same time, an affective revolution has taken place, in which academics
and managers have begun to appreciate how an organizational approach that
integrates employee affect provides a more complete perspective [23]. Previous
studies outlined effects of affect on performance [259], decision making [129],
and prosocial behavior [241].

Usually, we can think of affect and emotions both as states or traits. These
two levels differ in terms of the extent to which they are deeply characteristic of
the individual, and therefore the extent to which they are mutable or immutable.
At the same time, traditionally scientific psychology has developed a view of
personality as a higher-level abstraction encompassing traits, sets of stable dis-
positions towards action, belief and attitude formation.

The problem with this approach to personality is that it assumes a direct
and stable relationship between being extravert and acting extravertedly (e.g.,
speaking loudly, being talkative, etc.). Extraverts, on the contrary, can often be
silent and reflexive and not talkative at all, while introverts can at time exhibit
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extraverted behaviors.

While personality studies have often dismissed these fluctuations of actual
behavior as statistical noise, it has been suggested by Fleeson [84, 85] that they
can give a valuable contribution to personality prediction and to the understand-
ing of the personality/behavior relationship. The social psychology literature
has recently coined the term personality states to refer to concrete behaviors
that can be described as having a similar content to the corresponding person-
ality traits. In other words, a personality state describes a specific behavioral
episode wherein a person behaves more or less introvertly/extravertly, more or
less neurotically, etc.

In this work, we investigate the influence played by specific situational fac-
tors, the face-to-face interactions and the proximity interactions with alters, over
the ego’s expression of a particular affective/emotional state or a specific per-
sonality state in a work environment. In particular, how the details and the
complexity of the social network structure of the interacting alters can play a
significant role in predicting the affective and personality states of the ego. To
this end, we represent people’s interactions as graphlets, induced subgraphs rep-
resenting specific patterns of interaction, and design classification experiments
with the target of predicting the subjects’ self-reported personality and affective
states.

Being able to capture the local structure of interactions, graphlets represent
a promising methodology to study interactions between humans in the online
and offline worlds.

Graphlets have extensively been employed to study properties of biological
networks, e.g. to discover invariant patterns characterizing specific properties
of enzymes and small molecules. Being able to capture the local structure of
interactions, graphlets represent a promising methodology to study interactions
between humans in the online and offline worlds.

We investigate graphlets centered on the reference node (the ego), embed-
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ding information on the state of the alters and their interactions in order to rec-
ognize the affective/personality state of the ego. We explore how interaction
patterns, encoded as graphlets, gathered from two distinct sensory channels,
Bluetooth (BT) and infrared (IR), affect recognition of personality and affective
states.

4.3.1 Related Works

Several studies in social psychology have revealed links between positive affect
and social activity. Recently, Hatfield et al. coined the term emotional conta-

gion [115] to describe the process by which people “catch” emotions from each
other. Positive and negative moods also spread during long periods [88] and
over workplace interactions [24].

Inspired by the susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) disease model, Hill et
al. proposed a mathematical model for the contagion of long-lasting emotional
states in a self-reported social network [117]. In social and ubiquitous com-
puting, researchers have explored the associations between mood and social
interactions captured by mobile phones [198]. These studies assume that for
detecting or predicting if an individual is in a positive or negative affect state
it is enough to look at the number of individuals with whom he or she is in
contact, and possibly at their state. Instead, we investigate how the structure of
the interaction network can play a significant role in predicting the affective and
personality states of the ego.

Regarding personality, researchers have started exploring the wealth of be-
havioral data made available by cameras and microphones in the environment
[222, 167], smartphones [255, 65], wearable sensors [205] in order to automat-
ically classify personality traits.

However, the general approach of all these previous works is to isolate promis-
ing correlates of the targeted traits for classification or regression. All these
works adopted the so-called person-perspective on personality and target per-
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sonality traits prediction or classification and not personality states prediction
or classification.

4.3.2 Dataset

For this study we exploited the SocioMetric Badges Corpus [165], described
in Section 4.2, a multimodal corpus designed to capture the psychological and
situational aspects of the daily lives of employees in an organizational structure.
The data were collected in a research institute for six weeks on a sample of 54
subjects during their working hours. Males predominated (90.8%) while the
average age was 36.83 ± 8.61 years. The data were collected using wearable
sensors called Sociometric Badges.

Table 4.15 reports basic dataset statistics on the target behavioral states.

Table 4.15: Mean and median daily values for personality and affective states in the dataset
used.

state mean median
Extroversion 4.07 4.0

Agreeableness 5.13 5.5
Conscentiousness 5.53 6.0

Emotional Stability 5.54 6.0
Openness/Creativity 4.50 4.5

High Positive Affection 3.12 3.3
High Negative Affection 1.42 1.3

In this work, we exploit information from the infrared (IR) and Bluetooth
(BT) sensors.
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4.3.3 Graphlet-based Approach

We define a binary classification task for each subject and each personality and
affective state. This is done by mapping the state of a given subject at a cer-
tain deadline from {1, . . . , 7} to {0, 1} using its median value for the subject
as a threshold. Therefore, negative labels represent cases where the subject
was found below his/her median. One of the main contributions of this pa-
per lies in the encoding of the subjects’ interactions as graphlets, defined as
induced subgraphs of a larger network, providing a succinct representation of
social structure. In the Bioinformatics and Computational Biology domains,
graphlets have been introduced for the study of large biological networks, for
e.g. network alignment [225]. Recently, graphlet analysis has been applied to
Facebook messaging and historical crime data [253].

We investigate their effectiveness in the context of a human interaction net-
work, for the prediction of behavioral determinants such as personality and af-
fective states.

Starting from the network of interactions between subjects, we extract for
each subject the graphlets representing his/her local interactions. In this work,
we consider all possible graphlets up to 4 nodes, as shown in Figure 4.2, where
the double circle represents the reference subject and his/her interacting partners
can have multiple patterns of reciprocal interaction. Furthermore, the graphlets
embed information on the current (binary) state of the alters (but not of the
reference subject whose state is to be predicted), in order to account for possible
influence and propagation effects.

For each deadline, we extract graphlet-based features from sensory data
gathered over the previous 3 hours. We discretize each 3-hour window in 15-
minutes slices in order to represent the evolution of the interaction patterns over
time, taking into consideration the neighbours’ states in order to account for
situational influence effects. To do so, we count occurrences of graphlet con-
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Figure 4.2: Graphlet configurations used. Bottom nodes (double circled) represent the reference
subject (the ego), while top nodes represent alters and their binary state.

figurations and build a histogram; then, we average the histograms obtained for
each slice and obtain a feature vector representative of the 3-hours window un-
der analysis. Finally, we use the latter to predict the ego’s state at the deadline
under analysis.

In our setup, two kinds of missing data are possible: i) missing labels (i.e.
surveys not filled by the subjects); ii) missing interactions, in which case the
interaction graphs will be empty. In both cases we exclude the deadline under
analysis from the training and testing stages.

4.3.4 Experimental Setup

To understand the influence of alters on a given subject, we predict its state
based on features derived from the labeled graphlets.

We build a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) model [53] for each agent
and each target state, evaluating its performance in a leave-1-week-out cross-
validation procedure. We employed the LibLinear [82] library with ℓ1 regu-
larization, which tends to produce sparse models (with few non-zero weights).
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Figure 4.3: Performance obtained using infrared sensory data.

The learned models prioritize informative features, leading to robust handling
of noise, and are simpler to interpret. To avoid any bias in the interpretation of
the results, we discard all agent/target state pairs for which one class (i.e. posi-
tive or negative) covers at least 75% of the instances. This occurs when subjects
exhibit very little variance on the labels (see Low PA - High NA in Figure 4.3),
and thus many instances fall on the median value itself. We build models of in-
creasing complexity by considering graphlet-based features made of up to one,
two and three alters respectively, and evaluate the performance of each model
in order to assess the predictive power of different levels of interaction. We
compare these models against each other and against a majority classifier (i.e. a
classifier that always predicts the class with more instances in the training set),
which we use as a baseline.

4.3.5 Experimental Results

Figure 4.3 shows the performances obtained using features extracted from IR
sensors (those for BT are similar). Each row represents a subject in our dataset.
Each bar represents a target state. The left-most columns within each target
display the performance of our baseline (a majority classifier), while subsequent
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ones represent those of the SVM models built using graphlets of increasing
complexity. Each pixel represents the average f1 measure 3 over all folds for
a specific subject/target pair. The values range from low (light green) to high
(red). Blue values represent cases with missing labels or highly unbalanced
classes, which we ignore in the following analysis.

For the sake of readability, we cluster the subjects (rows) by performance,
using k-means with k = 3, and plot them from worst (bottom) to best (top).
The plot shows that the graphlets are very predictive in the middle two clusters,
where the performances tend to transition from bad (green) to good (red). This
trend is not as clear on the high-performance cluster (top). The latter represents
cases with an unbalanced, overly-positive data component (yet no more than
75% of the total), where the agents show little state variance and interactions
can not be useful.

To better understand the above trends we compute Win/Loss matrices for
each target state and cluster: for each pair of feature-sets and for all subjects
in a cluster we count the number of times a feature-set outperforms the others.
Table 4.16 reports the resulting matrices for all target states and clusters for IR
(results for BT are similar). Intuitively, positive values below the diagonal imply
that the more complex feature-sets are informative and bring performance ben-
efits; positive values above the diagonal have the opposite meaning. Analysis
of the matrices shows that using more complex graphlets constantly improves
the performances in the low and middle clusters. The behavior on the high-
performance cluster is less clear, due to the aforementioned unbalance in the
agent states distribution.

We then compare the results of different target states for the two clusters
(low- and middle-) where performances improve. For each matrix we compute
the percentage of cases in which higher degree graphlets outperform (under-
perform) lower-degree ones, using the normalized sum of all elements above

3The f1 measure is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
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Table 4.16: Win/Loss matrices for the 3 performance clusters for the different states predicted
using IR sensors.

State Low-perf. cluster Mid-perf. cluster High-perf. cluster

Agreeableness

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 6 7 8
1 0 0 0 13 0 4 3 7 0 6 8
3 3 0 2 14 10 0 6 6 5 0 6
3 3 0 0 14 10 5 0 5 3 5 0

Conscientiousness

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 9 10
1 0 0 1 14 0 2 1 9 0 6 7
1 1 0 1 15 12 0 6 9 8 0 5
2 1 1 0 15 13 4 0 8 6 5 0

Creativity

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 13 11 11
4 0 2 2 15 0 6 8 3 0 8 6
5 3 0 0 15 9 0 3 6 7 0 5
7 5 6 0 15 7 5 0 6 8 4 0

Emotional Stability

0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 3 4 3
7 0 2 2 16 0 6 6 3 0 4 3
9 5 0 1 16 11 0 6 2 3 0 3
9 6 4 0 16 11 4 0 3 5 2 0

Extraversion

0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 9 8
7 0 0 2 20 0 9 9 4 0 5 7
9 11 0 5 19 9 0 5 4 6 0 3
10 10 3 0 20 9 5 0 5 4 5 0

High PA

0 1 2 2 0 5 3 4 0 10 10 9
5 0 2 2 15 0 4 5 1 0 5 6
7 6 0 3 17 14 0 4 1 4 0 2
7 6 2 0 16 13 6 0 2 3 4 0

High NA

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
9 0 2 2 10 0 3 2 0 0 0 0
9 6 0 3 12 8 0 3 1 2 0 0
8 7 3 0 12 8 4 0 1 2 0 0

Low PA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 3
3 0 2 1 11 0 5 4 3 0 2 3
3 2 0 0 13 7 0 2 4 4 0 2
4 3 2 0 13 8 7 0 4 3 1 0

Low NA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 7 9
6 0 2 3 11 0 7 6 3 0 4 5
8 4 0 2 12 4 0 4 7 8 0 5
9 5 4 0 12 5 2 0 5 7 4 0
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(below) the diagonal. Table 4.17 lists the difference between the two values,
i.e., the relative percentage of cases for which more complex graphlets are ben-
eficial.

The results confirm that graphlet-based features are predictive of personality
and affective states: all values are positive and well above the mean of a random
classifier (i.e. 0).

Finally, we sort such values for IR and BT, and compute the Spearman rank
correlation between the two lists. The correlation coefficient is found to be −0.4

(p-value= 0.28), and indicates that the two channels can be effectively exploited
for different target states, and support the intuition that the two channels cap-
ture different behavioral manifestations: BT captures proximity in a broad-cast
manner (i.e. many-to-one), while IR is restricted to face-to-face (one-to-one)
interactions.

Table 4.17: Performance improvement factors, in ascending order. Value range is [−1, 1].

IR BT
Target Improvement Target Improvement

High PA 0.51 Creativity 0.44
Low NA 0.55 Conscientiousness 0.55

Extraversion 0.58 Emotional Stability 0.62
Emotional Stability 0.59 High PA 0.63

Creativity 0.6 Agreeableness 0.67
Agreeableness 0.63 Low PA 0.67

Low PA 0.69 Extraversion 0.69
High NA 0.70 Low NA 0.71

Conscientiousness 0.76 High NA 0.81

4.3.6 Conclusion

In this work we investigated new perspectives on affect and personality states
recognition, studying in particular the influence on the ego’s state of face-to-face
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and proximity interactions with alters. To this end, we propose a graphlet rep-
resentation of the ego-network, computed using two distinct sensory channels
(Bluetooth and infrared), to predict the ego’s state. The advantage of graphlets
over other representations is that they capture not only the number of interac-
tions, but also their structure at different levels of complexity.

Our results demonstrate that the graphlet-based representation consistently
contributes to recognition improvements over a baseline. Furthermore the amount
of improvement tends to increase with graphlet complexity. These results show
the feasibility of the proposed approach, and hopefully encourage further re-
search.

We also find that distinct sensory channels play different roles for distinct
target states: e.g. complex graphlets derived from IR have a large impact for
Conscentiousness, while those derived from BT do not. The opposite trend is
observed for Low NA. These findings support the intuition that the two channels
capture different concrete behaviors: BT reflects proximity in a broadcast man-
ner (i.e. many-to-one), IR is restricted to face-to-face (one-to-one) interactions.

4.4 A Human-Centric Study on the Economics of Personal
Mobile Data

The number of mobile phones actively in use worldwide today is about 5 billion,
with millions of new subscribers every day4. Mobile phones allow for unobtru-
sive and cost-effective access to previously inaccessible sources of behavioral
data such as location, communications (calls and text messages), photos, videos,
apps and Internet access [157]. Hence, a result of the ever-increasing adoption
of these devices is the availability of large amounts of personal data related to
habits, routines, social interactions and interests [157, 179].

However, the ubiquitous collection of personal data raises unprecedented
4http://www.ericsson.com/ericsson-mobility-report
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privacy challenges. Users typically have to make decisions concerning the dis-
closure of their personal information on the basis of a difficult tradeoff between
data protection and the advantages stemming from data sharing. Perhaps more
importantly, people are typically not involved in the life-cycle of their own per-
sonal data – as it is collected by websites and mobile phone apps, which results
in a lack of understanding of who uses their data and for what.

Several researchers have proposed and investigated new user-centric models
for personal data management, which enable individuals to have more control
of their own data’s life-cycle [217]. To this end, researchers and companies
are developing repositories which implement medium-grained access control to
different kinds of personally identifiable information (PII), such as e.g. pass-
words, social security numbers and health info [297], and more recently loca-
tion [66, 118, 199] and personal data collected online by means of smartphones
or wearable devices [66, 288].

Previous work has introduced the concept of personal data markets in which
individuals sell their own personal data to entities interested in buying it [5].
Buyers are likely to be companies and researchers, while sellers are individuals
who receive compensation for sharing their own data. Riederer et al. [237]
have recently proposed a mechanism called transactional privacy, devised to
maximize both the user’s control of their own PII and the utility of a data-driven
market.

In the context of prospective personal data markets that offer increased trans-
parency and control, it is of great importance to understand the value that users
put to their own PII. Recently, Carrascal et al. [39] used a refined Experience
Sampling Method (rESM) [44] and a reverse second price auction to assess
the monetary value that people assign to their PII shared online via websites
– e.g. keywords used in a search engine, photos shared in a social network,
etc. However, the authors focus only on web-browsing behaviors without tak-
ing into account behaviors and personal information that can be captured by
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mobile phones.

Taking Carrascal et al. [39] as an inspiration, in this paper we investigate the
monetary value that people assign to different kinds of PII as collected by their
mobile phone, including location and communication information.

We carried out a comprehensive 6-week long study in a living lab envi-
ronment with 60 participants and adopted a Day Reconstruction Method [141]
along with a reverse second price auction mechanism in order to poll and collect
honest monetary valuations from our sample.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. Quantitative valuations of mobile PII as collected by a 6-week long study
conducted in the wild;

2. Qualitative feedback on the valuations provided by each participant as
gathered by an End of Study (EoS) survey;

3. A segmentation of PII valuations and findings based on 4 categories of
mobile PII (communications, location, media and apps), 3 levels of com-
plexity (individual, aggregated, processed), and one level of temporal gran-
ularity (daily);

4. A set of key insights about people’s sensitivities and valuations of mobile
PII and implications for the design of mobile services that leverage mobile
PII.

4.4.1 Related Work

In recent years, researchers have analyzed the factors that can influence a per-
son’s disclosure behavior and economic valuation of personal information. De-
mographic characteristics, such as gender and age, have been found to affect
disclosure attitudes and behavior. Several studies have identified gender dif-
ferences concerning privacy concerns and consequent information disclosure
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behaviors: for example, women are generally more protective of their online
privacy [86, 119]. Age also plays a role in information disclosure behaviors.
In a study on Facebook usage, Christofides et al. [48] found that adolescents
disclose more information.

Prior work has also emphasized the role of an individual’s stable psycholog-
ical attributes - e.g. personality traits - to explain information disclosure behav-
ior. Korzaan et al. [155] explored the role of the Big5 personality traits [54] and
found that Agreeableness – defined as being sympathetic, straightforward and
selfless, has a significant influence on individual concerns for information pri-
vacy. Junglas et al. [140] and Amichai-Hamburger and Vinitzky [10] also used
the Big5 personality traits and found that Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,
and Openness affect a person’s concerns for privacy. However, other studies
targeting the influence of personality traits did not find significant correlations
[245]. More recently, Quercia et al. [229] found weak correlations among
Openness to Experience and, to a lesser extent, Extraversion and the disclosure
attitudes on Facebook. In 2010, Lo [176] suggested that Locus of Control [239]
could affect an individual’s perception of risk when disclosing personal infor-
mation: internals are more likely than externals to feel that they can control the
risk of becoming privacy victims, hence they are more willing to disclose their
personal information [315].

Individual differences are also found when providing economic valuations
of personal data [4, 39]. For instance, some individuals may not be concerned
about privacy and would allow access to their data in exchange for a few cents,
whereas others may only consent if well paid. Recently, Aperjis and Huber-
man [11] proposed to introduce a realistic market for personal data that pays
individuals for their data while taking into account their own privacy and risk
attitudes.

Previous research has shown that disclosure [152] and valuation [61, 120]
depend on the kind of information to be released. Huberman et al. [120] re-
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ported that the valuation of some types of personal information, such as the
subject’s weight and the subject’s age depends on the desirability of these types
of information in a social context. Some empirical studies have attempted to
quantify subjective privacy valuations of personal information in different con-
texts, such as personal information revealed online [113], access to location data
[59], or removal from marketers’ call lists [291].

These studies can be classified into two groups. The first and larger group in-
cludes studies that explicitly or implicitly measure the amount of money or ben-
efit that a person considers to be enough to share her/his personal data, namely
their willingness to accept (WTA) giving away his/her own data (see for exam-
ple [59, 121]). The second and smaller group includes studies about tangible
prices or intangible costs consumers are willing to pay (WTP) to protect their
privacy (see for example, [3, 281]). In our paper, we do not deal with WTA vs
WTP, but we focus on WTA for PII captured by mobile phones (communica-
tions, apps and media usage, locations).

A growing body of studies in the fields of ubiquitous and pervasive comput-
ing and human-computer interaction focuses on location sharing behavior and
has highlighted the role played by the recipient of sharing (who can access the
information), the purpose, the context, how the information is going to be used
[21, 52, 174, 278, 308] and the level of granularity of the information shared
[173].

Finally, studies have suggested the importance of analyzing people’s actual
behavior rather than attitudes expressed through questionnaires because often
the actual behavior of people deviates from what they state [133].

Building upon previous work, in this paper we investigate the monetary value
that people assign to different kinds of PII as collected by their mobile phone,
including location and communication patterns. In particular, we carry out a
comprehensive 6-week long study in a living lab environment with 60 partici-
pants and adopt a Day Reconstruction Method [141] and a reverse second price
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auction mechanism in order to poll and collect honest monetary valuations from
our sample.

4.4.2 Methodology

Next, we describe the methodology followed during our 6-week study.

The Living Laboratory

The Living Laboratory where we carried out our study was launched in Novem-
ber of 2012 and it is a joint effort between industrial and academic research
institutions. It consists of a group of more than 100 volunteers who carry an in-
strumented smartphone in exchange for a monthly credit bonus of voice, SMS
and data access. The sensing system installed on the smartphones is based on
the FunF5 framework [6] and logs communication events, location, apps us-
age and photos shot. In addition, the members of the living lab participate in
user-studies carried out by researchers.

The goals of this living lab is to foster research on real-life behavioral anal-
ysis obtained by means of mobile devices, and to deploy and test prototype
applications in a real-life scenario. One of the most important features of such a
lab is its ecological validity, given that the participants’ behaviors and attitudes
are sensed in the real world, as people live their everyday life, and not under
artificial laboratory conditions.

All volunteers were recruited within the target group of young families with
children, using a snowball sampling approach where existing study subjects
recruit future subjects from among their acquaintances [96]. Upon agreeing
to the terms of participation, the volunteers grant researchers legal access to
their behavioral data as it is collected by their smartphones. Volunteers retain
full rights over their personal data such that they can order deletion of personal

5http://funf.org
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information from the secure storage servers. Moreover, participants have the
choice to participate or not in a given study.

Upon joining the living lab, each participant fills out an initial questionnaire
which collects their demographics, individual traits and dispositions (e.g. Big
Five personality traits, trust disposition, Locus of Control, etc.) information.

Participants

A total of 60 volunteers from the living lab chose to participate in our mobile
personal data monetization study. Participants’ age ranged from 28 to 44 years
old (µ = 38, σ = 3.4). They held a variety of occupations and education levels,
ranging from high school diplomas to PhD degrees. All were savvy Android
users who had used the smartphones provided by the living lab since November
2012. Regarding their socio-economic status, the average personal net income
amounted to e21169 per year (σ = 5955); while the average family net income
amounted to e 36915 per year (σ = 10961). All participants lived in Italy and
the vast majority were of Italian nationality.

Procedure

Our study ran for six weeks from October 28th, 2013 to December 11th, 2013.
At the beginning of the study, participants were explained that the study con-
sisted of three phases:

1. An initial questionnaire, which focused on their general perception of pri-
vacy and personal data;

2. A daily data collection phase that lasted 6 weeks where participants an-
swered daily surveys to valuate their mobile personal data;

3. A final survey that aimed to clarify the results obtained and to collect qual-
itative feedback from participants.
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Daily Surveys Ad-hoc java code was developed and scheduled to run on a
secure server each night in order to automatically generate personalized daily
surveys for each participant. The survey questions were generated based on the
mobile data collected during the previous day. Everyday, at 12PM, participants
received an SMS reminding them to fill out their survey via a personalized URL
(through a unique hash).

In order to test the live system and identify bugs, we ran a pilot for 10 days
with a small set of volunteers who were not participants in the study. In addition,
we allocated an additional training week prior to starting the actual study so
participants would get accustomed to the survey/auction scheme.

The content of the daily surveys is described next.

4.4.3 Collected Data

Next we describe the data that we collected during the study.

Mobile Personal Data

We collected 4 categories of mobile personal data:

1. communications, in the form of calls made/received;

2. locations, collected by the device GPS sensor every ∼ 5 minutes;

3. running applications, sampled every 25 minutes;

4. media, number and timestamp of pictures taken and obtained by monitor-
ing the device file system.

The sampling rates for the different categories of data were empirically de-
termined in order to have good resolution without significantly impacting the
device’s battery life.

We probed participants about three levels of complexity for each category of
data:
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Data Type Individual Aggregated Processed
Communications A call event* # of calls or diversity Total duration of calls
Location A place visited* # of places visited Total distance covered
Running Apps An app running* # of apps running An app running for N minutes in the**
Media A picture shot* # of pictures shot Pictures shot in the**

Table 4.18: Categories of personal data probed in the surveys. Include [*: at time hh:mm; **: night
(12AM-6AM),morning (6AM-12PM), afternoon (12PM-18PM), evening (18PM-12AM)]. Questions re-
ferred to data collected the previous day.

1. individual, encompassing individual data points (e.g. a call made/received,
a picture taken, a specific GPS location);

2. aggregated, portraying cumulative event information (e.g. number of places
visited, number of calls made/received);

3. processed, depicting higher level information derived from aggregated data
and time (e.g. a given application has been running for N minutes, distance
travelled).

For each data category and level of complexity, participants were asked to
fill out daily surveys that asked them about data from the previous day for each
category and for a specific level of complexity (up to 4 questions per day). For
each question in the surveys, participants always had the option to opt-out and
not sell that particular piece of information.

Next, we describe in detail the 4 categories and the 3 levels of complexity of
mobile personal data that we collected in this study, which are summarized in
Table 4.18.

Communications Individual communication data was restricted to voice calls
made/received; missed calls were discarded. With respect to aggregated com-
munications data, we alternated between two different aggregated variables on
a weekly basis: on even weeks subjects were asked to monetize information
about the total number of calls made/received during the previous day, while
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on odd weeks they were asked about call diversity, i.e. the number of different
people that they talked to on the phone during the previous day. Examples
of questions related to aggregate communications are "Yesterday, you

made/received 8 phone calls", or "Yesterday, you spoke on

the phone with 3 different persons". The processed communi-
cation variable referred to the total duration of calls in the previous day, re-
sulting in questions such as "Yesterday, you spoke on the phone

for a total of 52 minutes".

Location Individual location referred to a specific place visited by the partic-
ipant in the previous day. Semantic information associated to GPS locations
was derived via reverse geo-coding using Yahoo Query Language. For indi-
vidual locations, details on street, neighborhood and town were included in the
question. For example, "Yesterday, at 23:56 you were in Via

Degli Orbi 4, Trento".

Location data was spatially clustered over the reference time-range using
a threshold of 100 meters to generate the aggregated location question (e.g.

"Yesterday you have been in 23 different places".). Fi-
nally, the processed location variable referred to the total distance traveled in the
previous day, resulting in questions such as "Yesterday you covered a

total distance of 13km".

Running Applications With respect to running apps, the individual variable in-
cluded the timestamp and the name of the app running in the foreground. Ag-

gregated apps referred to the total number of different apps that the participant
ran the previous day, whereas processed apps referred to the total number of
minutes that a particular app was running over a specific time in the previous
day.

Examples of app-related information questions for each level of complex-
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ity are, "Yesterday, at 10:23 you were using the Firefox

Browser application", "Yesterday 9 applications were running

on your device", and "Yesterday night, the Facebook application

run on your device for 82 minutes", respectively.

Media Individual media asked participants about the fact that they shot a photo
at a specific time ("Yesterday, at 14:23, you shot one picture").
For legal privacy reasons, the questions referring to individual media data could
not include the actual picture they referred to. Aggregated media referred the to-
tal number of pictures shot the previous day (e.g., "Yesterday you took

9 pictures"). Finally, processed media probed participants about their
photo-taking activity during specific times of the day (e.g., "Yesterday morning

you took 4 pictures").

Individual Traits Data

As previously mentioned, upon joining the lab each participant filled out 4 ques-
tionnaires to collect information about their personality, locus of control, dispo-
sitional trust and self-disclosure behaviors.

The Big Five personality traits were measured by means of the BFMS [221]
questionnaire, which is validated for the Italian language and covers the tradi-
tional dimensions of Extraversion, Neuroticism, Agreeableness, Conscientious-
ness, and Openness [54].

Participants also provided information about their Locus of Control (LoC)
[239], a psychological construct measuring whether causal attribution for sub-
ject behavior or beliefs is made to oneself or to external events and circum-
stances. The LoC measures whether the outcomes of a set of beliefs are depen-
dent upon what the subject does (internal orientation) or upon events outside of
her/his control (external orientation). LoC was measured by the Italian version
of Craig’s Locus of Control scale [83].
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Moreover, we collected information about the participants’ dispositional trust.
Rotter [239] was among the first to discuss trust as a form of personality trait,
defining interpersonal trust as a generalized expectancy that the words or promises
of others can be relied on. In our study, we resort to Mayer and Davis’s Trust
Propensity Scale [187].

Finally, we targeted the self-disclosure attitudes of our subjects. Self-disclosure
has been defined as any message about the self that an individual communicates
to another one [56, 304]. We used Wheeless’ scale [304] measuring five dimen-
sions of emphself disclosure, namely (i) amount of disclosure, (ii) positive-
negative nature of disclosure, (iii) consciously intended disclosure, (iv) honesty
and accuracy of disclosure, and (v) general depth or intimacy of disclosure.
Wheeless’ scale has been utilized to measure self-disclosure in online commu-
nication and in interpersonal relationships [304].

Auctions of mobile PII

The personalized daily survey asked each participant to place a bid to sell one
piece of their mobile personal information for each of the four categories of
study (communications, location, apps and media), for a specific level of com-
plexity (individual, aggregated or processed) and for the previous day. The
winner of each auction won the monetary value associated with that auction.
In exchange, (s)he sold that particular piece of information to the Living Lab
which could use it for whatever purpose it wanted.

In order to ensure a balanced sample, surveys were generated by rotating
the different levels of complexity described above, such that each day partic-
ipants placed bids in up to 4 auctions: one for each category of personal in-
formation and for a particular level of complexity (individual, aggregated or
processed). Note that in the case a participant did not generate any data for a
particular category, s(he) was still asked to provide a valuation to the fact that
there was no data in that category, e.g. "Yesterday you did not make
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any phone call".
The participants’ bids entered a reverse second-price auction strategy, i.e.,

the winner was the participant(s) who bid the lowest, and the prize was the sec-
ond lowest bid. The choice of this auction mechanism was due to the following
reasons: (1) the mechanism is truth telling given that the best strategy for the
auction participants is to be honest about their valuation [188], (2) it is easy to
explain and understand, and (3) it has sucessfully been used before to evaluate
location information in [61] and Web-browsing information in [39].

Question mean st dev
Q1. I am concerned about the protection of the data collected by my smart-
phone

4.7 1.6

Q2. I trust the applications I install and run on my smartphone wrt how they
use my data

3.7 1.5

Q3. I trust telco providers with respect to how they use my data 3.4 1.4
Q4. I always read the privacy terms and conditions for the applications I use 2.7 1.6
Q5. I know the legislation on mobile communication data protection 2.5 1.5

Table 4.19: Questions asked in the Initial questionnaire, and responses statistics. The 7-point
likert scale used goes from 1-Totally Disagree to 7-Totally Agree.

Interventions, i.e. individual communications of auction outcomes to partic-
ipants, took the form of e-mails sent every Thursday.

In order to evaluate possible effects of winning frequency on bidding behav-
ior, we employed two different auction strategies for the first and second halves
of the study. During the first 3 weeks (phase 1), we carried out weekly auctions
on Wednesday, taking into account all bids that had been entered during the
previous 7 days for each category. Therefore, in this phase, 12 weekly auctions
took place with the daily bids for each category and level of complexity (4 cat-
egories x 3 levels of complexity). During the last 3 weeks of the study (phase
2), we switched to daily auctions, resulting in a total of 12 auctions per day. In
addition, the sample of bidding participants was split into 3 random subsets in
order to increase their chances of winning.
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Email interventions were always on Thursdays and therefore this change was
transparent to participants. Interventions were sent to all participants, whether
they had won auctions or not. In the case of winners, the intervention email
included the specific piece of information that the participant had sold, the cor-
responding winning bid, and the amount won. In the case of losers, the inter-
vention email simply communicated the participant that s(he) did not win any
of their auctions. All emails were kept neutral for both winners and losers.

In total, 596 auctions were run during the entire study (36 in the first three
weeks, 560 afterwards).

Pre- and Post- Study Questionnaires

As previously explained, at the beginning and at the end of the data collection
participants were required to fill out initial and end-of-study (EoS) question-
naires. The initial questionnaire consisted of 5 questions (see Table 4.19) and
was used to gather information about the participants’ perception of privacy
issues related to mobile personal data. From the responses provided to this sur-
vey, we notice that participants are concerned about mobile PII protection (Q1)
but do not tend to read the Terms of Service (Q4) nor are aware of current legis-
lation on data protection (Q5). Moreover, they do not seem to trust how neither
application providers (Q2) nor telecom operators (Q3) use their data.

The EoS survey was designed to gather additional quantitative and qualita-
tive information from our participants after the data collection was complete. In
particular, we asked participants to put a value (under the same auction game
constraints) on category-specific bulk information – i.e. all the data gathered in
the study for each category. For instance, in the case of location information, a
visualization of a participant’s mobility data collected over the 6-weeks period
was shown in the Web questionnaire (as depicted in Figure 4.4) and the partic-
ipant was asked to assign it a monetary value. Furthermore, for each category,
we asked participants about the minimum/maximum valuations given during
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the study, in order to understand the reasons why they gave these valuations.
Table 4.20 contains all the questions of the EoS survey.

The EoS questionnaire was administered through a slightly modified version
of the same Web application used for the daily surveys. The main difference are
the visualizations of the collected data.

Question Type
Q1. This {map∥chart} shows the information about
{locations∥communications∥apps∥media} we collected during this study.
What is the minimum amount of money you would accept to sell it in
anonymized/aggregated form?

numeric

Q2. On day {dd/MM} you assigned a value of {min-bid per category} to the
information [{least valued info per category}]. This was your minimum bid.
Why?

multi-choice*

Q3. On day {dd/MM} you assigned a value of {max-bid per category} to the
information [{most valued info per category}]. This was your maximum bid.
Why?

multi-choice*

Q4. Imagine there was a market in which you could sell your personal infor-
mation (e.g. information about people you called, places you’ve been, appli-
cations you’ve used, songs you’ve listened to, etc.). Who would you trust to
handle your information? Please, order the following entities from most to
least trusted.

rank**

Q5. The category {locations∥communications∥apps∥media} is the one that
you refused to sell the most ({percentage of opt-outs}). Why?

free-text

Table 4.20: Questions asked in the EoS questionnaire.
*included: Fair value, Test/Mistake, Other (free text). For minimum-bid related questions addi-
tional options were To win the auction, Info not important; conversely, for maximum-bid related
questions, the additional option was To prevent selling.
**entities to be ranked included: banks, government, insurance companies, telcos, yourself.

4.4.4 Data Statistics

The data used throughout this paper was collected from October 28th and De-
cember 11th 2013, inclusive.
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Figure 4.4: Location-specific bulk information question in the EoS survey.

Data was not collected for the first 3 days of November, due to the All Saints
festivities in Italy; hence, our data-set encompasses 43 days. A total of 2838
daily surveys were administered during this period. Statistics on participation
and bidding data follow.

Participation

The participation rates for daily surveys is 79%. As mentioned earlier, users
were granted opt-out options for each survey question by ticking a check-box
which portrayed “I do not want to sell this information”. Table 4.21 reports
statistics of opt-out and distributions of valid responses (i.e. survey items for
which participants did not opt-out and entered their bid) for each category.
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Category Q1 median Q3 mean st dev OO (avg.%) OO (median%)
Location 34.3 69.8 84.3 58.2 33.1 17.7 2.63
Communications 55.8 74.4 88.4 64.8 29.9 5.01 0
Running Apps 40.7 65.1 81.4 58 30.8 7.59 0
Media 62.8 76.7 90.7 66.4 32.8 9.25 0

Table 4.21: Distribution statistics of valid bid responses per category. Values reported in per-
centages. Last two columns portray the opt-out statistics per category.

Bids

Table 4.22 summarizes the bidding values for each personal data category and
level of complexity. Values are included when the participant chose to assign an
actual value, rather than opting out of the question. Figure 4.5 depicts median
bid values each day for each category and level of complexity6.

Individual Aggregated Processed Global
Location [1, 3, 9] [1, 3, 10] [1, 2, 7] [1, 3, 8]
Communications [.95, 2, 5.96] [1, 2, 8] [.9, 2, 8] [1, 2, 7]
Running Apps [1, 2, 6] [1, 1, 5] [1, 2, 5] [1, 2, 5]
Media [.5, 1, 5] [.5, 1, 5] [.5, 1, 3] [.5, 1, 4]

Table 4.22: [Q1,median,Q3] triplets for bid values (e) per category and level of complexity.

Awards

The total amount won by participants in the form of auction awards was e262
which was paid in Amazon vouchers. Additionally, we selected the ten subjects
with the highest response rate and ran a raffle to select the winner of a final prize
of e100.

A total of 29 subjects won at least one auction during the study; the cardinal-
ity of the winning set ramped from 5 to 29 as an effect of the increased number

6Note how the spatial gap between the first two interventions is smaller than between the rest of interventions
because of the lack of data during 3 days in November.
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Figure 4.5: Daily median bid values per category. Vertical lines indicate interventions. Dashed
area indicates phase 1.

of auctions run in the second phase of the study.

4.4.5 Data Analysis

The bidding data that was collected in the study is not normally distributed.
Hence, we applied non-parametric analysis to test whether significant differ-
ences exist in the value distributions of different types of personal data. Thus,
we report results using the Kruskal-Wallis test with a level of significance of
p < .05.

Furthermore, we carried out correlation analyses to investigate whether asso-
ciations between mobile phone usage patterns, demographics, subjects’ predis-
positions, traits and auction behavior exist. For these analyses we employed the
non-parametric Spearman’s Rho method with a level of significance of p < .05.
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Bids

We investigate first daily bids and specifically whether significant differences
exist between (1) the categories and (2) levels of complexity within each cate-
gory of mobile personal data we collected.

Between-Category Study Significant differences in bid distributions were found
between all data categories, with the only exception of Communications and
Apps.

The lack of statistically significant differences between Communications and
Apps could be partially explained by the fact that most of the apps installed and
used by participants in the study are communication apps. In terms of both
running time and installations, ∼50% of the top 20 apps are messaging apps
(WhatsApp and similar), email (Gmail, Hotmail, Y!Mail), voice-over-IP clients
(Skype, Viber) and social networking clients (Facebook).

We thus hypothesize that the distinction between Communication and Apps
might be blurred.

We leave the validation of such a hypothesis to future work. Nonetheless,
the finding that participants seem to perceive, and consequently valuate, com-
munications provided by a telco company and those provided by mobile apps
in a similar manner, is intriguing and worth investigating.

Within-Category Study Next we analyzed the differences in the distribution of
bids within the different levels of complexity of mobile personal data. In other
words, we looked if bid distributions within a given mobile data category showed
significant differences for individual, aggregated, and processed information.

Applications. Significant differences emerged between individual and ag-
gregated information (p = .0108), and between aggregated and processed infor-
mation (p = .039). In particular, aggregated information about running appli-
cations (e.g. yesterday 7 applications were running on your device) was valued
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less (x̃ =e1) than individual (e.g. yesterday the Gmail application was running

on your device) or processed (e.g. yesterday the Gmail application ran for 120

minutes on your device) information (x̃ = e2). No significant difference was
found between monetary valuations of individual and processed information on
running applications (p = 0.659).

Media. Within the Media category, a significant difference in bid distri-
butions was found (p = .046) between aggregated (e.g. yesterday you shot 8

pictures) and processed (e.g. yesterday night you shot 3 pictures) information.
While for both information types the median bid value is x̃ = e1, a significant
difference exists in terms of dispersion: the quartile coefficient of dispersion
(i.e. the ratio between difference and sum of the 3rd and 1st quartiles) is, re-
spectively, qcodagg = .81 and qcodpro = .71.

Communications and Locations. No significant differences were found in
within-category analyses for Communications and Locations. In other words,
participants valued similarly the communication and location data with each of
the 3 levels of complexity.

Impact of the Change in Auction Strategy

As described earlier, in the middle of the study we increased the frequency of
auctions from weekly (phase 1) to daily (phase 2). This change was transparent
to participants and the frequency of email interventions was kept constant –
every Thursday. We designed these two phases to assess if the probabilty of
winning had an effect on bidding behavior.

Indeed, we observe significant differences in bid distributions between the
two phases for all categories: locations (p=.02), communications (p=01), apps
(p=.001) and media (p=.005). Moreover, we find that mobile PII valuations drop
for all categories in the second phase, as more participants won the auctions to
monetize their data.
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The Value of Bulk Information

The monetary valuations gathered in the final questionnaire for bulk information
(i.e. all the data collected in the 6-weeks presented in aggregated/anonymized
form) are summarized in Table 4.23. Since participants could opt-out, we also
report opt-out percentages for bulk information.

Comparing with daily bids (see Table 4.22), the median bids for bulk in-
formation are one order of magnitude larger than the median individual bids,
except for the media category. Mean opt-out percentages are similar except for
the apps category.

The value ranking obtained from daily bids (Location > Communications >
Apps > Media) is different from that obtained in bulk bids (Location > Apps
> Communications > Media). In particular, application-related bulk data is
valued significantly higher than communications-related bulk information.

Location Communications Running Apps Media
mean 588.1 51.1 170.4 25.1

median 22.5 15 20 5
opt-out (%) 16.67 3.34 0 8.34

Table 4.23: Median/mean values (e) for bulk bids, and corresponding opt-out percentages.

Relationship between Bids and Daily Behaviors

In order to assess whether significant effects exist between mobile phone us-
age patterns and bidding behavior, we first computed daily behavioral variables
from the sensed data. Table 4.24 depicts the variables that we extracted with
a daily granularity and for each participant. With respect to location data, in-
formation about the number of places visited was derived under the assumption
that two locations would correspond to different places if the distance between
them was larger than a threshold set to 100 meters. The radius of gyration cor-
responds to the radius of the smallest circle encompassing all location points
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registered each day.
For all these behavioral variables, we computed higher-order features corre-

sponding to their statistical behavior over the 6-weeks period: mean, median,
standard deviation, coefficient of variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean) and the quartile coefficient of dispersion. The last two features capture
dispersion effects.

Furthermore, for each participant and data category, we computed mean,
median, and standard deviation of their bids.

Category Daily Behavioral Variables

Location

Distance total/mean/median/std
Speed mean/median/std

Radius of Gyration
Number of Places Visited

Communications
Calls Duration total/mean/median/std

Calls Diversity
Calls Total

Applications
Total Apps Running

Total Apps Running Time
Media Total Pics shot

Table 4.24: Daily behavioral variables computed from mobile phone usage data.

Daily Bids We studied all correlations found between daily behavioral variables
and bids in each category.

We found a positive correlation between the mean location bid value and the
median of daily distance traveled (R = .294, p = .024). That is, the larger the
daily distance traveled, the higher the valuations of location information. With
respect to applications, there are several statistically significant correlations. In
particular, the total app running time is negatively correlated with the median
app bid value (R = −.26, p = .048), meaning that the more time a participant
spent using mobile apps, the lower the median valuations of app information.
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No significant correlation was found between communication and photo-taking
behavioral features and bids on the communications and media categories.

Bulk Bids There were a number of significant correlations between bids on
bulk information and daily behaviors. Below we summarize the most notable
correlations that we found.

Mobility information was positively correlated with bids on bulk location,
communication and application information. In particular, with the median of
the i) radius of gyration (R = .46, p = .0008 for loc.; R = .37, p = .005 for
comm.; R = .34, p = .009 for apps); and ii) daily mean speed (R = .29, p =

.04 for loc.; R = .39, p = .002 for comm.; R = .29, p = .029 for apps).
Location and application data was also positively correlated with the median of
the daily mean distance traveled (R = .39, p = .005 for loc.; R = .28, p = .031

for apps) whereas communication bids were also positively correlated with the
median of the i) total distance traveled (R = .314, p = .018) and ii) number of
places visited (R = .336, p = .011).

We also found statistically significant negative correlations of bulk location,
communication and application bids with the coefficients of variation of mobil-
ity variables.

These correlations imply that the larger the daily distance traveled, the higher
the valuation of location, communication and application bulk bids. Conversely,
the higher the variation in the patterns of mobility of a person, the lower his/her
valuation of location, communication and app bulk information.

Note that bulk communication bids were not correlated with communication
variables. In addition, bulk application bids are negatively correlated with the
cumulative sum of daily unique total apps (R = −.37, p = .003) and with the
median (R = −.28, p = .029) and mean (R = −.26, p = .04) of total apps
running daily.

Finally, bulk media bids are correlated with the cumulative sum of daily
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unique total apps (R = −.29, p = .03).

Relationship between Bids, Demographics, Traits and Dispositions

Daily Bids In the case of daily bids, we did not find any meaningful statisti-
cally significant correlation between bids and our participants’ demographics
or personality.

There were statistically significant correlations with self-disclosure variables
that could be explained by the relevance of privacy aspects for all types of
self-disclosure [192]. In particular, the Intentional/Unintentional factor in self-
disclosure is positively correlated with bids in three categories (communica-
tion, applications and media): (1) mean (R = .258, p = .048), median (R =

.291, p = .02) and standard deviation (R = .323, p = .012) in communica-
tion bids, (2) median application bid value (R = .26, p = .04), and (3) me-
dian (R = .30, p = .02), mean (R = .27, p = .041), and standard deviation
(R = .305, p = .019) of media bids.

Bulk Bids Bulk location bids are found to be negatively correlated with Cre-
ativity (R = −.375, p = .007), while having positive correlations with the
Intentional/Unintentional factor in self-disclosure (R = .295, p = .039) and
Agreeableness (R = .31, p = .027). Interestingly, a positive correlation exists
between bulk location bids and personal income (R = .32, p = .02). Fur-
thermore, bulk communication information positively correlates with Agree-
ableness (R = .31, p = .018), and with the Intentional/Unintentional factor in
self-disclosure (R = .34, p = .009).

4.4.6 Insights from the EoS survey

In the final survey, we asked our participants about particular bids they made
during the 6-week data collection phase, and gave them the opportunity to ex-
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press their views and concerns in free-form text (see Table 4.20 for details of
the EoS survey questions).

Trust

As seen in Table 4.20, Q4 asked our participants about their trust preferences
with respect to 5 different entities who could be the safekeepers of their personal
data: themselves, banks, telcos, governments and insurance companies. From
the trust rankings provided by our participants, we computed a trust score for
each entity by assigning a 1 to 5 value according to its rank and subsequently
normalizing by the number of respondents. The final ranking that we obtained
was: yourself (.997), banks (.537), telcos (.513), government (.49), and insur-

ance companies (.46). This result is aligned with the initial survey answers (Q2
and Q3 in Table 4.19) where participants conveyed that they do not trust telco
operators or app providers with how they use their data.

In sum, overwhelmingly our participants trust themselves with their personal
data more than any other entity, followed by banks and telcos. Insurance compa-
nies were the least trusted party. A similar question was also asked by Carrascal
et al. [39] obtaining similar results: the most trusted entity for a subject was
the subject himself and the least trusted entities were the insurance companies.
Interestingly, in our study, conducted in Italy, government was the second least

trusted entity while in Carrascal et al. [39], conducted in Spain, the government
was the second most trusted entity.

Lowest/Highest Bids per Category

When analyzing the lowest/highest bids per category, we found that 70% of the
highest bids for all categories took place in the first phase of the study (during
the first three weeks). Adding more auctions (as it happened in the second phase
of the study) led to lower bids.
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In the communications category, 61% of the time participants entered a low
bid to win and sell the associated communications information. This was sig-
nificantly higher than for any other category. For all other categories, the most
common reason reported for entering the low bid was that the information was
not important. This finding suggests that participants found communication
data to be the most desirable to sell.

Conversely, location was the most sensitive category of information as 25%
of the time participants entered a high location bid in order to avoid selling the
information. This was significantly higher than for the other categories (5% for
communications, 3% for apps and 6% for media).

Insights about Opt-out Choices

Location was the category of data for which subjects opted-out the most (56%),
followed by media (24%), apps (18%) and communications (2%). In the free-
text explanations provided by our subjects it is clear that location is deemed to
be the most sensitive category of information, e.g.:

I don’t like the idea of being geo-localized.

This kind of information is too detailed and too personal.

Interesting explanations were also provided to justify the choice of not selling
apps information, including that from apps usage is possible to infer information
related to interests, opinions (expecially political opinions), and tastes:

From the usage of some applications it is possible infer information

such as political orientation and other opinions and interests.

4.4.7 Discussion and Implications

From the previously described analyses we can draw six insights related to mo-
bile personal data:
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1. The Value of Bulk Mobile PII: Carrascal et al. [39] have reported higher
values in their study on valuation of personal Web-browsing information than
the ones we obtained in our study. The overall median bid value in our study
was x̃ = e2 while Carrascal et al. reported an overall median bid value equal
to x̃ = e7 when they took in account context-dependent personal information.
There are a few methodological differences between both studies which might
explain the differences in bid values. In particular, [39] asked participants to
provide a valuation of personal information captured while browsing the Web
in-situ using a rSEM methodology. Instead, we employed a DRM methodology
querying participants about ther mobile PII from the previous day.

From the valuations obtained in [39] and our study, it seems that individual
pieces of PII are not as valuable when queried out-of-context –such as in our
study– than in context –such as in [39].

Conversely, bulk mobile PII was valued higher in our study than in [39]
and significantly higher than individual PII. As shown in Tables 4.22 and 4.23,
bulk information was valued an order of magnitude higher than individual data
except for information in the media category. This finding is probably due to the
power of the visualizations in the EoS survey, particularly for location and apps
data. One hypothesis for this higher valuation is that participants realized how
bulk data conveyed information about their life-style and habits and therefore
considered it to be more valuable than daily items. Recently, Tang et al. have
shown the impact of different visualization types (text-, map-, and time-based)
on social sharing of location data [273].

This result has a direct consequence for the design of trading mobile PII and
highlights an asymmetry between buyers and sellers: for buyers, it would be
more profitable to implement mechanisms to trade single pieces of information
–that they could later aggregate. For sellers, however, it would be more advan-
tageous to sell bulks of information.

2. Location, location, location: As shown in Tables 4.22 and 4.23, location
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information received the highest valuation for all levels of complexity and was
the most opted-out category of mobile PII. Bulk location information was very
highly valued, probably due to the powerful effect of the map visualization in
the EoS survey. Several participants also expressed that they did not want to
be geolocalized and considered location information to be highly sensitive and
personal.

Moreover, we found statistically significant correlations between mobility
behaviors (e.g. mean daily distance traveled, daily radius of gyration, etc.) and
valuations of personal data. Not all users value their personal data equally: the
more someone travels on a daily basis, the more s/he values not only her/his
location information but also her/his communication and application informa-
tion. These insights may have an impact on the design of commercial location-
sharing applications. While users of such applications might consent at install
time to share their location with the app, our work suggests that when explicitly
asked about either individual or bulk location data, ∼ 17% of users decide not to
share their location information. In addition, mobility behaviors will influence
the valuations of PII.

Tsai et al. [280] conducted an online survey with more than 500 American
subjects to evaluate their own perceptions of the likelihood of several location-
sharing scenarios along with the magnitude of the benefit or harm of each sce-
nario (e.g. being stalked or finding people in an emergency). The majority of the
participants found the risks of using location-sharing technologies to be higher
than the benefits.

However, today a significant number of very popular mobile apps such as
Foursquare and Facebook Places make use of location data. These popular
commercial location sharing apps seem to mitigate users’ privacy concerns by
allowing them to selectively report their location using check-in funtionalities
instead of tracking them automatically.

Based on our findings and given our participants concerns and high valua-
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tions of bulk location information, we believe that further user-centric studies
on sharing and monetary valuation of location data are needed.

3. Socio-demographic characteristics do not matter, behavior does: When
we correlated bid values against socio-demographic characteristics, we did not
find significant correlations. This result is in contrast to previous work that
found socio-demographic (mainly sex and age) differences in privacy concerns
and consequent information disclosure behaviors [86, 48].

However, these previous studies were focused mainly on online information
and on disclosure attitudes and privacy concerns than on monetary valuation of
personal data. Carrascal et al. [39], instead, found results in line with ours (no
significant correlations) except for a surprising low valuation of online informa-
tion from older users.

Conversely, we found statistically significant correlations between behavior
(particularly mobility and app usage) and valuations of bids. From our findings
it seems that personal differences in valuations of mobile PII are associated with
behavioral differences rather than demographic differences. In particular, the
larger the daily distance traveled and radius of gyration, the higher the valuation
of PII. Conversely, the more apps a person used, the lower the valuation of PII.
A potential reason for this correlation is due to the fact that savvy app users
have accepted that mobile apps collect their mobile PII in order to provide their
service and hence value their mobile PII less.

4. Intentional self-disclosure leads to higher bids: We found a positive
correlation between the Intentional/Unintentional dimension of self-disclosure
and the median values of the bids. This result could be explained by the fact
that people with more intentional control about disclosing their own personal
information, may be more aware of their personal data and hence also value it
more from a monetary point of view.

Interestingly, we did not find significant correlations between bid values and
other traits with the exception of Agreeablenness and bulk location and com-
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munication bids. Previous studies on the influence played by individual traits
(usually personality traits and LoC) on privacy dispositions and privacy-related
behaviors have provided contrasting evidence: some of them found small corre-
lations [176, 229], while Schrammel et al. found no correlations [245]. Hence,
our results require additional investigations in order to clarify which are, if any,
the dispositions and individual characteristics to take in account when a buyer
does a monetary offer for personal data.

5. Trust: From our study and from Carrascal et al. [39], it clearly emerges
that invividuals mainly trust themselves to handle their own personal data. This
result suggests the adoption of a decentralized and user-centric architecture for
personal data management. Recently, several research groups have started to
design and build personal data repositories with functionalities that enable peo-
ple to control, collect, delete, share, and sell personal data [66, 199] whose value
to users is supported by our findings.

6. Unusual days lead to higher bids: During our study there were two
unusual days: December 8th (Immaculate Conception Holiday) and November
11th (a day with extremely strong winds which caused multiple road blocks
and accidents). As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the median bids for all categories
in these two days were significantly higher than for the rest of the days in the
study. Perhaps not surprisingly, participants in our study value their PII higher
in days that are unsual when compared to typical days.

This result suggests that not all PII even within the same category and level of
complexity is valued equally by our participants, which has a direct implication
for personal data markets and for services that monetize mobile personal data.

4.4.8 Conclusion

We have investigated the monetary value that people assign to their PII as it
is collected by their mobile phone. In particular, we have taken into account
four categories of PII (location, communication, apps and media) with three
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levels of complexity (individual, aggregated and processed). We have carried
out a comprehensive 6-week long study in a living lab environment with 60
participants adopting a Day Reconstruction Method along with a reverse second
price auction mechanism to collect honest monetary valuations.

We have found that location is the most valued category of PII and that bulk
information is valued much higher than individual information (except for the
media category). We have identified individual differences in bidding behaviors
which are not correlated with socio-demographic traits, but are correlated with
behavior (mobility and app usage) and intentional self-disclosure. Finally, we
have found that participants trust themselves with their PII above banks, telcos
and insurance companies and that unusual days are perceived as more valuable

than typical days.
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Chapter 5

Harvesting the Wild Wild (and Social)
Web

Reactions to posts in an online social network show different dynamics depend-
ing on several textual features of the corresponding content. Do similar dynam-
ics exist when images are posted? Exploiting a novel dataset of posts, gathered
from the most popular Google+ users, we try to give an answer to such a ques-
tion in Section 5.1. We describe several virality phenomena that emerge when
taking into account visual characteristics of images (such as orientation, mean
saturation, etc.). We also provide hypotheses and potential explanations for the
dynamics behind them, and include cases for which common-sense expecta-
tions do not hold true in our experiments.

Furthermore, we noticed how while many lexica annotated with words po-
larity are available for sentiment analysis, very few tackle the harder task of
emotion analysis and are usually quite limited in coverage. In Section 5.2, we
present a novel approach for extracting – in a totally automated way – a high-
coverage and high-precision lexicon of roughly 37 thousand terms annotated
with emotion scores, called DepecheMood. Our approach exploits in an orig-
inal way ‘crowd-sourced’ affective annotation implicitly provided by readers
of news articles from rappler.com. By providing new state-of-the-art per-
formances in unsupervised settings for regression and classification tasks, even
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using a naı̈ve approach, our experiments show the beneficial impact of harvest-
ing social media data for affective lexicon building and emotion analysis.

5.1 Exploring Image Virality in Google Plus

How do things become ‘viral’ on the Internet? And what exactly do we mean
by ‘influence’? Since marketing and industry people want their messages to
spread in the most effective and efficient way possible, these questions have
received a great deal of attention, particularly in recent years, as we have seen a
dramatic growth of social networking on the Web. Generally speaking, virality
refers to the tendency of a content either to spread quickly within a community
or to receive a great deal of attention by it. In studying the spreading process
we will focus on the content and its characteristics, rather than on the structure
of the network through which the information is moving. In particular, we will
investigate the relationships between visual characteristics – of images enclosed
in Google+ posts – and virality phenomena. We will use three virality metrics:
plusoners, replies and resharers.

This exploratory work stems from the use people make of social networking
websites such as Google+, Facebook and similar: we hypothesized that percep-
tual characteristics of an image could indeed affect the virality of the post em-
bedding it, and that – for example – cartoons, panorama or self-portraits picture
affect users’ reactions in different ways. The aim of this work is to investigate
whether signs of such “common-sense” intuition emerge from large-scale data
made available on popular social networking websites like Google+ and, in such
case, to open discussion on the associated phenomena.

5.1.1 Related Works

Several researchers studied information flow, community building and similar
processes using Social Networking sites as a reference [1, 132, 148, 169]. How-
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ever, the great majority concentrates on network-related features without taking
into account the actual content spreading within the network [168]. A hybrid
approach focusing on both product characteristics and network related features
is presented in [13]: the authors study the effect of passive-broadcast and active-
personalized notifications embedded in an application to foster word of mouth.

Recently, the correlation between content characteristics and virality has be-
gun to be investigated, especially with regard to textual content; in [131], for
example, features derived from sentiment analysis of comments are used to pre-
dict the popularity of stories. The work presented in [27] uses New York Times’
articles to examine the relationship between emotions evoked by the content
and virality, using semi-automated sentiment analysis to quantify the affectivity
and emotionality of each article. Results suggest a strong relationship between
affect and virality; still, the virality metric considered is interesting but very
limited: it only consists of how many people emailed the article. The relevant
work in [60] measures a different form of content spreading by analyzing which
are the features of a movie quote that make it “memorable” online. Another
approach to content virality, somehow complementary to the previous one, is
presented in [249], trying to understand which modification dynamics make a
meme spread from one person to another (while movie quotes spread remaining
exactly the same).

More recently, some works tried to investigate how different textual contents
give rise to different reactions in the audience: the work presented in [103]
correlates several viral phenomena with the wording of a post, while [101] show
that specific content features variations (like the readability level of an abstract)
differentiate among virality level of downloads, bookmarking, and citations.
Still, to our knowledge, no attempt has been made yet to investigate the relation
between visual content characteristics and virality.
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5.1.2 Data Description

Using the Google+ API1, we harvested the public posts from the 979 top fol-
lowed users in Google+ (plus.google.com), as reported by the socialstatistics.com
website on March 2nd 20122. The time span for the harvesting is one year, from
June 28th 2011 (Google+ date of launch) to June 29th 2012.

We decided to focus on the most popular users for several reasons: (i) the
dataset is uniform from the point of view of sample role, i.e. VIPs, (ii) the
behavior of the followers is consistent – e.g. no friendship dynamics – and (iii)
extraneous effects due to followers network is minimized, since top followed
users’ network is vast enough to grant that, if a content is viral, a certain amount
of reactions will be obtained.

We defined 3 subsets of our dataset, comprising respectively: (i) posts con-
taining a static image, (ii) posts containing an animated image (usually, gif),
(iii) posts without attachments (text-only). All other posts (containing as attach-
ment videos, photo albums, links to external sources) were discarded. Statistics
for our dataset are reported in Table 5.1. For each post, we considered three
virality metrics3:

• Plusoners: the number of people who +1’d;

• Replies: the number of comments;

• Resharers: the number of people who reshared.

In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 we display the evolution over time of the network
underlying our dataset (using a week as temporal unit), and of the reactions to
posts given by users, respectively. We notice that:

1https://developers.google.com/+/api/
2The dataset presented and used in this work will be made available to the community for research purposes.
3Since the API provide only an aggregate number, we cannot make any temporal analysis of how reactions to

a post were accumulated over time.
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Table 5.1: An overview of the Google+ dataset.

Global
actors 979
posts 289434
published interval 6/28/11–6/29/12

Posts with static images
actors 950
posts 173860
min/max/median posts per actor 1/3685/ 65.5
min/max/median plusoners per post 0/9703/33.0
min/max/median replies per posta 0/571/12.0
min/max/median resharers per post 0/6564/4.0

Posts with animated images
actors 344
posts: 12577
min/max/median posts per actor 1/2262/3.0
min/max/median plusoners per post 0/5145/17.0
min/max/median replies per post 0/500/7.0
min/max/median resharers per post 0/6778/10.0

Posts without attachments, text-only
actors 939
posts 102997
min/max/median posts per actor 1/1744/41.0
min/max/median plusoners per post 0/20299 /16.0
min/max/median replies per post 0/538/17.0
min/max/median resharers per post 0/13566/1.0

aReplies count is cut around 500 by the API service.
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1. the average number of reactions per user shows quite different trends de-
pending on the metric considered: while replies tend not to be affected by
the growth of the network, reshares and, to a lesser degree plusones, show
an ever-growing trend.

2. The temporal plot of the average number of followers per user (Figure 5.1)
in our dataset (in Google+ terminology, the number of people who circled

them) shows a gradient increase around weeks 28/29. Interestingly, this
is reflected in the plot of reactions over time (Figure 5.2): the gradient
increases around the same weeks, for reshares and plusones; these effects
are most probably due to Google+ transitioning from beta to public in late
September 2011 (a similar phenomenon is reported also in [244]).

3. Finally, the orders of magnitude of such growths are very different: we
notice that while reactions increase of a factor of 7 over the time period
we took into account, the total number of followers increased of a factor
of 25.
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Figure 5.1: Average number of followers per user, at 1-week temporal granularity.
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Figure 5.2: Average number of reactions per user, at 1-week temporal granularity. This value
represents the average number of reactions elicited by each user’s posts over 1-week time-slices.

The relative amount of followers’ reactions does not significantly increase
as the network grows4. As detailed in the next section, our analyses are based
on comparing probability distributions: e.g. we evaluate if grayscale images
have a significantly higher or smaller probability of reaching a certain virality
score than colored ones. In the following analyses, for the sake of clarity, our
discussion will not take into account the normalization factor (i.e. the size of
the audience when a content is posted).

Indeed, we have run the same analyses normalizing the virality indexes of
a given post against its potential audience: i) the effects are still visible, ii)
the effects are consistent both in significance and sign with the not-normalized
distributions, but iii) differences have lower magnitude (explained by the fact
that virality indexes should be normalized using the actual audience – e.g. the

4It has been noted how (see, for instance, http://on.wsj.com/zjRr06), especially in the time frame we consider,
users’ activity did not increase much in front of the exploding network size.
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followers exposed to the content).

Thus, since we are interested in comparing the virality of different image
categories and our preliminary experiments showed that by normalizing the in-
dexes their comparisons, their sign, and the derived interpretations still hold,
we choose to report the non-normalized version of the results that are more
intuitively readable.

In the following sections, after the analyses of text-only posts and of posts
containing an animated image, we will consider the subset of static images as
the reference dataset. Exemplar pictures taken from the dataset are shown in
Figure 5.3, depicting some image categories that we will take into account in
the following sections.

5.1.3 Data Analysis

Virality metrics in our dataset follow a power-law-like distribution thickening
toward low virality score. In order to evaluate the “virality power” of the fea-
tures taken into account, we compare the virality indexes in terms of empirical
Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDFs). These functions
are commonly used to analyse online social networks in terms of growth in size
and activity (see for example [7, 134], or the discussion presented in [170]) and
also for measuring content diffusion, e.g. the number of retweets of a given
content [156]. Basically, these functions account for the probability p that a
virality index will be greater than n and are defined as follows:

F̂ (n) =
number of posts with virality index > n

total number of posts
(5.1)

For example, the probability of having a post with more than 75 plusoners is
indicated with F̂plus(75) = P(#plusoners > 75). In the following sections we
use CCDFs to understand the relation between image characteristics and post
virality; in order to assess whether the CCDFs of the several types of posts we
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Figure 5.3: Exemplar pictures from the dataset.

take into account show significant differences, we will use the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K–S) goodness-of-fit test, which specifically targets cumulative dis-
tribution functions.

Image vs. text-only

First of all, we aim to understand what is the impact of “adding an image to
a post” in Google+. Some studies [279] already show that posts containing
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an image are much more viral than simple plain-text posts, and that various
characteristics of image based banners affect viewer’s recall and clicks [172].
This finding can be explained in light of a “rapid cognition” model [9, 147].
In this model, the user has to decide in a limited amount of time, and within
a vast information flow of posts, whether to take an action on a particular post
(e.g. to reply, reshare, give it a plusone). Thus, pictures, and the characteris-
tics thereof analyzed in the following sections, might play a role of paramount
importance in her decision-making process as she exploits visual cues that grab
her attention. In some respects, the rapid cognition model is reminiscent of
the mechanisms by which humans routinely make judgments about strangers’
personality and behavior from very short behavioral sequences and non-verbal
cues [58, 167].

In order to investigate the general impact of images we compared posts con-
taining a picture with posts containing only text. While our findings overall
coincide with [279], some interesting phenomena emerged. First, we see that
the probability for a post with an image to have a high number of resharers is
almost three times greater (F̂resh(10) = 0.28 vs. 0.10, K–S test p < 0.001),
see Figure 5.4.c. Still, the CCDFs for the other virality indexes show different
trends:

• Posts containing images have lower probability of being viral when it
comes to number of comments (F̂repl(50) = 0.33 vs. 0.22, K–S test p <

0.001), see Figure 5.4.b. This can be explained by the fact that text-only
posts elicit more “linguistic-elaboration” than images (we also expect that
the average length of comments is higher for text-only posts but we do not
investigate this issue here).

• Also, if we focus on simple appreciation (plusoners in Figure 5.4.a), re-
sults are very intriguing: while up to about 75 plusoners the probability
of having posts containing images is higher, after this threshold the situa-
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tion capsizes. This finding can be of support to the hypothesis that, while
it is easier to impress with images in the information flow — as argued
with the aforementioned “rapid cognition” model — high quality textual
content can impress more.
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Figure 5.4: Virality CCDFs for posts with image vs. text-only posts.
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Static vs. Animated

Animated images add a further dimension to pictures expressivity. Having been
around since the beginning of the Internet (the gif format was introduced in
late 80’s), animated images have had alternate fortune, especially after the wide
spread of services like youtube and the availability of broadband. Nonetheless,
they are still extensively used to produce simple animations and short clips.
Noticeably, the value of simple and short animations has been acknowledged
by Twitter with the recently released Vine service.

Whether a post contains a static or animated image has a strong discrimi-
native impact on all virality indexes, see Figure 5.5. With respect to plusoners
and replies, static images tend to show higher CCDFs (respectively two and
three times more, F̂plus(75) = 0.30 vs. 0.17, F̂repl(50) = 0.22 vs. 0.08, K–S test
p < 0.001), while on resharers the opposite holds.

The fact that F̂resh(n) is two times higher for posts containing animated im-
ages (F̂resh(10) = 0.48 vs. 0.27, K–S test p < .001) can be potentially explained
by the fact that animated images are usually built to convey a small “memetic”
clip - i.e. funny, cute or quirky situations as suggested in [74].

In order to verify this hypothesis we have annotated a small random subsam-
ple of 200 images. 81% of these animated images were found to be “memetic”
(two annotators were used, positive example if the image score 1 at least on one
of the aforementioned dimensions, annotator agreement is very high — Cohen’s
kappa 0.78). These findings indicate that animated images are mainly a vehicle
for amusement, at least on Google+.

Image Orientation

We then focused on the question whether image orientation (landscape, portrait

and squared) has any impact on virality indexes. We included squared images
in our analysis since they are typical of popular services a la Instagram. These
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Figure 5.5: Virality CCDFs for static vs. animated images.

services enable users to apply digital filters to the pictures they take and confine
photos to a squared shape, similar to Kodak Instamatic and Polaroids, providing
a so-called “vintage effect”.

We have annotated a small random subsample of 200 images. 55% of these
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Figure 5.6: Virality CCDFs for image orientation.

images were found to be “Instagrammed” (two annotators were used, positive
example if the image is clearly recognized as modified with a filter; annotator
agreement is high – Cohen’s kappa 0.68). Note that, if we include also black and
white squared pictures without any other particular filter applied (b/w is one of
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the ”basic” filter provided by Instagram) the amount of Instagrammed pictures
rises to 65%. Obviously, the ratio of pictures modified with this and similar
services could be higher; here, we rather wanted to identify those pictures that
were clearly recognized as seeking for the aforementioned “vintage effect”.

While the orientation seems not to have strong impact on resharers, with a
mild prevalence of horizontal pictures (see Figure 5.6.c), plusoners and replies
tend to well discriminate among various image orientations. In particular, por-
trait images show higher probability of being viral than squared images than, in
turn, landscapes (see Figure 5.6.a and 5.6.b).

Furthermore, CCDFs indicate that vertical images tend to be more viral than
horizontal ones (F̂plus(75) = 0.38 vs. 0.26, F̂repl(50) = 0.38 vs. 0.17, K–S test
p < 0.001). Hence, while squared images place themselves in the middle in any
metric, landscape images have lower viral probability for plusones and replies
but slightly higher probability for reshares.

This can be partially explained by the fact that we are analyzing “celebrities”
posts. If the vertically-orientated image contains the portrait of a celebrity this
is more likely to be appreciated rather that reshared, since the act of resharing
can also be seen as a form of “self-representation” of the follower (we will
analyze the impact of pictures containing faces in the following section). The
opposite holds for landscapes, i.e. they are more likely to be reshared and used
for self-representation.

Images containing one face

In traditional mono-directional media (e.g. tv, billboards, etc.) a widely used
promotion strategy is the use of testimonials, especially celebrities endorsing
a product. Is the same strategy applicable to Social Media? Understanding
the effect of posting images with faces by most popular Google+ users (and
hypothesizing that those are their faces) is a first step in the direction of finding
an answer.
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We computed how many faces are found in the images, along with the ra-
tio of the area that include faces and the whole image area, using the Viola-
Jones [292] face detection algorithm. We considered images containing one
face vs. images containing no faces. We did not consider the surface of image
occupied by the face (i.e. if it is a close-up portrait, or just a small face within
a bigger picture). The discriminative effect of containing a face on virality is
statistically significant but small. Still, the pictures containing faces tend to
have mild effect on resharers (slightly higher replies and plusoners but lower
resharers as compared to images with no faces).

In order to verify the hypothesis mentioned earlier, i.e. that self-portraits
tend to be reshared less, we also focused on a subsample of images containing
faces that cover at least 10% of the image surface (about 6400 instances). In
this case, the differences among indexes polarize a little more (higher plusoners
and comments, lower resharers), as we were expecting. Unfortunately, images
with even higher face/surface ratio are too few to further verify the hypotheses.

Grayscale vs. Colored

The impact and meaning of black-and-white (i.e. grayscale) photographic im-
ages has been studied from different perspectives (e.g. semiotics and psychol-
ogy) and with reference to different fields (from documentary to arts and ad-
vertising). Rudolf Arnheim, for example, argues that color produces essentially
emotional experience, whereas shape corresponds to intellectual pleasure [17].
Hence, black-and-white photography, because of its absence of expressive col-
ors, focuses on shapes that require intellectual reflection and brings to explore
aesthetic possibilities. We want to understand if such functions and effects can
be spotted in our virality indexes.

In order to have a “perceptual” grayscale (some images may contain highly
desaturated colors and so perceived as shades of gray) we dichotomized the
dataset according to the mean-saturation index of the images, using a very con-
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Figure 5.7: Virality CCDFs for image Brightness.

servative threshold of 0.05 (on a 0-1 scale).

As can be seen in Figure 5.8.a and 5.8.b, colored images (with saturation
higher than 0.05) have a higher probability of collecting more plusoners and
replies as compared to images with lower saturation (grayscale). In particular
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Figure 5.8: Virality CCDFs for Grayscale vs. Colored images.

the probability functions for replies is more than two times higher (F̂repl(50)

values are 0.26 vs. 0.10, K–S test p < 0.001). Instead, image saturation has no
relevant impact on resharers.
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Very Bright Images

After converting each image in our dataset to the HSB color space, we extracted
its mean Saturation and Brightness. More in detail, the HSB (Hue/Saturation/Brightness)
color space describes each pixel in an image as a point on a cylinder: the Hue di-
mension representing its color within the set of primary-secondary ones, while
Saturation and Brightness describe respectively how close to the pure color (i.e.
its Hue), and how bright it is.We split the dataset according to images mean
brightness using a threshold of 0.85 (in a scale included between 0 and 1). Usu-
ally images with such an high mean brightness tend to be cartoon-like images
rather than pictures. Previous research [125] has shown that pixel brightness is
expected to be higher in cartoon-like (or significantly “photoshopped’) than in
natural images.

Image brightness level has a strong impact on plusoners and replies, and a
milder one on resharers. Brighter images have a lower probability of being
viral on the first two indexes (Figure 5.7.a and 5.7.b) and a higher probabil-
ity on the latter (Figure 5.7.c). In particular, lower brightness images have a
plusone and reshare probability almost two times higher (F̂plus(75) = 0.31 vs.
0.18, F̂repl(50) = 0.23 vs. 0.12, K–S test p < 0.001), while for resharers it
is 27% higher in favor of high brightness images (F̂resh(10) = 0.33 vs. 0.26).
Surprisingly, analyzing a small random subsample of 200 very bright images,
we found that while 88% of these images contained some text, as we would
have expected, only 13% were cartoon/comics and only 13% contained the real
picture of an object as subject, even if highly ”photoshopped”. Above all, only
a small amount of these images (21%) was considered funny or memetic5. The
great majority comprised pictures containing infographics, screenshots of soft-
ware programs, screenshots of social-networks posts and similar. In this respect
we are analyzing a content that is meant to be mainly informative, and is some-

5Two annotators were used, four binary categories were provided (contain-text/comics/real-picture-obj/funny).
The overall inter-annotator agreement on these categories is high, Cohen’s kappa 0.74.
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how complementary to the content of animated pictures (mainly intended for
amusement, see 5.1.3).

Vertical and Horizontal edges

Finally, we want to report on an explorative investigation we made. We fo-
cused on the impact of edges intensity on posts virality. The intensity of ver-
tical/horizontal/diagonal edges was computed using Gaussian filters, based on
code used in [284] in the context of real-time visual concept classification. The
probability density of the average edges intensity follows a gaussian-like distri-
bution, with mean of about 0.08 (both for horizontal and vertical edges). We
divided images into two groups: those having an average edge intensity below
the sample mean, and those having an average edge intensity above the mean.
Results showed that images with horizontal edge intensity below the sample
mean are far more viral on the plusoners and replies indexes, while vertical are
less discriminative. Results for horizontal hedges are as follows: F̂plus(75) =
0.36 vs. 0.22, F̂repl(50) = 0.27 vs. 0.14, F̂resh(10) = 0.25 vs. 0.29, K–S test
p < 0.001. While these results do not have an intuitive explanation, they clearly
show that there is room for further investigating the impact of edges.

Virality Indexes Correlation

From the analyses above, virality indexes seem to “move together” (in partic-
ular plusoners and replies) while resharers appear to indicate a different phe-
nomenon. We hypothesize that plusoners and replies can be considered as a
form of endorsement, while reshares are a form of self-representation. This ex-
plains why, for example, pictures containing faces are endorsed but not used for
self-representation by VIPs’ followers. On the contrary, animated images that
usually contain funny material are more likely to provoke reshares for followers’
self-representation. In fact, people usually tend to represent themselves with
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positive feelings rather than negative ones (especially popular users, see [227]),
and positive moods appear to be associated with social interactions [64, 293].

Table 5.2: Virality indexes correlation on the datasets

Pearson MIC
Static images

plusoners vs. replies 0.723 0.433
plusoners vs. resharers 0.550 0.217
replies vs. resharers 0.220 0.126

Animated Images
plusoners vs. replies 0.702 0.304
plusoners vs. resharers 0.787 0.396
replies vs. resharers 0.554 0.205

Text Only
plusoners vs. replies 0.802 0.529
plusoners vs. resharers 0.285 0.273
replies vs. resharers 0.172 0.185

This is supported also by the correlation analysis of the three virality in-
dexes, reported in Table 5.2, made on the various datasets we exploited. In this
analysis we used both the Pearson coefficient and the recent Maximal Informa-
tion Coefficient (MIC), considering plusoners ≤ 1200, replies ≤ 400 e resharers
≤ 400. MIC is a measure of dependence introduced in [236] and it is part of
the Maximal Information-based Nonparametric Exploration (MINE) family of
statistics. MIC is able to capture variable relationships of different nature, pe-
nalizing similar levels of noise in the same way. In this study we use the Python
package minepy [8].

In particular, from Table 5.2 we see that: plusones and replies always have
a high correlation while replies and resharers always correlate low. Plusoners
and reshares, that have a mild correlation in most cases, correlate highly when it
comes to funny pictures, i.e. animated ones. This can be explained by a specific
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“procedural” effect: the follower expresses his/her appreciation for the funny
picture and, after that, he/she reshares the content. Since resharing implies also
writing a comment in the new post, the reply is likely not to be added to the
original VIP’s post.

In Table 5.3 we sum up the main findings of the paper, comparing the var-
ious CCDFs: animated images and infographics have much higher probability
of being reshared, while colored images or images containing faces have higher
probability of being appreciated or commented. Finally, black and white pic-
tures (grayscale) turn out to be the least “viral” on Google+.

Table 5.3: Summary of main findings of the analysis.

F̂plus(75) F̂repl(50) F̂resh(10)

very bright 0.18 0.12 0.33
grayscale 0.21 0.11 0.28
color 0.31 0.24 0.27
animated 0.17 0.08 0.48
one-face > 10% area 0.35 0.30 0.23

5.1.4 User Analysis

Finally, we investigate if there is any relevant interaction between images char-
acteristics and VIP’s typology. In Table 5.4 we report demographic details6 on
the Google+ dataset, as provided by the users in their profile pages.

In order to investigate possible user category effects in our dataset — that is,
if our analyses are also influenced by the type of user posting images rather than
by the actual content solely, we evaluated the entropy for each image category

6No Category denotes users that do not provide any personal information and for which it was not possible to
trace back their category; Not Available denotes seven accounts that were no more publicly accessible when we
gathered demographic info; Other denotes very rare and unusual category definitions. The Neutral gender refers
to pages afferent to ”non-humans” like products, brands, websites, firms, etc.
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Table 5.4: User demographics in the Google+ dataset.

User-category Female (%) Male (%) Neutral (%) Total (%)
Technology 35 (19%) 110 (61%) 36 (20%) 181 (19%)
Photography 41 (24%) 130 (76%) 1 (1%) 172 (18%)
Music 96 (59%) 48 (29%) 19 (12%) 163 (17%)
Writing 26 (21%) 76 (63%) 19 (16%) 121 (13%)
Actor 21 (36%) 34 (59%) 3 (5%) 58 (6%)
Entrepreneur 12 (29%) 29 (71%) - 41 (4%)
Sport - 22 (55%) 18 (45%) 40 (4%)
Artist 11 (31%) 21 (60%) 3 (9%) 35 (4%)
TV 8 (24%) 11 (33%) 14 (42%) 33 (3%)
Company - - 28 (100%) 28 (3%)
Website - - 23 (100%) 23 (2%)
Politician - 19 (86%) 3 (14%) 22 (2%)
No Category 6 (43%) 8 (57%) - 14 (1%)
Organization - - 9 (100%) 9 (1%)
Not Available - - 7 (100%) 7 (1%)
Other 1 (33%) 2 (67%) - 3 (0%)

Total 257 (27%) 510 (54%) 183 (19%) 950 (100%)
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over the 16 user categories (as defined in Table 5.4). In Table 5.5 we report the
contingency table of image-category entropy distributions over user-categories.
Looking at the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of specific image categories
with respect to the reference distribution (i.e., taken as the total number of im-
ages posted by each user-category), we observe very few but interesting effects
due to specific user-categories.

In particular, while all the KL divergences are very small, two of them (for
Grayscale and High Brightness, reported in Bold) are an order of magnitude
greater than other classes. Interestingly the divergence is explained mainly by
the distribution gap in only two User’s categories. For High Brightness the
gap is mainly given by Technology user category that doubles its probability
distribution (from 22% to 40%) and Music and Photography that reduce their
probability distribution to one third. This divergence from the reference distri-
bution is consistent with the analysis of the content we made in section 5.1.3:
these images where mainly infographics and screenshots of software programs
and social networks (so mainly connected to technology). For Grayscale the
gap is mainly given by Photography users category that rises by 50% its proba-
bility distribution and Music, that reduces it to one third. This gap is consistent
with the idea, expressed in Section 5.1.3, that black-and-white photography is a
particular form of art expressivity mainly used by professionals.

5.1.5 Conclusions

We have presented a study, based on a novel dataset of Google+ posts, showing
that perceptual characteristics of an image can strongly affect the virality of
the post embedding it. Considering various kinds of images (e.g. cartoons,
panorama or self-portraits) and related features (e.g. orientation, animations)
we saw that users’ reactions are affected in different ways. We provided a series
of analyses to explain the underlying phenomena, using three virality metrics
(namely plusoners, replies and resharers). Results suggest that plusoners and
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Table 5.5: Contingency table of image-category distributions over user-categories.
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replies “move together” while reshares indicate a distinct users’ reaction. In
particular, funny and informative images have much higher probability of being
reshared but are associated to different image features (animation and high-
brightness respectively), while colored images or images containing faces have
higher probability of being appreciated and commented.

Future work will dig deeper into the assessment of relations between visual
content and virality indexes, adopting multivariate analysis that includes user’s
categories (e.g. which is the viral effect of b/w pictures taken by professional
photographer as compared to those taken by non professional users). We will
also extend our experimental setup in the following ways: (a) taking into ac-
count compositional features of the images, i.e. resembling concepts such as
the well-known ”rule of thirds”; (b) extracting and exploiting descriptors such
as color histograms, oriented-edges histograms; (c) building upon the vast lit-
erature available in the context of scene/object recognition, dividing our dataset
into specific categories in order to analyse relations between categories, such as
natural images or sport images, and their virality.

5.2 A Lexicon for Emotion Analysis from Crowd-Annotated
News

Sentiment analysis has proved useful in several application scenarios, for in-
stance in buzz monitoring – the marketing technique for keeping track of con-
sumer responses to services and products – where identifying positive and neg-
ative customer experiences helps to assess product and service demand, tackle
crisis management, etc.

Instead, the use of finer-grained models, accounting for the role of individ-
ual emotions, is still in its infancy. Still, the simple division in ‘positive’ vs.
‘negative’ comments may not suffice, as in these examples: ‘I’m so miserable, I

dropped my IPhone in the water and now it’s not working anymore’ (SADNESS)
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vs. ‘I am very upset, my new IPhone keeps not working!’ (ANGER). While both
texts express a negative sentiment, only the latter, connected to anger, is rele-
vant for buzz monitoring. Thus, emotion analysis represents a natural evolution
of sentiment analysis.

Many approaches to sentiment analysis make use of lexical resources – i.e.
lists of positive and negative words – often deployed as baselines or as features
for other methods, usually machine learning based [175]. In these lexica, words
are associated with their prior polarity, i.e. whether such word out of context
evokes something positive or something negative. For example, wonderful has
a positive connotation – prior polarity – while horrible has a negative one.

The quest for a high precision and high coverage lexicon, where words are
associated with either sentiment or emotion scores, has several reasons. First, it
is fundamental for tasks such as affective modification of existing texts, where
words’ polarity together with their score are necessary for creating multiple
graded variations of the original text [102, 127, 305].

Second, considering words order makes a difference in sentiment analysis.
This calls for a role of compositionality, where the score of a sentence is com-
puted by composing the scores of the words up in the syntactic tree. Works
worth mentioning in this connection are: [251], that uses recursive neural net-
works to learn compositional rules for sentiment analysis, and [200, 202] that
exploit hand-coded rules to compose the emotions expressed by words in a
sentence. In this respect, compositional approaches represent a new promis-
ing trend, since all other approaches, either using semantic similarity or Bag-
of-Words (BOW) based machine-learning, cannot handle, for example, cases
of texts with same wording but different words order: “The dangerous killer

escaped one month ago, but lately he was arrested” (RELIEF, HAPPYNESS)
vs. “The dangerous killer was arrested one month ago, but lately he escaped”
(FEAR). The work in [296] partially accounts for this problem and argues that
using word bigram features allows improving over BOW based methods, where
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words are taken as features in isolation. This way it is possible to capture simple
compositional phenomena like polarity reversing in “killing cancer”.

Finally, tasks such as copywriting, where evocative names are a key element
to a successful product [211, 212] require exhaustive lists of emotion related
words. In such cases no context is given and the brand name alone, with its
perceived prior polarity, is responsible for stating the area of competition and
evoking semantic associations. For example Mitsubishi changed the name of
one of its SUV for the Spanish market, since the original name Pajero had a
very negative prior polarity, as it means ‘wanker’ in Spanish [224]. Evoking
emotions in also fundamental for a successful name: consider names of a per-
fume like Obsession, or technological products like MacBook air.

In this work, we aim at automatically producing a high coverage and high
precision emotion lexicon using distributional semantics, with numerical scores
associated with each emotion, like it has already been done for sentiment anal-
ysis. To this end, we take advantage in an original way of massive crowd-
sourced affective annotations associated with news articles, obtained by crawl-
ing the rappler.com social news network. We also evaluate our lexicon by
integrating it in unsupervised classification and regression settings for emotion
recognition. Results indicate that the use of our resource, even if automatically
acquired, is highly beneficial in the affective text recognition scenario.

5.2.1 Related Work

Within the broad field of sentiment analysis, we hereby provide a short review of
research efforts put towards building sentiment and emotion lexica, regardless
of the approach in which such lists are then used (machine learning, rule based
or deep learning). A general overview can be found in [175, 213, 214, 310].

Sentiment Lexica. In recent years there has been an increasing focus on
producing lists of words (lexica) with prior polarities, to be used in sentiment
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AFRAID AMUSED ANGRY ANNOYED DONT CARE HAPPY INSPIRED SAD

doc 10002 0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00
doc 10003 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.00 0.00
doc 10004 0.52 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.31
doc 10011 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00
doc 10028 0.00 0.30 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.31 0.08

Table 5.6: An excerpt of the Document-by-Emotion Matrix - MDE

analysis. When building such lists, a trade-off between coverage of the resource
and its precision is to be found.

One of the most well-known resources is SentiWordNet (SWN) [81, 20],
in which each entry is a set of lemma#PoS#sense-number sharing the
same meaning, called synset. Each synset s is associated with the numerical
scores Pos(s) and Neg(s), ranging from 0 to 1. These scores – automati-
cally assigned starting from a bunch of seed terms – represent the positive and
negative valence (or posterior polarity) of the synset and are inherited by each
lemma#PoS#sense-number in the synset.

Starting from SWN, several prior polarities for words (SWN-prior), in the
form lemma#PoS, can be computed (e.g. considering only the first-sense, av-
eraging on all the senses, etc.). These approaches, detailed in [104], produce a
list of 155k words, where the lower precision given by the automatic scoring of
SWN is compensated by the high coverage.

Another widely used resource is ANEW [31], providing valence scores for 1k
words, which were manually assigned by several annotators. This resource has
a low coverage, but the precision is maximum. Similarly, the SO-CAL entries
[272] were manually tagged by a small number of annotators with a multi-
class label (from very negative to very positive). These ratings were
further validated through crowd-sourcing, ending up with a list of roughly 4k
words. More recently, a resource that replicated ANEW annotation approach
using crowd-sourcing, was released [298], providing sentiment scores for 14k
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words. Interestingly, this resource annotates the most frequent words in English,
so, even if lexicon coverage is still far lower than SWN-prior, it grants a high
coverage, with human precision, of language use.

Finally, the General Inquirer lexicon [262] provides a binary classification
(positive/negative) of 4k sentiment-bearing words, while the resource in
[309] expands the General Inquirer to 6k words.

Emotion Lexica. Compared to sentiment lexica, far less emotion lexica have
been produced, and all have lower coverage. One of the most used resources
is WordNetAffect [263] which contains manually assigned affective labels to
WordNet synsets (ANGER, JOY, FEAR, etc.). It currently provides 900 annotated
synsets and 1.6k words in the form lemma#PoS#sense, corresponding to
roughly 1 thousand lemma#PoS.

AffectNet, part of the SenticNet project [38], contains 10k words (out of 23k
entries) taken from ConceptNet and aligned with WordNetAffect. This resource
extends WordNetAffect labels to concepts like ‘have breakfast’. Fuzzy Affect

Lexicon [266] contains roughly 4k lemma#PoS manually annotated by one
linguist using 80 emotion labels. Finally Affect database is an extension of
SentiFul [201] and contains 2.5K words in the form lemma#PoS. The latter
is the only lexicon providing words annotated also with emotion scores rather
than only with labels.

5.2.2 Dataset Collection

To build our emotion lexicon we harvested all the news articles from rappler.com,
as of June 3rd 2013: the final dataset consists of 13.5 M words over 25.3 K
documents, with an average of 530 words per document. For each document,
along with the text we also harvested the information displayed by Rappler’s
Mood Meter, a small interface offering the readers the opportunity to click on
the emotion that a given Rappler story made them feel. The idea behind the
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Mood Meter is actually “getting people to crowdsource the mood for the day”7,
and returning the percentage of votes for each emotion label for a given story.
This way, hundreds of thousands votes have been collected since the launch of
the service. In our novel approach to ‘crowdsourcing’, as compared to other
NLP tasks that rely on tools like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [250], the subjects
are aware of the ‘implicit annotation task’ but aware of the ‘annotation task’
but they are not paid. From this data, we built a document-by-emotion matrix
MDE , providing the voting percentages for each document in the eight affective
dimensions available in Rappler. An excerpt is provided in Table 5.6.

The idea of using documents from the Web annotated with emotions is not
new [193, 265], but these works had the limitations of providing a single emo-
tion label per document, rather than a score for each emotion, and, moreover,
the annotation was performed by the author of the document alone.

Table 5.7 reports the average percentage of votes for each emotion on the
whole corpus: HAPPINESS has a far higher percentage of votes (at least three
times). There are several possible explanations, out of the scope of the present
paper, for this bias: (i) it is due to cultural characteristics of the audience (Rap-
pler is a Philippine based social news network); (ii) the bias is in the dataset
itself, being formed mainly by ‘positive’ news; (iii) it is a psychological phe-
nomenon due to the fact that people tend to express more positive moods on so-
cial networks [64, 227, 293]. In any case, the predominance of happy mood has
been found in other datasets, for instance LiveJournal.com posts [265].

In the following section we will discuss how we handled this problem.

5.2.3 Emotion Lexicon Creation

As a next step we built a word-by-emotion matrix starting from MDE using an
approach based on compositional semantics. To do so, we first lemmatized and

7http://www.niemanlab.org/2012/08/in-the-philippines-rappler-is-trying-to-figure-out-the-role-of-emotion-in-
the-news/
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EMOTION Votesµ EMOTION Votesµ
AFRAID 0.04 DONT CARE 0.05
AMUSED 0.10 HAPPY 0.32
ANGRY 0.10 INSPIRED 0.10
ANNOYED 0.06 SAD 0.11

Table 5.7: Average percentages of votes.

Word AFRAID AMUSED ANGRY ANNOYED DONT CARE HAPPY INSPIRED SAD
awe#n 0.08 0.12 0.04 0.11 0.07 0.15 0.38 0.05
comical#a 0.02 0.51 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.17 0.03 0.06
crime#n 0.11 0.10 0.23 0.15 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.15
criminal#a 0.12 0.10 0.25 0.14 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.11
dead#a 0.17 0.07 0.17 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.35
funny#a 0.04 0.29 0.04 0.11 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.08
future#n 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.21 0.10
game#n 0.06 0.15 0.06 0.08 0.15 0.23 0.15 0.12
kill#v 0.23 0.06 0.21 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.27
rapist#n 0.02 0.07 0.46 0.07 0.08 0.16 0.03 0.12
sad#a 0.06 0.12 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.15 0.24
warning#n 0.44 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.16

Table 5.8: An excerpt of the Word-by-Emotion Matrix (MWE) using normalized frequencies
(nf ). Emotions weighting more than 20% in a word are highlighted for readability purposes.

PoS tagged all the documents (where PoS can be adj., nouns, verbs, adv.) and
kept only those lemma#PoS present also in WordNet, similar to SWN-prior
and WordNetAffect resources.

We then computed the term-by-document matrices using raw frequencies,
normalized frequencies, and tf-idf (MWD,f , MWD,nf and MWD,tfidf respec-
tively), so to test which of the three weights is better. After that, we applied ma-
trix multiplication between the document-by-emotion and word-by-document
matrices (MDE •MWD) to obtain a (raw) word-by-emotion matrix MWE. This
method allows us to ‘merge’ words with emotions by summing the products of
the weight of a word with the weight of the emotions in each document.

Finally, we transformed MWE by first applying normalization column-wise
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(so to eliminate the over representation for happiness as discussed in Section
5.2.2) and then scaling the data row-wise so to sum up to one. An excerpt of the
final Matrix MWE is presented in Table 5.8, and it can be interpreted as a list
of words with scores that represent how much weight a given word has in the
affective dimensions we consider. So, for example, awe#n has a predominant
weight in INSPIRED (0.38), comical#a has a predominant weight in AMUSED

(0.51), while kill#v has a predominant weight in AFRAID, ANGRY and SAD

(0.23, 0.21 and 0.27 respectively). This matrix, that we call DepecheMood8,
represents our emotion lexicon, it contains 37k entries and is freely available
for research purposes at [anonymous-link].

5.2.4 Experiments

To evaluate the performance we can obtain with our lexicon, we use the pub-
lic dataset provided for the SemEval 2007 task on ‘Affective Text’ [264]. The
task was focused on emotion recognition in one thousand news headlines, both
in regression and classification settings. Headlines typically consist of a few
words and are often written with the intention to ‘provoke’ emotions so to attract
the readers’ attention. An example of headline from the dataset is the follow-
ing: “Iraq car bombings kill 22 People, wound more than 60”. For the regres-
sion task the values provided are: <anger(0.32),disgust(0.27),fear(0.84),

joy(0.0),sadness(0.95),surprise(0.20)> while for the classification task the
labels provided are {FEAR,SADNESS}. This dataset is of interest to us since
the ‘compositional’ problem is less prominent given the simplified syntax of
news headlines, containing, for example, fewer adverbs (like negations or in-
tensifiers) than normal sentences [283]. adverbs Furthermore, this is to our
knowledge the only dataset available providing numerical scores for emotions.
Finally, this dataset was meant for unsupervised approaches (just a small trial
sample was provided), so to avoid simple text categorization approaches.

8In french ‘depeche’ means dispatch/news.
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As the affective dimensions present in the test set – based on the six basic
emotions model [78] – do not exactly match with the ones provided by Rappler’s
Mood Meter, we first define a mapping between the two, reported in Table 5.9.
Then, we proceed to transform the test headlines to the lemma#PoS format.

SemEval Rappler SemEval Rappler
FEAR AFRAID SURPRISE INSPIRED
ANGER ANGRY DISGUST ANNOYED
JOY HAPPY - AMUSED
SADNESS SAD - DON’T CARE

Table 5.9: Mapping of labels between our dataset and Semeval2007. In bold, labels that do not
have a precise semantic mapping.

Only one test headline contained exclusively words not present in DepecheMood,
further indicating the high-coverage nature of our resource. In Table 5.10 we
report the coverage of some Sentiment and Emotion Lexica of different sizes
on the same dataset. Similar to Warriner et. al (2013), we observe that even if
the number of entries of our lexicon is far lower than SWN-prior approaches,
the fact that we extracted and annotated words from documents grants a high
coverage of language use.

Sentiment
Lexica

ANEW 1k entries 0.10
Warriner et. al 13k entries 0.51
SWN-prior 155k entries 0.67

Emotion
Lexica

WNAffect 1k entries 0.12
DepecheMood 37k entries 0.64

Table 5.10: Statistics on words coverage per headline.

Since our primary goal is to assess the quality of DepecheMood we first
focus on the regression task. We do so by using a very naı̈ve approach, similar
to “WordNetAffect presence” discussed in [265]: for each headline, we simply
compute a value, for any affective dimension, by averaging the corresponding
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affective scores –obtained from DepecheMood- of all lemma#PoS present in
the headline.

In Table 5.11 we report the results obtained using the three versions of our
resource (Pearson correlation), along with the best performance on each emo-
tion of other systems9 (bestse); the last column contains the upper bound of
inter-annotator agreement. For 5 emotions out of 6 we improve over the best
performing systems. We do not outperform other systems only on DISGUST,
that has no clear alignment with our labels (see Table 5.9).

Interestingly, even using a sub-optimal alignment for SURPRISE we still
manage to outperform other systems. Considering the naı̈ve approach we used,
we can reasonably conclude that the quality and coverage of our resource are the
reason of such results, and that adopting more complex approaches can possibly
further improve performances in text-based emotion recognition.

DepecheMood bestse upper
f nf tfidf

FEAR 0.56 0.54 0.53 0.45 0.64
ANGER 0.36 0.38 0.36 0.32 0.50
SURPRISE* 0.25 0.21 0.24 0.16 0.36
DISGUST* 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.18 0.44
JOY 0.39 0.40 0.39 0.26 0.60
SADNESS 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.41 0.68

Table 5.11: Regression results – Pearson’s correlation

As a final test, we evaluate our resource in the classification task. The naı̈ve
approach used in this case consists in mapping the average of the scores of
all words in the headline to a binary decision with fixed threshold at 0.5 for
each emotion (after min-max normalization on all test headlines scores). In
Table 5.12 we report the results (F1 measure) of our approach along with the
best performance of other systems on each emotion (bestse), as in the previous
case. For 3 emotions out of 6 we improve over the best performing systems,

9Systems participating to the ‘Affective Text’ task plus the approaches presented in [265].
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for one emotion we manage to obtain the same results, and for 2 emotions we
do not outperform other systems. In this case the difference in performances
among the various ways of representing the word-by-document matrix is more
prominent: raw frequencies (f ) provide the worst results.

DepecheMood bestse

f nf tfidf
FEAR 0.25 0.32 0.31 0.23
ANGER 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17
SURPRISE* 0.13 0.16 0.09 0.15
DISGUST* 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.04
JOY 0.22 0.30 0.32 0.32
SADNESS 0.36 0.40 0.38 0.30

Table 5.12: Classification results – F1 measures

5.2.5 Conclusions

We presented and provided to the community DepecheMood, an emotion lex-
icon built in a novel and totally automated way by harvesting crowd-sourced
affective annotation from a social news network. Our experimental results in-
dicate high-coverage and high-precision of the lexicon, showing significant im-
provements over state-of-the-art unsupervised approaches even when using the
resource with very naı̈ve classification and regression strategies. We believe
that the wealth of information provided by social media can be harnessed to
build models and resources for emotion recognition from text, going a step be-
yond sentiment analysis. Our future work will include testing Singular Value
Decomposition on the word-by-document matrices, allowing to propagate emo-
tions values for a document to similar words non present in the document itself,
and the study of perceived mood effects on virality indices and readers engage-
ment by exploiting tweets, likes, reshares and comments.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of automatic behavior understand-
ing from a wide range of perspectives.

In Chapter 2, we have tackled a scenario in which subjects interact with
technology or enjoy multimedia contents; insights from the presented works
can be valuable to design and implement cheaper and less obtrusive evaluation
strategies, and to provide more engaging experiences to viewers (especially,
with the current deployment of so-called Smart TVs.

In Chapter 3, we moved to small group scenarios, with the design, develop-
ment, and evaluation of integrated software systems able to capture interaction
patterns, such as social attention, and to infer high level behavioral determi-
nants, such as personality. In particular, we have contributed to the research
community the very first computational approaches to the detection of person-

ality states [256].

In Chapter 4 we further loosened constraints, exploiting wearable and mobile
devices to extract and store quantitative behavioral manifestations, along with
questionnaire sampling to assess their validity. We showed how metadata can
be valuable to infer personality [255], and provided an important contribution
with the SocioMetric Badges Corpus, so far the largest database available for
Organizational Behavior studies.
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Finally, in Chapter 5 we focused on scenarios in which we have absolutely
no control: crawling the world wide web in order to extract higher level knowl-
edge from behavioral traces left online. For example, we showed the relation
between image characteristics and virality on a popular social network [105];
furthermore, we harvested a popular news website which provided its readers
with a simple tool to express their emotional feedback: using such data, we
were able to build, and contribute to the community, a high-coverage and high-
precision emotional lexicon.

We live interesting times.

In 1916, the great Italian thinker Antonio Gramsci wrote Facts ripen in

the dark, for masters sew the fabric of public life unbeknownst to puppets.
1(translation by the author).

A century later, we find ourselves living in a world vastly reshaped by the
continuous development and availability of information, and the related tech-
nological means of production and distribution. Still, policies and regulations
move at a significantly lower pace, mostly trying to update existing and out-
dated legal frameworks with the effect of keeping the relations of power mostly
intact.

Nonetheless, the paradigm-shift provided by the data-driven society whose
early days we are now witnessing seems ineluctable. Even the most complex
and pervasive surveillance system was brought to light and is under public
scrutiny, thanks to data and information that spread, reached and enraged bil-
lions of citizens. The very technology we are working on, as any technology,
can be used for advancing humanity or for humiliating it.

Previous research works [203, 209, 226, 233] have shown how cooperation
is as important and prevalent in human society as competition. The mathemat-

ical, predictive science of society that includes both individual differences and

1“Dei fatti maturano nell’ombra, perché mani non sorvegliate da nessun controllo tessono la tela della vita
collettiva, e la massa ignora.” Antonio Gramsci, 1916. From Sotto la mole, Einaudi, Torino, 1964, p. 228.
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the relationships between individuals envisioned by Alex ”Sandy“ Pentland in
his latest book Social Physics [218] and under current scientific development,
aims in fact to engineer better social systems, building a feedback loop between
scientific knowledge and Big Data and allowing distributed realtime decision
making in a decentralized fashion.

We already often use new services and innovations spawned from the sharing

economy (e.g. AirBnb, ZipCar, etc.): we’re moving from a world where we’re

organized around ownership to one organized around access to assets2. Still, as
mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, as personal data becomes an asset,
service providers (the asset owners) tend naturally to keep such information in
silos, deriving value from it in old-fashioned ways, often with little or no return
for its actual producers (us). An economic paradigm based on liberation of
data from such silos has recently been proposed by Doc Searls: the intention

economy [246].

The complete transition from old-fashioned market-based economies to exchange-
or intention- based economic paradigms will be possible if we finally stop think-
ing about data with 1970s mindset: as John Clippinger put it, elaborating the
concept of Social Stack3 within the ID3 initiative, People could be empowered

to control their personal information and identities, and to develop bonds of so-

cial trust and reputation in stable, enduring online communities. We are starting
to look at data as water (a common asset) rather than as oil (a commodity), and
imagining new forms of governance and self-organizing communities built on
data and decentralized services.

Indeed, in the quest for understanding the potential for a user-centric per-
spective, as opposed to market-centric, on mobile personal data, we have pre-
sented in Section 4.4 a case study on the economics of personal mobile data.

It is our understanding that revolutions happen through cooperation, and are
2Lisa Gansky, http://www.forbes.com/sites/tomiogeron/2013/01/23/airbnb-and-the-unstoppable-rise-of-the-

share-economy/
3http://idcubed.org/open-platform/socialstack/
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failed by competition.
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